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PREFACE

This report on the EQ6 code is the third in a series on computer programs

for use in modeling aqueous geochemical systems. EQ6 is a code for making

calculations of thermodynamic or partial thermodynamic equilibrium in aqueous

systems. It is normally used to compute reaction paths of dynamically

reacting systems, in which equilibrium or partial equilibrium calculations are

done at a sequence of steps of reaction progress and/or time. The code

presently can integrate rate equations for mineral dissolution. Capabilities

to handle the kinetics of other kinds of reactions are under development. The

code is of general applicability in the field of aqueous geochemistry.

However, the current development program is focused on providing calculational

capabilities in support of performance assessment for geologic disposal of

high-level nuclear waste.

EQ6 has been the subject of previous reports (Wolery, 1978, 1979).

However, this report is the first user's guide written by the code's author.

EQ6 is part of a software package called EQ3/6. The first report in this

series (Wolery, 1983) is the user's guide and documentation for EQ3NR, the

aqueous speciation-solubility code. EQ3NR calculations are required to

initialize EQ6 computations. The EQ3NR document describes EQ3NR, the common

data base that supports both EQ3NR and EQ6, and EQTL, a data base preprocessor

code. The reader of this report should be fully familiar with the EQ3NR

document.

The second report in this series (Wolery, 1984a) discusses modifications

to EQ3NR and EQ6 to permit a choice of any of several sets of approximations

for the activity of water and the molal activity coefficients of solutes,

including options suitable for calculations on brines and concentrated salt

solutions. These options have been built into the 3245 release package, of

which the EQ6 described here is a part (See also Jackson, 1984). Wolery

(1984a) describes the differences between the 3245 version of EQ3NR and the

3230 version described earlier by Wolery (1983).
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The fourth report in this series (Wolery, 1984b) will be the user's guide

and documentation for MCRT, a a data base/temperature extrapolation code that

supports the EQ3/6 thermodynamic data base. MCRT and its data files are now

considered part of the EQ3/6 package.

Inquiries about obtaining the EQ3/6 package should be addressed to either

Thomas J. Wolery, L-204, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O. Box 808,

Livermore, CA 94550 or the National Energy Software Center, Argonne National

Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Ave., Argonne, IL 60439.. Please note that no source

codes or data files are reproduced in this report.

The documentation on EQ6 contained in this report exceeds what the user

needs to know about it in order to run it. This is especially true concerning

the descriptions of the numerical methods used in the code.

Those desiring to use EQ6 should become familiar with what the code can

and can't do and how to format problems in the form of INPUT files. Examples

of INPUTs and OUTPUTs should be especially helpful. Appendix D ("Running EQ6

and Related Codes at LLNL') may be useful. EQ6 is still under development

with respect to adding new capabilities. The user should pay close attention

to the version identification of the EQ6 he/she is using.

This report was written to correspond to the following code and data base

versions from the package version EQ3/6.3245:

EQ3NR.3245U_

EQTL 3245U_

EQ6.3245U_

Appendix C briefly discusses the scheme used to identify versions of the EQ3/6

software package and the codes, and data files that are in it. It also

summarizes the past history of EQ3/6 releases.
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The sample problems in this report were run with data from the file
DATAO.3175 (also designated as DEQPAK9 under an old identification scheme).
The internal documentation of this version is largely incomplete. A
DATAO.3245-series data base, now in preparation, will contain updated data
with full internal documentation.

Comments from code users are welcome. Response to user comments on codes
and data bases will be facilitated by inclusion of version identification.
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS

a (a) Thermodynamic activity; (b) superscript denoting an activity based

function (e.g., La).

A Thermodynamic affinity.

Ah Thermodynamic affinity (per electron) of a redox couple with

respect to the standard hydrogen electrode; Ah = F Eh.

At Titration alkalinity, equivalents per kilogram of water;

normally defined by the ph 4.5 - methyl orange - end-point.

b Stoichiometric reaction coefficient; e.g., bsr is the number

of moles of aqueous species s appearing in reaction r; b is

negative for reactants and positive for products.

i,scale
Affinity scaling factor defined by equation 7-97.

c Stoicniometric mass coefficient; e.g., cps is the number of

moles of element r per mole of aqueous species s.

d Subscript denoting a dissolution reaction; e.g., A the affinity

to dissolve.

4 1d~/d&

Relative rate of the i-th irreversible reaction.

d~i/dt

Actual rate of the i-th irreversible reaction.

dt/dC Inverse rate of the overall irreversible reaction.

d An array of derivatives of increasing order.

D An element of the matrix D.

D A matrix used to convert an array of finite differences of

increasing order to an equivalent array of derivatives.

e Electron; in the commonly practiced thermodynamic formalism, this

is a hypothetical aqueous species, not a real one; though real

aqueous electrons may actually exist, most notably in a gamma

radiation field, their thermodynamic properties are not

identical to those of the hypothetical aqueous electron.
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Eh Theoretical equilibrium electrical potential of a redox couple;

;Eh = 2303 RT (log f0 - 4 pH - 2 log aNO - log KEh),

where f0 is understood to be the hypothetical equilibrium oxygen
2'

fugacity in aqueous solution.

f (a) Fugacity; (b) superscript denoting a fugacity based function

(e.g., 2f ); (c) a finite difference function; (d) ratio of
SB I

effective to total surface area of a mineral.

1`O (a) Hypothetical equilibrium oxygen fugacity in aqueous

solution; (b) in less common usage in discussions involving

aqueous solutions, the fugacity of real oxygen in a gas phase

f An array of finite differences of increasing order.

F The Faraday constant, 23062.3 cal/equiv-volt.

g Subscript indexing a gas species.

h Hydration number of an aqueous species.

Hn The factor n ,.u a Alb ssr 5 5 S S r

Hnr The factor n Sz I/b iszr s 5 s r

Hm The factor mi SzS2./2b sl.

Hmr The factor ms Ius .s/bsur

I Ionic strength.

IE Equivalent stoichiometric ionic strength of a sodium chloride

solution; defined equivalent to the total molal concentration

of either Na or Cl , otherwise defined as zero.

IAP Ion activity product; see Q.

J An element of the Jacobian matrix.

J The Jacobian matrix (act8 az) used in Newton-Raphson

iteration.

k Rate constant for an irreversible reaction.

K Thermodynamic equilibrium constant.

KEh thermodynamic equilibrium constant for the half-reaction

2 H 20() 12(g)+4 H +4e

K Equilibrium constant for the reaction H20(1) 0 H + OH-.
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SQ

Lr The quantity I bsrrsl.

s=2P

t1 i a
1

2.fs
SB

im

is

S
E

Log aw.

Log f0
2

Log mS.

Log nS.

Log yS

Log IEO

Z I Log I.

m (a) Molal concentration; (b) superscript denoting a molality

based function (e.g. im).

n (a) Mass of a species, in moles; (b) superscript denoting a mass

based function-(e.g., in); (c) an exponent appearing in equation

3-34 or 3-35.
Tn Total mass of a component, in moles.

02(g) Oxygen gas; in aqueous solution, this refers to a hypothetical

species similar to e ; also symbolized as 02*

p (a) Subscript denoting a precipitation reaction; e.g., AP, the

affinity to precipitate; (b) coefficients appearing in equation

7-4.

P pressure

pe Logarithm of the hypothetical electron activity;

pe = F Eh/(2.303 RT) = Ah/(2.303 RT).
Q Activity product of a reaction; IAP is used by many others to mean

the same thing (e.g., Parkhurst et al., 1980).

r Subscript indexing an aqueous reaction.

r. Short for the relative rate of the i-th irreversible reaction,

d~i/d&.

rt Short for the inverse rate of the overall reaction, dt/dC.

rT Total number of aqueous reactions.

R The gas constant, 1.98726 cal/mol- 0K.



s (a) SuDscript indexing an aqueous species (sul implies H20(i));

(b) surface area of a mineral.

4 ss Subscript implying s in the range from 2 to sQ, excluding sB*

su Subscript implying the species formally associated with the aqueous

reaction designated by r (s" = r + SO.

SB Subscript denoting the hypothetical aqueous species 0

SE Subscript denoting the master aqueous species (either Na or

C1 ) that defines I

sQ The total number of aqueous master species; depending on the

problem at hand, sQ is equal to or greater than sB.

ST Total number of aqueous species.

SI Saturation index for a mineral; SI 5 log (Q/K), where Q and K are

the activity product and equilibrium constant, respectively, for

the dissolution reaction.

t Time.

to Time parameter appearing in equation 3-36.

T Temperature OK.

To Temperature parameter appearing in equation 3-37.

u Stoichiometric coefficient calculated from the stoichiometric

reaction coefficients and certain model constraints;

usIs relates the stoichiometric equivalence of species

sI to master species s such that us5 sms, is the

contribution of s' to mass balance written in terms of s.

w Subscript denoting water (e.g., aw, the activity of water);

(b) weighting factors, as in equation 7-17.

x (a) Mole fraction; (D) a general algebraic variable.

z (a) Electrical charge; (b) a master iteration variable, .an

element of the vector z; (c) subscript or superscript implying

a relation to the concept of charge balance (e.g., Hzr Z )

z Vector of master algebraic variables for Newton-Raphson iteration.

2.303 Symbol for and approximation to In 10.
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a Newton-Raphson residual function vector.

aa Residual function for the activity of water.
1

aZ Residual function for charge balance.

ans Residual function for mass balance.

ay5 Residual function for a molal activity coefficient.
5

aII Residual function for the equivalent stoichiometric ionic

strength.

CI Residual function for the ionic strength.

Residual function for equilibrium with a pure mineral.

Residual function for equilibrium with a component of a solid

solution.

8 Newton-Raphson residual function vector, identical to a, except

that mass balance residual elements are normalized.
8max The largest absolute value of any element of B.

6 Newton-Raphson correction term vector.
6max The largest absolute value of any element'of 6.
6func Convergence function defined by equation 7-5.

d' Under-relaxation parameter appearing in equation 7-7.

Al Object function defined by equation 7-97.

AX Increment of reaction progress.

Aci Increment of reaction progress for an individual irreversible

reaction.

At Increment of time.

A(zn) Calculated charge imbalance.

y (a) Activity coefficient of an aqueous species; (b) superscript

denoting an activity coefficient based function (e.g., LY).
d

rlI d log a /d log I.

r1 d log a /d log I.

rlS d log aw/d log is, for s = 2, ST '

rsI d log yS/d log I, for s =2,sT.

r Ss* d log yS/d log 5s*, for s - 2, sT, s* = 2, sT.
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6 Newton-Raphson correction term vector.
6max The largest absolute value of any element of 6.

6 con Newton-Raphson convergence function.

c Subscript indexing a chemical element.

CT Total number of chemical elements in a chemical system.

Overall reaction progress variable.

Ei Reaction progress variable for the i-th irreversible reaction.

K Under-relaxation parameter in Newton-Raphson iteration.

X Activity coefficient of a solid solution component.

A.. d log X./d log x.

p Specified values for relative rate derivatives (See equation 3-33).

a (a) Subscript indexing a component of a solid solution;

(b) stoichiometric adjustment factor appearing in equation 3-34.

o T. Total number of end-members in a solid solution.

Zhm The mass of water bound to solute species per kilogram of solvent.

(P (a) Subscript indexing a mineral of fixed composition;

(b) the osmotic coefficient of the aqueous solution.

9E Total number of minerals of fixed composition in equilibrium with

the aqueous phase.

_, + Subscript indexing a solid solution.

Total number of solid solutions in equilibrium with the aqueous

phase.

w water constant; 1000 + molecular weight of H20, w - 55.51.

+ Subscript denoting a reaction proceeding in the forward sense; the

convention in this report equates this with dissociation,

dissolution, or destruction of the associated species.

- Subscript denoting a reaction proceeding in the backward sense; the

convention in this report equates this with association,

precipitation, or formation of the associated species.
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EQ6

A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR REACTION-PATH

MODELING OF AQUEOUS GEOCHEMICAL SYSTEMS:

USER'S GUIDE AND DOCUMENTATION

ABSTRACT

EQ6 is FORTRAN computer program in the EQ3/6 software package. It

calculates reaction paths (chemical evolution) in reacting systems consisting

of water and other substances. Speciation in aqueous solution is an integral

part of these calculations. EQ6 can compute models of titration processes

(including fluid mixing), irreversible reaction in closed systems,

irreversible reaction in some simple kinds of open systems, and heating or

cooling processes, as well as solve "single-point" thermodynamic equilibrium

problems. The code is being developed to make calculations in support of

performance assessment of geologic disposal of high-level nuclear waste, but

has very wide-ranging applicability in the field of aqueous geochemistry.

Conceptually, a reaction path consists of a sequence of thermodynamic

equilibrium problems. Chemical evolution is driven by a set of irreversible

reactions (i.e., reactions out of equilibrium) and/or changes in temperature/

pressure. These irreversible reactions most often represent the dissolution

of minerals or other solids. The code computes the appearance and

disappearance of phases in solubility equilibrium with the water. It finds

the indentities of these phases automatically. The user may specify which

potential such phases are allowed to form and which are not. If a phase is

not permitted to precipitate according to solubility equilibrium, the aqueous

solution may become supersaturated.

The code accepts two kinds of rate laws for irreversible reactions. One

type gives only a relative rate (d~1/d(), the rate of reaction progress

of a reaction with respect to an overall progress variable. The other gives a

- I -



rate with respect to time (d~1/dt). If all irreversible rates specificed
are relative, then the code operates in mode (called 'arbitrary kinetics")
which has no time variable. The code calculations are tied to a time frame if

at least one of the rate laws describes an absolute rate.

EQ6 reads two secondary supporting data files (DATA2 and DATA3) that are

created from a primary data file (DATAO) by EQTL, a data base preprocessor.

The temperature range of the thermodynamic data on the data file is

0-3000C. Addition or deletion of species or changes in associated

thermodynamic data are made by changing only the data file, not the code. The

user can specify modification or substitution of equilibrium constants at run

time by using options on the INPUT file.

EQ6 and the other codes in the EQ3/6 package were developed for the FTN
and CFT FORTRAN languages on the CDC 7600 and Cray-l computers, respectively.

Special FORTRAN conventions have been followed to maximize ease of portability

to IBM, UNIVAC, and VAX computers.

- 2 -



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. EQ6 AND THE EQ3/6 PACKAGE

EQ6 is a FORTRAN program for making thermodynamic, reaction path, and

kinetic reaction path calculations. It is part of the EQ3/6 package (Wolery,

1979). EQ6 computations must be initialized by speciation-solubility

calculations done by its companion code, EQ3NR (Wolery, 1983). EQ3NR recently

replaced the older and less efficient EQ3. EQ3NR calculates the distribution

of aqueous species (simple ions, ion-pairs, and aqueous complexes). The

computed aqueous phase model is then written on a file called PICKUP, which

can be included in the EQ6 INPUT file. The user can then employ EQ6 to

calculate models of titration processes, rock/water interactions, interactions

of the water with substances other than rocks and minerals, effects of heating

or cooling, fluid mixing, and so forth.

Calculations of this kind are useful in many areas in the field of aqueous

geocneinistry, as will be noted by the variety of examples cited in this

report. The current development of EQ6 (and the rest of the EQ3/6 package) is

focused on building calculational capabilities that will be used to support

performance assessment of the disposal of high-level nuclear waste in geologic

media.' The waste disposal problem poses stiff problems in the realm of

geochemical calculations. In particular, it will be necessary to develop

reliable models for the interaction of ground water with rock and other

substances found in and about the repository in order to assess the controls

on the concentrations of dissolved radionuclides over significant periods of

time. EQ6 is still under development to increase the scope of its

capabilities to help meet these needs.

The relationship of EQ6 to the rest of the EQ3/6 package is shown in

Figure 1. EQLIBis a subroutine library that supports all of the EQ3/6 :o ACes.

codes. DATAO is the common data base shared by EQ3NR and EQ6. It covers the ' .

temperature range 0-3000C, with corresponding pressures of 1.013 bar

*,-", b' -f 32 -X^, v**.;. twotveIt 1 'T IAT 0 %& to

- as\ _oi, < a ^ ;? --v

~~~~~~~



Specify:
* Reactants
* Kinetic submodels
* Changes in

Temperature
* Changes in

Pressure

Figure. 1. The flow of information among the computer codes EQ3NR, EQ6, MCRT,
and EQTL (After Wolery, 1983).
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"'N

(1 atm) up to 1000C, and the steam/water equilibrium pressure at higher b,._tL

temperatures. Neither code reads DATAO directly. Rather, a data base c

preprocessor, EQTL, writes a file called DATAI for EQ3NR to read, and two

files, DATA2 and DATA3, for EQ6. EQTL and the format of the DATAO file are

described by Wolery (1983) in the EQ3NR user's guide.

MCRT (Wolery, 1984b) is a thermodynamic data base processing code that can

be used to expand and revise the DATAO file. It in turn has its own data

files. It is one of the twin pillars of the EQ3/6 data base. The other is

the SUPCRT data base of H.C. Helgeson and his colleagues (Helgeson et al.,

1978; Helgeson and Kirkham, 1974ab, 1976; Helgeson et al., 1981) SUPCRT

updates are issued periodically by Harold Helgeson's laboratory in Berkeley.

Both EQ6 and its supporting thermodynamic data base are extensively

documented internally. They and the INPUT and OUTPUT files are designed to be

transparent to users, as they are in the case of EQ3NR (Wolery, 1983). Users

deal with chemical elements and aqueous, mineral, and gas species by names,

not index numbers. The EQ6 OUTPUT file is self-documented. This can

potentially be quite large. The user can effectively control it by means of

print option switches. A graphics postprocessing capability is currently

under development at LLNL.

EQ6 normally writes its own PICKUP file, which is a complete EQ6 INPUT

file. This makes up the code's restart capability. It also allows a run to

be made in segments, which is often more convenient than making a single long

run. This file is set up to permit continuation of the preceding run

segment. It can be modified if the user wishes to change the direction of the

reaction path at this point.

EQ6 and the other codes in the EQ3/6 package have been written and tested

on COC 7600 and Cray-l computers. Special FORTRAN conventions have been

followed to maximize ease of portability to IBM, UNIVAC, and VAX computers.

These conventions are described by Wolery (1983). The EQ3/6 software is now

self-contained. The only special library required to support the codes in it

is the EQLIB library, which is included in the package.

5-
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This report describes the assumptions underlying the use of EQ6 and

documents the mathematical derivations and the numerical techniques that are

used by the code. The user should already be familiar with the assumptions

underlying the EQ3NR code (Wolery, 1983), and how to use that code. Several

examples of the usage of EQ6, including the full INPUT files and pertinent

parts of the OUTPUT files, are presented and discussed. The current state of

development of the code, and a general overview of plans for further

development, are also presented.

-6-



1.2. INPUT TO EQ6 FROM EQ3NR

To describe the function of EQ6, we first briefly review the type of

output from EQ3NR. This contains the aqueous species distribution (the

concentrations and thermodynamic activities of individual species) and the

total concentrations of dissolved components (in cases where these are output

variables instead of input parameters). It also includes the saturation

indices (SI = log Q+/K+, where Q is the ion activity product, K the

equilibrium constant, and the "+1 subscript signifies the dissolution

reaction) of minerals in the data base. EQ3NR estimates the thermodynamic

state of each aqueous redox couple (expressing it as couple-specific values of

Eh, pe, equilibrium oxygen fugacity, or Ah (redox affinity; Wolery, 1983).

Differences in the values of these functions define the degree of

disequilibrium among any two aqueous redox couples (See Wolery, 1983).

The speciation results from EQ3NR are in terms of molal concentration.

Hence all masses of species and components are relative to one kilogram of

solvent water. Each master species, except 02(g)' corresponds to a chemical

element in some oxidation state. EQ3NR computes the mass totals for these

components, assuming a mass of aqueous fluid containing one kilogram of

solvent. It does this for all master species, including the solvent (H20),

which corresponds to oxygen in the negative divalent state, and the aqueous

hydrogen ion (H+), which corresponds to positive monovalent hydrogen.

These mass totals, along with logarithmic mass parameters for the

corresponding master species, are written by EQ3NR on its PICKUP file.- This

file is normally incorporated into the EQ6 INPUT file (using a text editor or

file merge utility), where it then makes up the bottom half of the file. The

information transferred to EQ6 via the EQ3NR PICKUP file is sufficient for EQ6

to recalculate the speciation model. This calculation is made to satisfy the

mass totals (and the required equilibria and all other pertinent

constraints). Although the problem is somewhat reformulated, the basic

. . _.C~'-. ; - ,4 ; ;-7c. -
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governing equations in an EQ6 thermodynamic calculation are essentially those
described by Wolery (1983) for EQ3NR. The logarithmic mass parameters written

on the PICKUP file are used only as starting estimates in an EQ6 thermodynamic

calculation. If none of the governing constraints on the problem have been

changed on the EQ6 INPUT file, the values carried over from EQ3NR represent a

satisfactory 'answer," at least prior to any mineral precipitation.

Occasionally the user will change some of the pertinent constraints in

going from EQ3NR to EQ6. For example one could change the options for

approximating the activity of water and the activity coefficients of the

solute species. Or, one might change some of the equilibrium constants, using

the options that are available at run time. Generally speaking, for these

examples, it would be safer to go back and execute these changes in an EQ3NR

run. However, a very useful change in constraints in going from EQ3NR to EQ6

is the "temperature jump." This occurs when the temperature at the start of

an EQ6 run differs from that pertaining to the results written onto the PICKUP

file. This is handy when using the code to calculate high-temperature

properties, such as pH or mineral saturation indices in an autoclave, when one

has the pH, etc., for quenched fluid samples.

1.3. THERMODYNAMIC CALCULArIONS

EQ6 thermodynamic calculations differ from those performed by EQ3NR in two

important ways. Recall that EQ3NR computes the speciation of an aqueous

solution according to specified temperature/pressure, total concentrations of

dissolved components, pH, Eh, and/or any other desired constraints (See

Wolery, 1983). The first difference is that in EQ3NR the mass of solvent

water is fixed at one kilogram, while in EQ6, this parameter is a variable to

be calculated. The second is that EQ3NR calculations do not involve

precipitating minerals, although EQ3iIR can compute the concentrations of

components that are required to satisfy desired heterogeneous equilibria. To

make thermodynamic calculations in which supersaturated minerals are

precipitated, the user of the EQ3/6 package must use EQ6.
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EQ6 solves a more classical kind of thermodynamic equilibrium problem in

which the total masses' of master components are specified, along with the

temperature and pressure, the reactions that are constrained by equilibrium,

the equilibrium constants, and the equations describing thermodynamic

non-ideality (i.e., activity coefficients). EQ6 always has one more mass

balance to deal with than the corresponding EQ3NR problem, because the mass of

solvent water is an additional unknown. Water is produced and consumed by a
variety of chemical reactions. In most EQ6 calculations, even those involving

mass transfer and reaction path models, the mass of water deviates very little

from the initial value (ordinarily 1 kg or - 55.51 moles). It is likely L,,>

differ significantly only in calculations that simulate fluid mixing or

evaporation processes.

The significance of including the oxygen mass balance and treating the

mass of solvent as an unknown is not just that the solvent mass needs to be

known precisely. Rather, it is that including this relation (or some

equivalent relation) in the model is necessary in order to treat both pH and

Eh (or any other redox function- EQ6 uses oxygen fugacity as the primary redox

variable instead of Eh) as unknowns to be calculated in the thermodynamic

calculation. Otherwise, the value of one of these parameters must be provided

as an input to the calculation. Water, pH, and the redox parameter are linked

together by redox reactions, such as the oxidation of dissolved ferrous iron:

Fe2 + H + 1/4 02(g) Fe3 + 1/2 H20(1) (1-1)

These reactions have often trivial effects on the solvent mass, but the

effects on pH and the redox parameter may be considerable.

An explicit electrical balance constraint is automatically included in the

calculation if it is needed. This need depends on the presence of any redox

reactions in the model. Otherwise, electrical balance is implicit in the mass

balance relations. The data base includes the following two redox reactions:

02(aq) °02() (1-2)

H2(aq) + 1/2 02(g) H20(1) (1-3)

9



These reactions form part of the calculated thermodynamic model unless they

are specifically suppressed. Thus, the explicit electrical balance constraint

normally appears in the calculations.

The older versions of EQ6 (Wolery, 1979) required the user to provide an

electrically balanced input from EQ3NR (or its predecessor, EQ3; see Wolery,

1979). Now, however, Mow EQ3NR writes the computed electrical imbalance on

its PICKUP file, and EQ6 maintains this constant imbalance in its

thermodynamic calculations.

At the present time, EQ6 carries mass balances for master species

corresponding to only one redox state per chemical element. EQ3NR allows for

separate mass balances for different redox states (for example, one mass

balance for Fe2+ and another for Fe3+), and can thus compute redox

disequilibrium models (Wolery, 1983). Current planning calls for extending

this capability .to EQ6. However, the present EQ6 is restricted to computing

models with overall redox equilibrium. The calculations therefore correspond

to the case of a single or "system" Eh. A redox disequlibrium model input

from EQ31R will therefore be "equilibrated" by the initial thermodynamic

calculation in EQ6.

All minerals and other solids read into memory from the data base are

potential precipitates. The user may disallow the precipitation of such

phases in the thermodynamic calculations by using appropriate options on the

INPUT file. If precipitation of a phase is suppressed by one of these

options, then the aqueous solution is permitted to be supersaturated with it.

This often corresponds better to reality than assuming that just any possible

solubility equilibrium is actually a controlling factor. The INPUT file

options for choosing precipitation suppression are highly flexible: it is easy

to suppress specific individual phases, groups of phases composed of specified

components, or-the whole lot of them. In general, all precipitation should be

suppressed when the user is using the code to calculate high-temperature

properties (such as pH in an autoclave) from measurements on solution samples

that nave oeen quenched to room temperature.
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A thermodynamic calculation requires the pre-specification of the phase

assemblage of the system for which the computation is made. This assemblage

consists of just the aqueous phase in an unmodified PICKUP file written by

EQ3NR. After making the thermodynamic calculation for such an assemablage,

EQ6 checks to see if there are any non-suppressed phases for which the water

is supersaturated. If there are any, then the code picks one to add to the

phase assemblage and makes a new thermodynamic calculation. If this

calculation is successful, it repeats the process as necessary to remove cases

of supersaturation with respect to non-suppressed phases.

If the calculation does not converge, it usually means that the phase just

added to the assemblage is incompatible with one that was already in it. In

this case, the phase just added should replace the latter, rather than be

added to it. The code automatically picks the phase to be deleted and begins

a new thermodynamic calculation. This capability permits the code to recover

if it picks what turns out to be the wrong phase to add to the assemblage.

The thermodynamic calculations made by EQ6 depend on the thermodynamic

data that support the computations. These data are included on a supporting

data file called DATAO, which is not read directly by either EQ3NR or EQ6.

Addition or deletion of species, or changes in associated thermodynamic data

are made on this file without any corresponding changes required in the EQ6NR

or EQ6 source codes. After any changes are made to DATAO, the user should

rerun the data base preprocessor to generate new versions of the data files

that directly support EQ3NR and EQ6. Recall that EQ3NR reads DATAl, and EQ6

reads DATA2 and DATA3. If changes have been made that would alter the results

of an EQ3NR calculation used to initialize EQ6, then that calculation should

be repeated using the new version of DATAl.

It is possible to specify changes in the thermodynamic data at run time

for both EQ3NR and EQ6. Changes specified on the EQ3NR INPUT file are written

on the PICKUP file and hence automatically carried over to EQ6. It is not

wise to specify any thermodynamic data modifications on the EQ6 INPUT file

that would be inconsistent with the initializing EQ3NR calculation.
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EQ6 uses a highly efficient modified Newton-Raphson algorithm to make its

thermodynamic calculations (Wolery, 1979). This is similar to that which was

recently incorporated into EQ3NR (Wolery, 1983). The equations for ionic

strength functions and electrical balance are solved simultaneously with those

describing mass balance and mass action (equilibrium, both homogenous and

heterogeneous). EQ6 follows any basis-switching that was established in the

initializing EQ3NR calculation. Pre-iteration optimization and

under-relaxation techniques are employed automatically to assist in getting

convergence of the iterative calculation. If necessary, the code will scan

the range of water stability to find a starting value of the oxygen fugacity

that will lead to convergence. The code also does this automatically.

In practical usage, most "equilibrium" calculations the user is likely to

make using EQ6 really represent cases of what is called "partial

equilibrium." The code describes the chemical system of interest in a

calculation by an array of simple reactions, each with relatively few

components in it, and with reaction coefficients that are either integers or

simple rational numbers. The concept of partial equilibrium is that some

(usually most) such reactions are in a state of equilibrium, while others,

usually few in number and representing heterogeneous processes such as mineral

dissolution/precipitation, are not. Thus, partial equilibrium could be

equally well referred to as partial disequilibrium.

"Thermodynamic' calculations can be modified in conceptually simple ways

to deal with partial equilibrium. One type of partial equilibrium has already

been discussed above, that which results when an aqueous solution is

supersaturated with respect to some solid phase, but there is no precipitation

of that phase. EQ6 can do this now, as noted earlier. Another example would

be the case of aqueous redox disequilibrium, where the behavior of a dissolved

element must be described by separate mass balances for two different

oxidation states, instead of a single mass balance for both forms and a mass

action equation describing equilibrium between the two forms. EQ6 does not

yet have the capability to model redox disequilibrium.
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1.4. REACTION PATHS

A reaction path represents the process by which a set of irreversible

(meaning "not at equilibrium") reactions proceed to a state of thermodynamic

equilibrium. This represents the "dynamicu aspect of partial equilibrium.

Consider the interaction of K-feldspar (KAlSi308) ) placed in contact with

distilled water. This water is undersaturated with this mineral, so there is

a thermodynamic driving force for the K-feldspar to dissolve.

The process can be divided into steps in which small increments of this

mineral are added to the aqueous solution. This is equivalent a titration

process. The reaction path computation can be conceptualized as a sequence of

thermodynamic equilibrium calculations for systems of increasing total masses

of the potassium, aluminum, silicon, and oxygen components. The unreacted

mass of the K-feldspar is not considered part of the system on which these

calculations are made. This reaction path would terminate when there is no

remaining mass of the reactant, or when the solution becomes saturated,

whichever occurs first. If there is sufficient reactant present to saturate

the solution, then part of the problem is to determine how much dissolution is

required to achieve this condition. Along the path, various secondary

minerals, such as gibbsite (Al(OH)3) and kaolinite (A12Si2O5(0H) 4)

may precipitate when their equilibrium solubilities are reached. Some, such

as gibbsite, may be transient products, redissolving before the end of the

reaction path. Determining which such minerals precipitate, when they

precipitate, and if and when they redissolve, is also part of the problem.

Consider another simple scenario, which begins with an aqueous solution

that is slightly undersaturated with respect to anhydrite (CaSO4). The

temperature is then increased in a sequence of steps from the initial value to

some sufficiently high value to precipitate this mineral, which has retrograde

solubility. At some intermediate temperature the solution will become

saturated and the mineral will be precipitated in increasing amount as the

temperature is raised further. This can also be conceptualized as a series of
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thermodynamic calculations. Here, however, the total masses of the c -- ants

remain constant, but the change in temperature changes the thermodynamic

properties of the system. Part of the problem here is to find the temperature

where precipitation begins, and to quantify the extent of precipitation as a

function of temperature.

Reaction path problems can be defined with more than one irreversible

reaction proceeding simultaneously. It is also possible to define such paths

which include both irreversible reactions and changing temperature/pressure.

These will be referred to collectively as "irreversible processes." The

extent of such processes can be described by reaction progress variables

(Helgeson, 1968). They are usually denoted by the Greek letter C (xi).

Some physical feel for them can be introduced by pointing out that reaction

paths are calculationally equivalent to titrations. The reaction progress

variable is either equivalent or proportional to the quantity of titrant, or

reactant, that has been consumed in the titration (along the reaction path).

More rigorous definition of reaction progress variables will be deferred to

the next chapter. When there is more than one irreversible process, each is

described by its corresponding reaction progress variable (Cs). The

evolution of the system as a whole can also be described by an overall

reaction progress variable (C).

Reaction path calculations take place without reference to a time frame if

the rate functions specified by the user for the irreversible processes are

so-called "relative rates" that measure the extent of reaction with respect to

an overall reaction progress variable. Time is completely arbitrary and the

most that one can say is that time increases as reaction progress increases.

Wolery (1979) dubbed this kind of modeling "arbitrary" kinetics. If the rate

for one or more irreversible processes is an "actual" or "absolute" rate,

which measures the extent of reaction with respect to time, then the

calculations take place in a time frame. It is then possible to calculate

both a relative and an actual rate for each irreversible process.

The major obstacle to kinetic reaction path modeling is getting the

descriptions of the "actual' rates. For each irreversible process, the user
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must provide both a rate law and the appropriate constants. The study die

kinetics of reaction occurring in aqueous geochemical systems is still very
much in the pioneering stage. There is not much general agreement with regard

to the functional form of the rate laws, let alone the values of the

corresponding constants (rate constants, activation energies, etc.). The user

must be prepared to justify whatever kinetic descriptions he or she chooses to

employ. EQ6 is set up to offer a choice of rate law options, and more can be

easily added by inserting appropriate coding into subroutine RTCALC. There is

no supporting kinetic data file corresponding to DATAO, the thermodynamic data

file. Constants required to evaluate rate laws are instead entered on the

INPUT file.

There is a two-fold advantage of kinetic over non-kinetic reaction path

calculations. The first is that the calculations can be related to a time

frame. The second is that the ratio of the rates of any two simultaneous

irreversible processes is realistically evaluated as the ratio of the two

actual rates. In non-kinetic calculations, such a ratio is evaluated as the

ratio of the corresponding relative rates, which must be somewhat arbitrarily

chosen by the user and are generally constants throughout the run.

The extra price that must be paid in making kinetic calculations is that
the code is faced with integrating ordinary differential equations (the rate

laws). The number of steps along the reaction path, hence the number of

thermodynamic calculations that must be made, must be sufficiently large to

solve these equations with acceptable accuracy. In non-kinetic calculations,

the step size can be made fairly large, which reduces the time and expense of

the computation.

To define a reaction path problem to run on EQ6, the user supplies a

thermodynamic model of an aqueous solution, obtained by running EQ3NR, chooses

a set of irreversible reactions and/or changes in temperature pressure, inputs

parameters to define the rates of these processes, and picks various options

that are available. The code does the rest. It may be necessary to repeat a

run several times, changing various options, before a model results that

satisfactorily describes a given situation. Repeated runs may also be needed
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to establish the sensitivity of the results to the assumptions that go into
the calculations, for example the values of certain of the supporting

( thermodynamic data, the rate laws that were chosen, the kinetic parameters,

etc.
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2. MORE ABOUT EQ6

2.1. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

H.C. Helgeson introduced the first computer program for making reaction

path calculations in geochemical systems (Helgeson, 1968; Helgeson et al.,

1970). It computed reaction path models along the lines of "arbitary"

kinetics. This code, called PATHI ("PATH-one"), performed its own

initializing aqueous speciation-solubility calculation. Unlike EQ6, however,

that was the only type of "single point" thermodynamic calculation the code

could make. It had no capability to precipitate supersaturated phases at the

start of a run, and consequently would terminate execution when

supersaturation were encountered at this point.

The major difference between PATHI and EQ6 was that PATHI, once past the

initializing calculation, treated all the equations governing the reaction

path as ordinary differential equations, or ODEs as they are commonly referred

to the the numerical methods literature. This was done by differentiating all

the algebraic equations such as mass balance, mass action, etc., with respect

to &, the overall progress variable, to put them in the same class with the

relative rate expressions. Numerical integration of these equations gives

results that, at the same points of reaction progress, and ignoring errors in

the integration, would be equivalent to results obtained using EQ6.

The ODE integration method in PATHI was fairly simple. The first and

second derivatives of the mass variables used to describe the model were

evaluated after each step by solving a matrix equation similar to the Jacooian

matrix used by EQ6 in performing Newton-Raphson iteration in the thermodynamic

calculations. In fact, for the same choice of master variables, the matrices

would be identical!* They are solved, however, for different right-hand-side

*EQ6 actually uses a different set than the one used by PATHI.
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vectors. In the case of PATHI, solution with one right-hand-side gave an
array of first-order derivatives, and solution with another gave the second

IL derivatives. Making a step to another point of reaction progress was done by

evaluating the second-order Taylor's series in which these derivatives

appeared.

The method described above is a very inefficient way of integrating ODEs.

Execution times of PATHI were extremely long. Nevertheless, the code was

capable of making useful calculations, which demonstrated the utility and

significance of such calculations. The code operated in one of two modes.

The first simulated reaction in a closed system, in which the undissolved

portions mineral reactants were considered to be in the system as a whole, but

not in the "equilibrium" part. The second mode was a spin-off from'the first,

simulating reaction in a flow-through open system that focused on the

evolution of a packet of aqueous solution flowing through a medium containing

reactant minerals. The chief difference was that transient secondary minerals

were considered to be left behind the moving packet of water, so that they

could not alter its subsequent evolution by redissolution.

PATHI's calculational capabilities were demonstrated in some early

modeling studies. Helgeson et al. (1969) applied it to a theoretical study of

the weathering of feldspar and feldspathic rock and the evolution of the

participating aqueous solutions. Helgeson (1970) also presented several

examples of calculations pertaining to hydrothermal ore deposition.

The integration scheme used in PATHI was inefficient because as it moved

to a new point of reaction progress, it made no use of the information at

immediately preceding points. Essentially, doing so involves constructing

finite difference functions up to orders as high as four to eight. Only the

first derivatives then need be solved by the matrix equation noted above. The

second and higher derivatives are then approximated by finite difference

functions. This is what happens when one utilizes a method such as the

predictor-corrector methods of variable order described by Gear (1971ab).

This writer knows of at least two modifications of the PATHI code (both

unpublished) that incorporated Gear's methodology. One was put together at

(*.
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Los Alamos National Laboratory (C. Herrick, written communication, 1976). The

other was the FASTPATH code (Schlitt and Jackson, 1981) developed at the

Kennecott Copper Company.

These "souped up' versions of Helgeson's original code were much more

efficient, but they still had three drawbacks. One was the inability to deal

with an initial aqueous solution with supersaturations. The second drawback

was "drift," or manifestation of error in the integration along the reaction

path. Perhaps of most concern was a developing calculated charge imbalance.

This was periodically fixed by executing an aqueous speciation-solubility

calculation (just like the initializing calculation) that readjusted the total

concentration of one of the ionic components. The legitimacy of this

procedure is dubious. A third drawback was that for many types of problems,

the ODE integration methods are inherently less efficient than methods that

use direct, independent thermodynamic calculations at given points of reaction

progress. The step size limitations of the ODE method, based on the need to

maintain accuracy, require that the calculations be performed at many

intermediate points in order to get to a desired one.

EQ6 (Wolery, 1978, 1979) is in one sense a successor to Helgeson's

original path code, in that it was written to perform the same modeling

functions. It was, however, a completely new code. Separation of the

solution of algebraic and differential equations eliminated both the problem

of what to do with an initially supersaturated solution, and also the problem

of "drift." The use of the Newton-Raphson method to solve the algebraic

equations appearing in thermodynamic calculations was influenced by the paper

of Morel and Morgan (1972), which introduced the equilibrium code REDEQL. EQ6

does use a finite-difference based method to generate predictor functions for

the master variables. This is highly analogous to the predictor functions

used in the Gear (1971ab) ODE integration method. However, EQ6 uses these

results as starting estimates for the Newton-Raphson thermodynamic

calculations. This replaced the corrector part of the ODE integration

scheme. Upon making a step of reaction progress, EQ6 corrects to satisfy the

governing algebraic equations, instead of their differential counterparts.

Orignally, EQ6 had no capability to deal with actual kinetics.
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Wolery (1978) initially used EQ6 to model the interactions between sea
water and basalt in hydrothermal systems at mid-ocean ridges. It was later
applied to a study of rock/water interactions in a dilute-water geothermal

system (Taylor et al., 1980) and to the dissolution of uranium dioxide in

ground water at low and elevated temperatures. Brimhall (1980) used EQ6 to

test a hypothesis for the origin of the copper ore body at Butte, Montana.

EQ6 was also used by Janecky (1982) to model the hydrothermal interactions of

oceanic peridotite with sea water. Garven (1982) used the code in a study of

the role of ground water flow on the genesis of stratabound ore deposits.

Kerrisk (1984) used EQ6 to make reaction-path calculations pertaining to the

evolution of ground water and formation of secondary minerals at Rainier Mesa,

Nevada. Isotopic calculations have been added to a branch version of EQ6 at

the California Institute of Technology, and applied to geochemical modeling of

sea water/oceanic crust interactions (Bowers and Taylor, 1983; Bowers et al.,

1983).

The addition of kinetics to EQ6 was a more recent development. The

kinetics capabilities of the LLNL version are described here for the first

time. At present, the kinetics capability is limited to the treatment of

mineral dissolution reactions. They have already been used in two early

studies of the kinetics of hydrothermal interaction between devitrified tuff

and ground water from the Nevada Test Site (Wolery and Delany, 1983; Knauss et

al., 1983). A branch modification of EQ6 in H.C. Helgeson's laboratory at at
the University of California at Berkeley has a similar kinetics capability

(Helgeson and Aagaard, 1979; Helgeson and Murphy, 1983a).

The development of kinetic reaction path modeling follows the recent

growth of interest in geochemical kinetics beginning in the late 1970s. Much

information has recently come to light pertaining to the nature of mechanisms

and rate laws (See for example Aagaard and Helgeson, 1977, 1982; Berner, 1978,

1980, 1981b; Berner and Holdr'en, 1979; Dibble and Tiller, 1981; Holdren and

Berner, 1979; Grandstaff, 1976, 1977, 1978; Helgeson and Murphy, 1983b, in
press; Knauss and Wolery, 1984, in preparation; Lasaga, 1981ab; Murphy and

Helgeson, 1983ab, in press; Petrovich et al., 1976; Petrovich, 1976; 1981ab;

Rimstidt and Barnes, 1980; Schott et al., 1931; and Wood and Walther, 1983).
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Kinetic reaction path modeling has only become a possibility due to the recent

availability of quantitative descriptions of the rates of some geochemically

important reactions. Much work remains to be done to establish a solid and

widely applicable data base of rate laws and rate parameters.

From a computational standpoint, the inclusion of actual kinetics means

that EQ6 must now face the problem of integrating ODEs (here, the rate laws

relating reaction progress to time). At the present time, EQ6 calculates

predictor functions for the rate functions, just as it does for the master

variables. However, the usage is somewhat different in that the calculation

is dependent on the predictor functions for the rates being accurate. The

code uses these functions to integrate the rates to compute the increments of

irreversible reaction (i.e., changes in the total masses of the components).

In constrast, the predictor functions for the master variables do not have to

be accurate, because correction is made by the Newton-Raphson thermodynamic

calculation. Therefore, in a kinetic reaction path run the step sizes will

generally be kept smaller than if there were no actual kinetics in the model,

and the run will take longer to execute.

Another recent development in the evolution of EQ6 has been the addition

of options to calculate the activity of water and the activity coefficients of

aqueous solutes in concentrated solutions, such as natural brines (Wolery,

1984). EQ6 formerly offered only an equation due to Helgeson et al. (1970)

for the activity of water and the B-dot equation of Helgeson (1969) for solute

activity coefficients. This option has been preserved, but should not be used

when the ionic strength exceeds about one molal. The major new option to date

is the use of Pitzer's (1973) equations. However, the code has been modified

to deal with any such equations that depend on the specific aqueous solution

composition, not just the ionic strength. These new capabilities are limited

by the available data base (See Wolery, 1984).
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2.2. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The user of EQ6 should be aware of its limitations, both those that are

inherent in any code of this type, and also those that pertain to the current

state of development of the code. EQ6 is currently under development, and

this process will continue for about another four years. Users should pay

careful attention to the stage of development of the versions of EQ6 that they

are using, because updated releases will be issued at six to twelve month

intervals during this period.

What goes into a computer code is a strong determinant of what comes out

of it. One such factor affecting EQ6 is the scope and quality of the

thermodynamic data base. It is particularly important that all the species

that should be significant contributors to the mass balances in the

thermodynamic calculations be represented in the supporting thermodynamic data

base, even if the corresponding data are not of high quality. It is not

legitimate to leave an important species out of the model just because there

are no good data for it. If necessary, perturbation calculations on the data

in question should be done (using the NXMOD option feature) to get some handle

on the sensitivity.

Similar comments pertain to other supporting data. If the user is

modeling the behavior of brines, loosely defined here as any aqueous solutions

with ionic strengths greater than one molal, then an appropriate activity

coefficient option should be selected (See Wolery, 1984). In such cases, the

user know the limitations imposed by both the option itself and also those

related to the scope and quality of the data base that supports the option.

The area of kinetics (actual kinetics) poses some special problems. Here,

growth of knowledge is now progressing at a fast pace. There are still a

number of questions regarding rate laws themselves, let alone such supporting

data as rate coefficients and activation energies. The user must bear the

burden of assuring that he is using the correct rate laws and supporting
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parameters. The EQ6 code is set up to treat rate laws in modular fashion.

The currently programmed rate laws can be modified and new ones can be added.

The user selects from among the programmed rate laws and provides the

necessary supporting data on the INPUT file. There is no kinetic data file to

parallel the thermodynamic data file.

Some of the important limitations on the use of EQ6 pertain to the

exclusion or primitive level of development of important factors. Chief among

these cases are:

1. No provision for sorption reactions (surface chemistry)

2. No provision for redox disequilibrium

3. The treatment of kinetics is restricted to dissolution reactions

4. The treatment of solid solutions is very limited

5. No pressure corrections for pressures off the one atmosphere-steam pressure

curve

There are plans to address all of these deficiencies in the next couple of

years of development.

The lack of provision for sorption reactions, here defined as restricted

to chemical interactions on the surfaces of minerals and other solids, and the

primitive treatment currently provided for solid solutions (which includes ion

exchange in zeolites and smectites) may particularly limit the applicability

of the current version of the code in predicting the behavior of many trace

components. The development of specific models for sorption processes and for

solid solution thermodynamics is presently in an active state of evolution.

EQ6 will be set up to deal with these in a modular fashion similar to that

employed in dealing with rate laws. In fact, it is likely that in future

development, at least some of the rate laws for mineral dissolution and

precipitation will be linked, as suggested by an example presented by Lasaga

(1981a).

Redox disequilibrium is a factor that appears in many natural and

artificial environments, and is important to recognize in geochemical modeling
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(See Wolery, 1983, Chapter 2.3.5). It would be helpful to be able to model

even simple redox disequilibrium, in which there is no interconversion of the

forms of an element in more than one oxidation state. For example, Janecky

(1982) found it necessary to modify a version of the EQ3/6 data base to "fool"

EQ6 into treating sulfate and sulfide as separate components so that sulfate

reduction was entirely suppressed. However, although this method (modifying

the data base) does permit redox disequilibrium calculations to be made, it is

not a satisfactory long-term solution to the problem.

The kinetics of redox and precipitation processes are also important

factors in geochemical modeling. The need to include precipitation kinetics

has already been apparent in attempts to model hydrothermal interactions

experiments involving devitrified tuffs and a Nevada Test Site ground water

(Wolery and Delany, 1983; Knauss et al., 1983). The kinetics of sorption

processes may also be important in some settings.

One particular limititation of the existing thermodynamic data base is

that there is no provision for making pressure corrections for cases in which

the pressure does not lie on the the one atmosphere-steam pressure curve. The

are plans to correct this deficiency in the near future.

It is important to recognize that the user is called upon to make

important decisions at the start of the run. The code can at best provide

workable defaults, meaning choices that allow the code to run. However, such

choices may not be always suitable for the situation of interest. For

example, unless the user specifies otherwise, the code will precipitate any

mineral in the data base that supersaturates the aqueous solution. It may be

more realistic in many cases to allow allow precipitation of only -

appropriately selected phases. Future code development will aggravate this

situation by making more options to choose from. For example, once the

precipitation kinetics capability is in place, the user will have to choose

whether a potential secondary mineral will be (a) precipitated as required by

solubility equilibrium, (b) not precipitated even if the fluid is

supersaturated, or (c) precipitated when supersaturated, but according to

precipitation kinetics instead of solubility.
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2.3. OTHER CODES OF INTEREST

This introduction to EQ6 would not be complete without some mention of

other codes that do the same or similar things. A complete and comprehensive

discussion of such codes, comparing and contrasting their merits, is well

beyond the scope of this report. Discussion here is limited to summarizing a

few major alternative codes. For more general reviews, the reader is referred

to Wolery (1979, 1983), Potter (1979), or Jenne (1981). The codes selected

for discussion here have been used in geochemical applications, described in

the scientific literature, and distributed in the scientific community by

their originators. These are:

1. PATHI (Helgeson, 1968; Helgeson et al., 1970) and its derivatives

2. REDEQL (Morel and Morgan, 1972; McDuff and Morel, 1973)

3. MINEQL (Westall et al., 1976)

4. PHREEQE (Parkhurst et al., 1980; INTERA, 1983ac)

5. SOLVEQ/GEOCAL/MINSOLV/COOLBREW/CHILLER (Reed, 1977, 1982; and 1983, written

communication)

If pressed to recommend an alternative to EQ3/6, the writer would suggest

PHREEQE, then Reed's codes. The writer feels that PATHI and its derivatives

have too many numerical disadvantages to recommend for continued use. The

writer is also of the opinion that most of the extant versions of REDEQL and

MINEQL are not suitable for general purpose reaction path modeling, although

they are quite serviceable for a number of specific types of problems.

The original path program (PATHI) and two numerically "souped up" versions

(the LANL and Kennecott modifications) have been discussed in the previous

section. As noted earlier, these all relied on the conversion of governing

algebraic equations to ordinary differential equations, followed by numerical

integration. The less satisfactory aspects of this approach (no ability to

precipitate suoersaturated minerals from the initial aqueous solution, the

"drift' problem) were also noted.

_
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Nevertheless, it is worth noting that other PATHI-like codes exist. For

example, there are the twin French codes DISSOL and EVAPOR, which were

developed by Fritz (1975) to model dissolution and evaporation processes,

respectively. He used them to model the weathering of granite. Al-Droubi

(1976) and Al-Droubi et al. (1976, 1980) applied EVAPOR to problems concerning

the effect of evaporation on the evolution of waters of the system of Lake

Chad. Knight (1976) has written another code of the PATHI type, which he

applied to the study of alunite and copper-arsenic sulfosalt deposits. This

code was more recently used by Capuano and Cole (1982) in their study of the

hydrothermal system at Roosevelt Hot Springs, Utah.

REDEQL (Morel and Morgan, 1972) is primarily a Newton-Raphson based

speciation-solubility code. However, it also has some capacity to dissolve

and precipitate minerals. There are two major derivatives of REDEQL, REDEQL2

(McDuff and Morel, 1973) and GEOCHEM (Mattigod and Sposito, 1979). Codes in

the REDEQL series have been mainly used in environmental engineering studies

(see for example Morel et al., 1973, 1976; Mattigod and Sposito, 1979).

MINEQL (Westall et al., 1976) is a daughter of REDEQL by virtue of an

essentially similar approach and an overlap in co-authorship of the two codes

centering on Francois Morel. MINEQL is a smaller code than REDEQL, is very

popular among environmental engineers and sorption chemists, and forms a line

of codes in its own right. There are a large number of customized versions of

this code at various institutions. MINEQL is used quite extensively as a

medium for testing various models of sorption processes that can not be

evaluated without the presence of an aqueous speciation model. Nordstrom et

al. (1978) give references to a fair number of studies of this kind.

It is somewhat dangerous to make sweeping generalizations about the

characteristics of REDEQLs and MINEQLs because of the large numbers of

customized versions. Nevertheless, having made this caveat, the writer will

proceed. Most of the versions of these codes are not really set up to be

full-scale reaction path programs. That is one reason why the writer does not

recommend using these codes as such.
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However, there is a more serious problem with most of the extant

versions. That is that they do not provide a complete treatment with regard

to balances for electrical charge and the components H20 and H+ (See the

discussion by Reed, 1982). They simply ignore production or destruction of

water along a reaction path. The two balance equations for electrical charge

and the H+ component are replaced by a single equation, the so-called

"proton" condition of Morel and Morgan (1972). The proton condition can be

viewed as a reduced form of either the charge balance equation or a mass

balance equation for the H component. This equivalence is not exact if the

solvent mass is not fixed.

Even ignoring possible changes in solvent mass, which are most often

negligible in terms of the effect on concentrations, the problem remains that

two equations have been replaced by only one, hence one corresponding unknown

must be treated as an input parameter. The effect is that mainstream versions

of these codes can not compute both pH and Eh as unknowns, but have to be told

the value of one or the other. This problem appears to have been overcome in

the derivative of MINEQL called MINTEQ (Felmy et al., 1983, draft report cited

by Peterson et al., 1983). This was apparently accomplished by including an

extra balance equation representing a component in a second oxidation state.

The writer is not aware of whether or not MINTEQ calculates changes in the

mass of solvent.

PHREEQE (Parkhurst et al., 1980) is both a speciation-solubility and a

reaction path code. PHREEQE uses a combination of numerical methods: a

so-called "continued fraction" approach (See Parkhurst et al., 1980) and a

modified Newton-Raphson method. It was not designed as a full-blown

reaction-path code. This is most evident in the high extent of user

interaction that is required to use the code in this mode. The runs must be

made in segments that go up to, but do not cross, phase boundaries. There are

both good and bad aspects of this. On the positive side, the relatively high

degree of interaction tends to force the user to understand what is going on

in the calculations. In this sense, PHREEQE is an excellent training

vehicle. On the negative side, such a level of interaction may becoming

monotonous, and the demand on the user's time becomes harder to justify.
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A important caveat about PHREEQE is that is does not calculate changes in
the mass of solvent (Parkhurst et al., 1980, p. 47-48). On the other hand,
PHREEQE can calculate both pH and Eh as output variables, thanks to the use of

a charge balance equation and an electron balance equation. The latter is a

unique development due to Don Thorstenson, one of the authors of PHREEQE.

PHREEQE was written in part to replace an earlier code called MIX2

(Plummer et al., 1975). It was restricted to dealing with calculations for

the system CaO-MgO-Na20-K 20-C02-H 2 S04-HCl-H2O, was "hard-coded"

for these specific components, and hence was not as generally applicable as
PHREEQE. PHREEQE and MIX2 have primarily been used in studies of ground water
evolution in carbonate terrains. An excellent discussion of the modeling

concepts, illustrated with specific examples, and summarizing much previous

work using these codes, is given by Plummer et al. (1983). The writer

enthusiastically recommends reading this paper to anyone who is interested in

reaction path modeling.

PHREEQE was examined for its suitability to applications in nuclear waste

disposal performance assessment by INTERA (1983a). EQ3/6 was also chosen for
this purpose (INTERA, 1983b). These reports constituted user's manuals for

these codes. The former is an extension of the report by Parkhurst et al.

(1980). Some modifications were made to the code. This version was dubbed

PHRI. The other report by INTERA constituted a user's manual for the 3015

release of EQ3/6 (the subject of the current report is the 3245 version of

EQ6; the 3230 release came out in between the 3015 ind the 3245).

PHREEQE and EQ6 were used in the only direct comparison verification study

of two reaction path codes (INTERA, 1983c) known to the writer. The codes

were modified allow the use of the same activity coefficients, and data base

preprocessors were written to permit data base conversion. This study found

that, when both codes used the same activity coefficient equations and the
same thermodynamic data, the results were virtually identical. Three reaction

path tests were carried out: dissolution of microcline in dilute HCI solution,

reduction of an oxygenated aqueous solution in equilibrium with calcite and

hematite by addition of methane, and carbonate aquifer dedolomitization by
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gypsum solution with increasing temperature. The results of the second test

were especially encouraging, because the problem posed stiff changes in the

redox state of the system, which makes the problem more of a calculational

challenge than usual, and the two codes use very different methods of handling

the redox aspect of the calculations.

Another series of speciation-solubility and reaction path codes was

developed by Reed (1977, 1982). Unfortunately, there are no user's manuals

for these codes. Reed's reports to date concentrate on the underlying

geochemical theory, the numerical aspects, and the presentation of examples of

calculations. His codes use a Newton-Raphson method (as do REDEQL, MINEQL,

PHREEQE, and EQ3NR and EQ6). According to Reed (1983, written communication),

SOLVEQ and GEOCAL are used to make speciation-solubility calculations, MINSOLV

does isothermal reaction path calculations, CHILLER makes calculations of

heating and cooling effects, and COOLBREW calculates the effects of mixing hot

and cold waters. In the EQ3/6 package, EQ3NR is functionally equivalent to

SOLVEQ and GEOCAL, and EQ6 does the functions of MINSOLV, CHILLER, and

COOLBREW.

Reed's (1977) Ph.D. thesis presents applications of his codes to modeling

metasomatism and ore deposition in hydrothermal systems in submarine volcanic

rocks. Reed (1982) presented two specific examples of the use of his codes.

One calculation simulated the heating of sea water from 25 to 3000C. The

other simulated the reaction of rhyolite with an aqueous solution at 2500C.

These codes have also been used by others (Bischoff and Seyfried, 1978; Mottl

et al., 1979; Seyfried and Dibble, 1980; and Seyfried and Bischoff, 1981) to

calculate the pH at temperature in autoclaves from the ph measured at 250C

(quench pH). The same calculations also give the saturation indices of

relevant minerals at the temperature of the experiments.
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3. INPUT CONSTRAINTS, GOVERNING EQUATIONS, AND OJTPUTS

3.1. GENERAL DISCUSSION

As noted earlier, in EQ6 there is a separation in the methodology of

treating equations that are intrinsically algebraic from those that are by

their nature differential. The former govern the purely thermodynamic

calculations, and the the latter consist of rate laws for irreversible

processes. This numerical decoupling makes it possible to perform

thermodynamic calculations, given the necessary inputs of total masses of

components, the temperature, and the pressure, independently of the

integration of rate equations (unlike, for example, in the code PATHI;

Helgeson, 1968, Helgeson, et al., 1970). In particular, this decoupling

permits making "single point" thermodynamic calculations, such as the

temperature jump, which are problems in which rate equations do not even

appear.

In EQ6 reaction path models, the two types of equations are coupled in the

mathematically formal sense, but the solution of each is performed

semi-independently. That Is, each type of calculation is performed

alternately, the output of one becoming the input to the next execution of the

other. For example, in moving a step forward in reaction progress, the rate

equations are integrated. This defines a new set of total component masses,

temperature, and pressure, which are the inputs to the following thermodynamic

calculation. This in turn yields a new distribution of species, which then

gives values for the rates of the irreversible processes at the new point.

These rate values are then used in making the next integration step.

When the rate chosen to constrain an irreversible process is a relative

rate, the rate function is either a constant or a simple function of the

overall reaction progress variable (c). When EQ6 operates in the mode of

arbitrary kinetics (all irreversible processes constrained by relative rate

expressions, no time variable in the model), these rates can be integrated by
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simple closed-form expressions, rather than having to be evaluated

numerically. It is therefore possible to take arbitrarily large step sizes,

subject only to the following conditions.

In the case of closed and open system calculations, the rate of an

irreversible reaction is set to zero when the corresponding thermodynamic

driving force, the affinity (see section 3.2.6), is no longer positive.

Affinities, as noted above, are outputs from the thermodynamic calculations.

EQ6 locates the point of reaction progress where the affinity goes to zero.

If the corresponding reactant is a mineral, then this means that the aqueous

solution has reached saturation. The code then changes the status of the

reactant to inactive (meaning it is effectively removed from the set of

reactants). Any remaining mass of the reactant is then moved into the

"equilibrium" part of the system. Thus, in arbitrary kinetics, the rate

equations remain integrable in closed form, in the "piecewise" sense.

A similar zeroing of irreversible reaction rate occurs when a reactant

becomes exhausted, no matter what mode the code is operating in. The user

specifies how much of a reactant is available at the start of the run. The

code then finds the points of reaction progress at which exhaustion occurs.

In the arbitrary kinetics mode, closed form integration of the rate equations

proceeds in the "piecewise" sense Just as in the case noted above.

The purpose of this chapter is to review the governing equations, the

"input constraints" (the "knowns" appearing in these equations), and the

"outputs" (the "unknowns" and any parameters calculated from them). In the

section that immediately follows, the algebraic equations that govern

thermodynamic calculations are reviewed. All of these equations have been

discussed in either the EQ3NR user's guide (Wolery, 1983) or the EQ3/6 brine

modifications report (Wolery, 1984), although some the equations have some

slight differences in the way they pertain to EQ6. The discussion in this

report will be as brief as possible. The section after that focuses on the

equations dealing with reaction progress, reaction rates, temperature, and

pressure.
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3.2. CONSTRAINTS ON THERMODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS

3.2.1. Mass Balance

Mass balance in EQ6 takes on a slightly different form than in EQ3NR. All

species appearing in the "equilibrium" part of the system contribute to mass

balance. In EQ3NR, this system consisted only of the aqueous phase. Here,

however, it also includes minerals and other substances in equilibrium with

the aqueous solution. A second difference is that in EQ3NR, mass balance was

treated in terms of concentrations. In EQ6, it is treated in terms of

masses. Molal concentrations (ms )are related to the corresponding masses

(nS) by the the equation

m- wn5/nA (3-1)

where w is the number of moles of water in one kilogram (= 55.51) and nw

is the number of moles of water present.

The general expression for mass balance for the s'-th master component in

EQ6 is given by

ST YE YE 'T, T£ us ns +I ups In, + I u:51 nay nT (3-2)

Here sT is the number of aqueous species in the system, (PE is the number
of minerals of fixed composition present and in equilibrium with the water,

is the number of such solid solution phases, and GT, is the

number of components in the *-th solid solution. Also, n is the mass

of the q-th pure mineral present, nod is the mass of the a-th component

T
of the *-th solid solution, and n S, is the total mass of the s'-th master

component. The stoichloinetric factors (usse, u 5ps, and ua+s')

relate the contributions of the aqueous, pure mineral, and solid solution

components to the mass balance. There is such an equation for each of the
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sQ aqueous master species present in the model except the s.-th, the

fictive aqueous species 02(9).

3.2.2. Charqe Balance

The charge balance equation comes into the calculations if a redox

parameter is needed to complete the model, which is generally the case. The

fictive aqueous species 02(g) is the corresponding master species, and the

primary redox parameter is the oxygen fugacity. From this, other redox

parameters can be calculated, such as Eh, pe, or Ah (See Wolery, 1983). The

charge balance equation can be written

ST
I z5 ns = 0 (3-3a)

where zs is the electrical charge. This is analogous to equation 3-2 (mass

balance), except that the weighting factors are different and there are no

terms for non-aqueous components.

In practice, the initializing models computed by EQ3NR may be either

charge balanced or out of charge balance. EQ6 can handle either case (earlier

versions required charge-balanced input). EQ3NR calculates the charge

imbalance at the end of it speciation calculation and writes this parameter

[A(zn); the variable ELECTR] on the EQ3NR PICKUP file. EQ6 then adds this

term into the electrical balance, so that the initial charge imbalance is

maintained throughoutn the run. In other words, equation 4-3 is modified to

ST
-A(zn) + I z n5 =0 (3-3b)

s 3
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3.2.3. Mass Action

A mass action equation describes thermodynamic equilibrium for a

corresponding chemical reaction. The reactions on the EQ3/6 data file are

always written as dissociation, destruction, or dissolution reactions. All

species but one in each reaction are aqueous master species. The remaining

species, which is formally paired with the reaction, is destroyed as the

reaction proceeds (See Wolery, 1983). A general expression of the i-th mass

action equation associated with the j-th species as treated in EQ3/6 is given

by

SQ
bji log x + bl log aw + bs log f0 +i bsi (log ms, + log yj)

=log K. (3-4)

Here the reaction coefficients b are negative for reactants and positive for

products, following the usual EQ3/6 convention. K is the equilibrium

constant. Water is always the first aqueous master species, hence b1j is

the reaction coefficient for water. The fictive aqueous species 02(g) is

always the sB-th species. The symbol s' implies master aqueous species

other than H20(1) or 02(9).

In the above equation, bjj is the reaction coefficient for the

associated species (the j-th), and xJis aj. the thermodynamic activity of

the species, unless it is a gas, in which case x;is fJ, the fugacity.
There are currently three possible evaluations of aj in EQ3/6. If the

reaction is an ion-pair or complex dissociation or an aqueous redox

destruction reaction, then

log aj s log mj + tog yj (3-5a)

In this case, s" is generally used to represent the j-th species and r to

(
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denote the corresponding i-th reaction. If the reaction is the dissolution of

a pure mineral (a mineral of fixed composition, then

log aj = 0 (3-5b)

and p is generally used to denote both the mineral and the reaction. In the

case of the dissolution of the a-th component of the p-th solid,

log a; = log Xj + log X, (3-5c)

Here x is the mole fraction of the component in the solid solution and X is

its activity coefficient. Both the reaction and the component are generally

denoted by the double subscript of.

3.2.4. Activity Coefficients of Aqueous Species

As implied by the discussion in the above section, thermodynamic

calculations require activity coefficients. These functions relate

concentrations to thermodynamic activities. Concentration scales must be

specified in order to define actitivities and activity coefficients, as well

as concentrations themselves (See Wolery, 1984). The concentration scale used

by EQ3/6 for aqueous solutes is the molal scale. Thus, the activity (a) of

the s-th aqueous species (excluding the case s = 1, which pertains to the

solvent, water) is related to its concentration (m) by its activity

coefficient (y) by

as mMssy- (3-6a)

or in logarithmic form by

log as = log ms + log y5 (3-6b)

The activity of water is generally defined by reference to the mole

fraction scale (See Wolery, 1984). It is possible to define a corresponding
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activity coefficient. However, in practical usage, this is rarely done.
Instead, common practice is to deal directly with the activity of water
(aw), as in equation 3-4. Consequently, when one speaks of "activity

coefficients," the activity of water is usually implied as well.

Activity coefficients are functions of solution composition, temperature,

and pressure. However, there is no universal set of equations for calculating

them. Instead, there are various equations that each have their own strengths

and weaknesses. Several different approaches have been programmed into EQ3/6

(Wolery, 1984), and the user must choose among them. These options are

summarized here because they are central to the usage of EQ3/6.

The activity coefficient option is specified using the option switch

IOPGI. The existing options are:

IOPGl Option

-3 Short form of hydration theory equations

-2 Short form of the Helgeson et al. (1981) equations

-1 The Davies (1962) equation (with a thermodynamically

consistent equation for the activity of water)

0 The B-dot equation (Helgeson, 1969) for ionic species,

unit activity coefficient for polar neutral species,

the activity coefficient of aqueous CO2 for nonpolar

neutral species, and an expression due to Helgeson et

al. (1970) for the activity of water

1 Pitzer's (1973) equations

2 Long form of hydration theory equations

The equations for all options except IOPG1 = 0 are thermodynamically

consistent. The thermodynamic inconsistency of this one option is not a
serious problem, because the accuracy of these equations limits their use to

relatively dilute solutions (see below).
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The options fall into two categories. In the first (IOPG1 less than or
equal to zero), the activity coefficients are, with two simple exceptions,

functions of the ionic strength

ST
I = 1/2 I mi zs (3-7)

s=2

but not of the specific aqueous solution compostion. The EQ3NR and EQ6 codes
face a simpler problem in running thermodynamic calculations with these

options.

One exception occurs in the case IOPGI = 0, where the activity of water is
estimated instead from the equivalent stoichiometric ionic strength of a

sodium chloride solution (Helgeson et al., 1970)

ST

IE = I ussE ms (3-8)
sZ2

Here sE denotes either Na+ or Cf (SE is chosen in running EQ3NR- see Wolery,

1983) and the factor u represents the stoichiometric equivalence of species

s to species s E' If SE is not defined, which is sometimes the case, then IE
is defined as zero. This fixes the activity of water at unity (log aw = 0).

The other exception occurs in the case of IOPG1 = -2, where the activity

of water and the activity coefficients both depend on the quantity Zhm

ST

hm = I hs ms (3-9)
s=2

This quantity is the amount of water (per kilogramn of nominal solvent) that is

bound up as water of hydration of the aqueous solute species. This parameter

also is used in the option IOPGI = 2.

The second category of options pertains to IOPG1 greater than zero. In
these options, the activity of water and the activity coefficients depend on

the specific composition of the aqueous solution, not just on the ionic
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strength. There are two such options currently in EQ3/6, Pitzer's equations
and the long form of the hydration theory equations. The long form of the
equations of Helgeson et al. (1981) would also fall into this category, but

only the simpler short form (Helgeson et al., 1981, equation 298, p. 1478) has

been put in up to the present time.

The relevant forms of the equations noted above are given by Wolery (1984)

and will not be repeated here. Wolery (1984) also discusses the strengths and
weaknesses of these activity coefficient models. For example, the B-dot and
Davies equations options are unsuitable for applications in which the ionic

strength exceeds one molal. The reader should also be aware of the special
data base requirements of some of the options (e.g., hydration numbers for

species on the thermodynamic data file DATAO for hydration theory options, and
a special Pitzer coefficient data base and associated data base preprocessor

for using Pitzer's equations- See Wolery, 1984).

Additional models can be added by writing new coding to permit evaluation

of the following quantities:

1. log aw
2. log ys, for s = 2, ST

3. rW= a log aw/a log I

4. rw8 = a log a./a log mj, for ; = 2, ST
5. rSI = a log ys/a log I, for s = 2, ST
4. rsi = a log ys/a log m;, for s = 2, ST, and ; = 2, ST

The activity of water and the activity coefficients are evaluated in

subroutine GCOEFF. The partial derivative quantities are computed by

subroutine GMCALC. Both of these routines reside in the EQLIB library.
Addition of a new set of equations also requires, of course, the input of any

necessary supporting data not currently part of EQ3/6, and defining a value of

IOPG1 to correspond to the new option.
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3.2.5. Activity Coefficients of Solid Solution Components

Tne activities and activity coefficients of solid solution components are

usually defined on the mole fraction scale. The relationship is as shown in

equation 3-5c, where the activity coefficient is symbolized by X (compare

3-5c with 3-6b).

The status of the treatment of solid solutions in EQ3/6 is currently

limited to simple molecular mixing models. These are models in which the

components are end members, which are equivalent to pure minerals. The

existing capabilities are described elsewhere (Wolery, 1979, Table 3, pp.

12-13) and require coding not only for evaluating X, but also the derivative

function Aij = a log Xi/3 log xj, where x stands for mole

fraction. These capabilities will not be repeated here in view of the

currently primitive level of development of solid solution modeling in EQ3/6.

3.2.6. Saturation Indices and Affinities

Saturation indices and affinities are important because they are measures

of the thermodynamic driving forces behind the progress of irreversible

reactions. These quantities form an important bridge between calculations

that are purely thermodynamic and those that pertain to dynamic evolution. If

there is no positive driving force for a reaction, it will not proceed in the

forward direction. No matter what rate constraints the user may specify for

irreversible reactions, EQ6 always truncates such a rate (sets it to zero)

when the corresponding driving force is zero or opposed to further progress.

-The affinity function also appears directly as a parameter in some important

kinetic rate laws (See Section 3.3.3).
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The saturation index (SI) is a commonly used measure of the state of an

aqueous solution with respect to the progress of some reaction, usually the

dissolution of a mineral. It is defined

SI = log Qd - log Kd (3-10)

where Q is the ion activity product (IAP), K is the equilibrium constant, and

the subscript "d" denotes that Q and K pertain to the reaction as written for

the dissolution/dissociation/destruction of the associated species. The

reactions on the EQ3/6 data file are always written this way. Saturation

indices are zero for the case of exact saturation, negative for

undersaturation, and positive for supersaturation.

In EQ3/6 nomenclature, Q is evaluated for the i-th reaction according to

log Qd = b1. log ai + b1 log aw + b 1 log f

SQ

+ I b j. (log mso + log A) (3-11)

Here the term in log ai is evaluated using equation 3-5a for aqueous

reactions, by 3-5b for pure minerals, and 3-5c for solid solution components.

The redox affinity (Ah; Wolery, 1983) results when 3-10 and 3-11 are applied

to half-reactions. In tne case of gas components, log f1 must be

substituted for log aj.

The saturation index of the W-th solid solution phase can be constructed

from the saturation indices of its components (a) and their mole fractions

(x) according to

sI, x51 SIcr, (3-12)

0=1

The affinity is closely related to the saturation index. Affinities may

be defined for both the forward ("+") and reverse ("-") directions of a
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reaction. In EQ3/6, "forward" means in the direction of dissolution/

dissociation/destruction of the associated species, so "+" corresponds to

"d". Hence, "-" signifies precipitation/association/production of the

associated species.

Following these conventions, the affinity to dissolve/dissociate/be

destroyed is related to the saturation index by

A+ = - 2.303 RT SI (3-13)

and the affinity to precipitate/associate/be formed is

A = + 2.303 RT SI = - A (3-14)

When the affinity is positive, it means that the reaction is thermodynamically

favored to move in the corresponding direction. Note that affinity has the

dimensions of energy per mole (of reaction progress). Also, the affinity to

precipitate/associate/be formed follows that same sign conventions with

respect to supersaturation/undersaturation as the saturation index.
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3.3. CONSTRAINTS RELATED TO REACTION PROGRESS

3.3.1. The Reaction Progress Variable

The reaction progress variable (X) is a measure of the extent to which a

reaction has proceeded. Any chemical reaction can be written in the following

format

aA +bB+ ... CC + dD +... (3-15)

Here A, B, etc. are reactants, C, D, etc., are products, and a, b, c, d, etc.,

are the reaction coefficients (all positive when written in this form). There

are two equivalent ways to describe a chemical process. The first is to

consider it as an array of reactions. Here the reaction coefficients are

constants and are usually chosen to be small integers or common rational

numbers such as 1/2, 1/4, etc. The second is to view the whole process as a

single reaction, whose reaction coefficients are generally neither such "nice'

numbers nor even constants along a reaction path.

In EQ6, reaction progress variables are used to describe only the

reactions that are irreversible (not at equilibrium). The irreversible

process is defined by an array of irreversible reactions of the type described

above. Each of these has its own associated progress variable (&i).

There is in addition an overall reaction progress variable (f) for the

process as a whole, which corresponds to the second case described above.

It is possible to define progress variables for reversible reactions as

well. This is done in some methods for making thermodynamic calculations (See

.Van Zeggeren and Storey, 1970), in which case these parameters are used as

iteration variables in place of masses or concentrations of component

species. (In this usage, reaction progress variables are generally symbolized

by x instead of A.) This type of treatment is not used in EQ6, however.

_C.
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Reaction progress variables are commonly defined in the following

differential form (e.g., Helgeson, 1968; Lasaga, 1981a)

L d~1 = - (1/a1) dnA 3 + (1/c1) dnc i = . . . (3-16a)

d= -(/a) dnA = + (1/c) dnc + . . . (3-16b)

The total change in the mass of a component must be the sum of the changes due

to the individual reactions. Hence,

i T
dnA = ' dnAi . etc. (3-17)

where iT is the total number of individual irreversible reactions. Then

coefficients of the overall reaction are related to those of the individual

reactions by

iT
a = a1 (d~i/dE), etc. (3-18)

The quantity dti/d& is called the relative rate of the i-th irreversible

reaction.

The motivation behind the reaction progress variable is to normalize the

effect of the reaction coefficients that appear in a given reaction.

Recasting equations 3-16 in terms of derivatives, we get the series of

equations

- dnA/d~i = a;, + dC/dg1 ci, etc. (3-19a)

- dnA/cK = a, + dC/dg = c, etc. (3-190)

Tnese equations lead to the derivative equivalent of equation 3-17

iT
dnA/dc = I dnA/dal, etc. (3-20)

CI-
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Following the usual EQ3/6 convention for writing reactions on the data
file, the reaction coefficients (b) are intrinsically negative for reactants.
Switching to tnis notation, equations 3-19 can be rewritten for the j-th

component without regard to whether it is a reactant or a product

dn./du. = b.. (3-21a)

dn./du bi (3-21b)

where b is the coefficient of this component in the overall reaction.

Restating equation 3-18,

iT
b=I bj (d&1/d&) (3-22)

i =1

It should be clear that changes in the quantities of the components A, B,

C, 0, etc., can be obtained by integrating with respect to the appropriate

progress variable. For the case of an individual reaction, this gives

~iO

An; i = J bj d~ i (3-23)

where the subscipts 1 and 0 signify two successive points along the reaction

patn (with &0 greater than &l). Because the coefficients bii are

constants, equation 3-23 yields

An J = bii E&& (3-24)

where A zi -i'o

Equation 3-24 leads to a more immediate understanding of the reaction

progress variable. Basically, it says that the change in the mass of

component j due to reaction i is proportional to 1. Thus, when &i

1, Anj = bji.

A..~~~~
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The overall reaction equivalent of equation 3-23 is

An.= | b d& (3-25)
.1

However, the overall reaction coefficient bi is not in general a constant.

SuDstituting equation 3-22 into 3-25 and integrating gives

iT
An = t Lb.. A; (3-26)

i j1

This is the central equation used to calculate irreversible mass transfer in

EQ6. Note tnat it depends on integrating the relative rates (dt1/dW)

with respect to the overall reaction progress variable.

3.3.2. Reaction Rates and Time

The user of EQ6 specifies for each irreversible reaction a function for
either the relative rate or the actual rate (d~i/dt). If a relative rate

function is specified, then the evaluation of equation 3-26 is

straightforward. If an actual rate is specified, then a relative rate

function is derived from this as shown below. Time is not defined unless at

least one actual rate specification is included in the model to be

calculated. The scheme used here to handle relative rates and time when

calculating a kinetic reaction path is essentially the same as that described

by Helgeson and Murphy (1983). It is slightly different in that the approach

is extended to allow mixing of relative rates with actual rates in specifying

a problem.

In arbitrary kinetics, & is simply the integration variable and no
further definition is required. In actual kinetic calculations, this is not

the case. A convenient definition is
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(3-27)

i =1

where iK is the number of irreversible reactions constrained by actual rate

laws. The motivation behind this definition becomes apparent by

differentiating it with respect to time, which gives

iK -
d(/dt = I d~i/dt (3-28)

isl

Having defined dX/dt, we can now calculate relative rates for the

irreversible reactions constrained by actual rates

d~./dt
d& Id& d~/dt (3-29)

Similarly, we can also now calculate actual rates for irreve;s;ble rates which

are constrained by relative rates

d~i/dt = (d~i/d&) (di/dt) (3-30)

It is also then possible to calculate the inverse rate, defined as

dt/dg = dE/dt (3-31)

A time increment can be calculated for a reaction progress step by

integrating the inverse rate (Helgeson and.Aagaard, 1979; Helgeson and Murpny,

1983)

at= I (dt/d&) dC (3-32)

I~ ~
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3.3.3. Rate Laws Programmed into EQ6

There are no specific restrictions on the forms of rate laws that can be

programmed into EQ6. However, any rate law to be used must be coded into

subroutine RTCALC. It is not necessary to program any expressions for the

derivatives of the rate laws. The rate laws must be written in terms of

parameters that currently appear in the code. For example, Lasaga (1981a)

proposed a rate law for feldspar dissolution that is explicitly linked tothe

sorption of hydrogen ion on the feldspar surface. Such a rate law can not De

dealt with in the current version of EQ6, because there is no provision for

sorption (surface chemistry) phenomenon (though development of such is

planned). Also, at the present time, the use of kinetic rate laws is

restricted to the dissolution of solids (again, more development is planned).

The rate law to be used for the NRC-th irreversible reaction is specified

on the INPI'T file (See Chapter 5) by the parameter NRK(NRC). The currently

programmed rate laws include

NRK Rate Law

0 Relative rate

1 Transition-state theory

2 Affinity-to-a-power rate law

3 Linear plus parabolic rate law

Some rate laws yield rates that go to zero when the affinity goes to zero, and

others do not. It is important to rememoer that EQ6 truncates the rate (sets

it to zero) in the absence of a favoring thermodynamic driving force.

There is no justification for the use of elaborate expressions as rate

laws for relative rates. If there is more than one irreversible reaction in a

set, then rigorous treatment of relative rates requires specifying kinetic

rate laws and allowing relative rates to be calculated according to equation
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3-29. The use of relative rate specifications is less exact, but often very
useful nonetheless.

Only one expression for relative rates is currently programmed into EQ6, a
truncated second-order Taylor's series in overall reaction progress:

d~i/d& = pli + P2ji + (1/2.) o3i 2 (333)

Here oj is the j-th derivative of Xi with respect to i at & = 0.

Values for pji are entered on the INPUT file when this rate law is .3
selected. Normally, relative rates are specified as constants; i.e.2. 1 ; Z

= p31 = 0. Picking reasonable values for relative rates is not easy eveTr
then. One useful rule of thumb when modeling the interaction of a rock with a
water is to pick the relative rates of dissolution of the minerals in the rock

such that they are proportional to their abundances.

The transition-state theory rate law is programmed in the form

d~1/dt X fjs1 I kmi ( EI aJ im) (l -e 1 ml 34
v mml j.

Here s; is the total surface area of the phase dissolving in the i-th

irreversible reaction and f1 is a fudge factor representing the proportion

of effective to total surface area. Normally, f is taken as unity. The

summation is over mTJi parallel mechanisms for the i-th irreversible

reaction (here m is used as an index for mechanisms, not to represent molal

concentrations).

Here also kmi is the rate constant, T ,mi is the number of activity
factors for the m-th mechanism of the i-th reaction, which may be zero, aj

is the thermodynamic activity of an aqueous species whose identity is implied
oy i, m, and j 9 and njill s the corresponding exponent. Tne symbol II is

the multiplicative eq u alent of A. Here also A1 is the affinity to

dissolve (Ad or A+ in previous parlance), R is the gas constant, and T is

the absolute temperature. The parameter ami is a stoichiometric

adjustment factor. It is the ratio of the number of moles of solid destroyed
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in the macroscopic reaction to the number of moles of the corresponding

activated complex destroyed in the microsopic reaction. It is nearly always

unity.

Note that this rate law is a function of the chemistry of the aqueous

solution, but is not an explicit function of time. This rate law yields a

rate that goes to zero as the affinity goes to zero. For further discussion

and examples of the usage of this rate law, see Aagaard and Helgeson, 1977,

1982; Helgeson and Aagaard, 1979; Helgeson and Murphy, 1983). The rate law of
Rimstidt and Barnes (1980), though written in a slightly different form, is

equivalent to the above equation.

The affinity-to-a-power rate law is simply

n.
d~i/dt = fisikiA.1 (3-35)

Here the parameters are as given in the discussion of the previous rate law,

except ni, which is the exponent of the affinity. This form is also a

function of chemistry but not explicitly of time. It too yields a rate law
that goes to zero as the affinity goes to zero.

The linear-plus-parabolic rate law is a simple form explicit in time

dC1/dt k1 ; + k2 (t - t )1/2 (3-36)

Here k is the linear coefficient, equal to the linear part of the rate,

and k2i is the parabolic coefficient. The parameter to is the time the

parabolic mechanism (assumed to be diffusion-controlled) began to operate.
Normally, to = 0. There is no dependence on chemistry, which is

unrealistic. However, this rate law is of some usefulness. With k2 i = 0,

it permits the user to define a constant rate.
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3.3.4. Temoerature and Pressure

In most EQ6 runs, the temperature and pressure are constants. However,

for many processes, the temperature and/or pressure change along the reaction

path. EQ6 is set up to deal such changes, provided that the user defines

these changes as functions of the overall reaction progress variable or of

time.

At the present time, EQ6 does not make corrections for pressures off the

pressure-temperature curve established on the data base. The standard curve

is 1.013 bar (1 atm) up to 1000C, and the steam/water curve at higher

temperatures. Thus, pressure is currently parameterized as a function of

temperature. Plans call for removing this limitation in further development.

At that time, pressure should be treatable in the same fashion as for

temperature.

Thmperature is directly specified as a function of overall reaction

progress or time. The choice of the function is otherwise dictated by the

problem at hand. However, the only functional form currently programmed into

the code treats temperature as a third-order truncated Taylor's series:

T = To + (dT/dx) x + (1/2!) (d2T/dx2) x2 + (1/3!) (d3T/dx3) x3 (3-37)

Here To is the temperature at x = 0 and x stands for either X or t.
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4. TYPES OF EQ6 CALCULATIONAL MODELS

4.1. INTRODUCTION

EQ6 calculational models can first be broken down into "single-point"

thermodynamic equilibrium calculations and reaction path calculations. A

nsingle point" thermodynamic calculation is essentially just the special case

of a reaction path with no steps. Reaction path calculations may be broken

down into computations for titrations, irreversible reaction in closed sytems,

and irreversible reaction in certain well defined types of open systems. Such

calculations may be be kinetic or non-kinetic (arbitrary kinetics), depending

on whether or not the time variable is part of the model.

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the various kinds of

calculations EQ6 is capable of making, to note the assumptions peculiar to the

different kinds of calculational scenarios, and to introduce some of the

corresponding key INPUT file parameters. A comprehensive description of the

INPUT file and the parameters appearing on it is given in Chapter 5.

4.2. "SINGLE-POINT" THERMODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS

4.2.1. General Discussion

"Single point" thermodynamic calculations are useful for several

purposes. For example, suppose an EQ3NR calculation shows that an aqueous

solution is supersaturated with several minerals. An EQ6 "single point"

calculation can find which of possibly many such minerals would actually be

present if the system were to reach thermodynamic equilibrium. A particular

type of "single point" computation, the so-called "temperature jump," can be
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used to calculate the high temperature, in situ pH and other properties of an

aqueous fluid in an autoclave experiment from measurements on quenched fluid

L samples. A "single point" calculation is specified on the EQ6 INPUT file by

setting KSTPMX = 0. KSTPMX is the maximum number of steps of reaction

progress tnat will be taken before the program terminates execution of the

current problem.

4.2.2. Precioitating SuDersaturated Phases

An aqueous solution may be supersaturated with respect to a large number

of minerals. EQ6 can be used to calculate the assemblage of aqueous solution

plus minerals that would result if the aqueous system reached thermodynamic

equilibrium. In general, only a few of the phases that supersaturate the

solution prior to precipitation appear in the final assemblage. This is a

result of the common ion effect; e.g., if the water is supersaturated with

respect to more than one aluminum-bearing mineral, precipitation of any one of

these minerals reduces the concentration and thermodynamic activity of A13+,

thereby lowering the saturation index for each aluminum-bearing minerals. EQ6

finds the correct phase assemblage through a trial-and-error process governed

by algorithms discussed in Chapter 7. As part of the calculation, EQ6

determines any changes in the solvent mass, pH, Eh, etc., that result from the

precipitation of the mineral phases. An example of such a calculation is

given in Section 6.2.1.

This type of calculation occurs at the beginning of every EQ6 calculation,

whether or not it is "single point." Precipitation of supersaturated phases

(so that no solubility equilibrium is violated) is a default condition. Any

mineral loaded into memory is eligible to be precipitated unless the user acts

to suppress it. This may be done using either the sub-set selection

suppression options (See NXOPT, UXOPT, described in Chapter 5) or tile

individual species suppression options (See NXMOD, UXMOD). Exceptions to the

sub-set selection options may be specified (See NXOPEX, UXOPEX). By using the

"ALL" sub-set selection suppression option in conjunction with the exceptions
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option, the user may specify just those minerals which are not to be

suppressed.

4.2.3. The Temoerature Jumo

A "temperature jump" occurs when the temperature at the start of an EQ6

calculation does not match that corresponding to the initializing calculation

done by EQ3NR or a previous run of EQ6. Temperature jumps may occur at the

start of a reaction path calculation, as well as in a "single point"

calculation. At the present time, pressure is parameterized as a function of

temperature (a limitation of the current thermodynamic data file), so a

corresponding "pressure jump" may occur as well. When generalized pressure

corrections are available in EQ6, independent pressure jumps will be possible.

EQ6 detects a temperature jump by calculating the starting temperature

from the governing parameters specified in the first part of the INPUT file

{TEMPCO, JrEMP, TK1, TK2, and TK3; see Chapter 5) and comparing it with the

temperature of the previous calculation (TEMPCI, written on the second part of

the INPUT file).

The temperature jump is useful for calculating the thermodynamic

properties of an aqueous solution when the measurements (as of pH, Eh, etc.)

pertain to samples of the fluid that have been heated or cooled from the

temperature of interest (such as the in situ temperature of an autoclave).

Such sampling and measurement are normally carried out so as to avoid mineral

precipitation. Thus, all mineral precipitation should be suppressed in the

calculations. The sub-set selection suppression "ALL" is convenient for this

purpose. Thus, one can use EQ6 to estimate the in situ or "at temperature" pH

in an autoclave experiment from measurements including the quench (room

temperature) pH. Other properties, such as the in situ oxygen fugacity, En,

pe, saturation indices, reaction affinities, and equilibrium gas fugacities,

also result from such a calculation. An example of sucn a calculation is

given in Section 6.2.2.
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It is also possible to use a "single point" temperature jump calculation

to find the quench properties that correspond to a fluid generated in an

elevated temperature reaction path calculation. For purposes of comparing

experimental results with theoretical simulations, it is better to estimate

the in situ properties from the experimental results than to calculate the

quench properties corresponding to the simulations. This is because a fairly

large number of simulations may be required in a study of a single experiment,

and the number of "single point" calculations of quench properties would far

exceed the number of required in order to calculate the in situ properties.

4.3. REACTION PATH CALCULATIONS

There are three major modes of reaction path calculation in EQ6:

titration, closed system, and fluid-centered flow-through open system

(selected on the INPUT file by NMODL1 - 1, 2, and 3, respectively). Another

possible mode, not currently implemented in EQ6, would be a solid-centered

flow-t'Irough open system (if added, this option will be invoked by NMOOL1 I

4). Any of these modes can be modified so that the system behaves as though

open to a large external reservoir of gas. This results in models with fixed

fugacities for the relevant gas species. The "closed" system mode is

partially open under this option.

A few words are in order about the length and complexity of reaction path

calculations. rhe step size control mechanism is a major factor in

determining the run time. EQ6 generates finite-difference approximations of

the iteration variables used in the thermodynamic calculations, using data

from the most recent points of reaction progress. It uses these to generate

starting estimates at a new point. The step size is normally constrained to a

range in which these approximations are accurate. Furtnermore, EQ6 also

normally constrains the step size in the process of locating phase boundaries

(where a phase either appears or disappears). A consequence of these step

size control factors is that the state of the reacting system is usually

calculated at numerous points of reaction progress between those for which
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printed or plotted output is generated. This has had the effect of making EQ6
look less efficient than some other codes, notably PHREEQE (See INTERA, 1983c).

When operating in the kinetic mode, the finite-difference predictor

functions (here generated for both iteration variables and rate functions)

must be kept accurate in order to get an accurate integration. The normal

phase boundary location constraints must also be operative. Full accuracy

constraints are also required for any type of flow-through model, whether

kinetic or not. However, in the non-kinetic mode with NMODL1 = 0 or 1,

significant savings of execution time may be achieved by relaxing the step

size constraints.

Such savings can be achieved in two ways. First, "economy" calculational

mode can be selected by setting NMODL2 = 1 (See Chapter 5). This loosens the

general step size constraints associated with maintaining accuracy in the

finite-difference predictor functions. It causes EQ6 to operate in a

calculational mode more like that of PHREEQE (Parkhurst et al., 1980; INTERA,

1983a). 'Economy" mode does not compromise the code's abilities to locate

phase boundaries. However, additional savings can be achieved by turning off

these calculations as well. This can be done by setting IOPT2 = 2, which

turns off the phase boundary search function (IOPT2 = 1, the option for

printing estimates of phase boundary locations without a rigorous search, is

disallowed if NMODL2 = 1).

4.3.1. Simulatino a Titration Process

4.3.1.1. General Discussion

A titration process involves the addition of reactants to a system. This

option is selected in EQ6 by setting NMODL1 = 1 on the INPUT file. The

titration mode of EQ6 is strictly non-kinetic, so only relative rate

specifications can be made. The processes given below as examples of
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calculations that can be done in the titration mode (fluid mixing,

evaporation) can also be handled using the closed (NMODLl = 2) and
flow-through open system (NMODLI = 3) options, and the use of these other

modes would be required in order to include any actual kinetics in the model.

The titration concept is illustrated in Figure 2. At each step of

reaction progress, a small quantity of each reactant is added to the contents

of the flask, which consist of the aqueous solution and any secondary phases.

After each addition, the reactant material dissolves in the water and any

secondary phases may grow. At the present development of EQ6, all secondary

phases are in equilibrium with the aqueous solution (because precipitation

kinetics options have not yet been added to the code). Usually some secondary

phases are transients- that is, phases that disappear later on in the

process. The growth and dissolution of such phases proceeds at whatever rate

is required to maintain solubility equilibrium.

If the aqueous solution becomes saturated with a reactant (in equilibrium

with it), then the substance continues to be titrated into aqueous ;ystem

according to the governing relative rate law. In the titration mode, the

calculated rate functions are not truncated by the absence of a thermodynamic

driving force, as they are under the closed (NMODL1 = 2) and open (NMODL1 = 3)

system options. However, the mass increments under the condition of

saturation effectively do not dissolve, but merely accumulate as secondary

mass of the same substance.

A reactant that is titrated into the system can be any kind of substance-

a mineral, non-mineral crystalline solid, a glass phase, a "whole" rock, a

gas, an aqueous species, or even another aqueous solution. The key point is

that each reactant must have some stoichiometry. It may or may not have any

defined thermodynamic stability (if not, then it is always unstable, and there

is no possible saturation condition). A more detailed discussion about

reactants and how the user of EQ6 deals with them can be found in Chapter 5.
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Figure 2. Conceptual model of a titration process (After Wolery, 1980). A

reactant (small cubes) is added to an aqueous "equilibrium" system (the flask)

in small increments. This system re-equilibrates "instantaneously," which may

result in tne formation and growth of secondary solids (crystals at the Dottom

of tne flask) by precipitation according to equilibrium solubility. Mass

transfer to and from the overlying gas phase is normally ignored (but see

section 4.3.5).
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4.3.1.2. Fluid Mixing

A good example of a titration model is fluid mixing. The reactant in this

case is a second aqueous solution. It is entered on the INPUT file as a

special" reactant (JCODE = 2). The composition of one mole of this substance

follows (UESRB and CESRB denote the names and number of moles of component per
mole of each component, respectively). For aqueous solution reactants, the

recommended procedure is to equate one "mole" with the mass of solution

containing 1 kg of solvent water. The composition of such a phase must be

determined by a separate EQ3NR calculation.

One aspect of fluid mixing calculations in EQ6 is that the mass of the

system being titrated, and the contained mass of solvent water, increases
dramatically. At 0, the mass of solution is = 1 kg and the solvent

mass = 1 kg (barring any equilibration at this point). At X 2 1, using the

above recommended definition of one "wnnle" for an aqueous solution, the mass

of solution is - 2 kg and the mass of solvent water is alsd = 2 kg.

It is possible to run such a calculation in which the two waters being

mixed have different temperatures (See Chapter 5). Here, the user specifies

the option JTEMP = 1. The temperature of the first aqueous solution (the one

the second is being titrated into) is specified as TEMPCO. The temperature of

the second water is given as TK2. The ratio of the mass of the first water to
that contained in one "mole" of the second is specified as TK1. With the

above definition of one "mole' of aqueous solution, TK1 - 1. The temperature

calculation currently assumes that the heat capacity of the two initial waters

and all mixtures of the two is the same.
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4.3.1.3. Evaooration

Evaporation can be thought of as a sort of negative titration, in which

the titrating substance, solvent water, is removed from the system rather than

added to it. An evaporation run is easily set up by declaring H20(1) a

reactant and specifying a negative relative rate. If d~i/du is set to -1,

then each unit advancement of E corresponds to the removal of 1 mole of

solvent. Recall that the number of moles of water in 1 kg is about 55.51.

Assuming the usual case in which there is an amount of aqueous solution

containing 1 kg of solvent, the upper practical limit on i (specified by the

parameter ZISTOP, see Chapter 5) would be about 50 or so. If the extent of

evaporation would increase the ionic strength above about one molal, the user

should specify an activity coefficient option tnat is valid or highly

concentrated salt solutions (See Section 3.2.4).

4.3.2. Calculating the Reaction Path in a Closed System

Calculating the reaction path in a closed system is conceptually and

calculationally very similar to the case of computing a simulation of a

titration process. This option is specified on the INPUT file by NMODLI - 2.

The conceptual process is illustrated in Figure 3 (Compare with Figure 2). An

example of such a calculation is presented in section 6.3.1. The chief

difference is that the unreacted masses of reactants are considered to be "in

the system," instead of "outside it." A small increment of the

remaining mass of each reactant dissolves at each step of reaction progress.

The effect is the same as in the titration model, with one exception.

In the closed system, a reactant that saturates may be treated in one of

two ways. If a precipitation kinetics rate law is specified for such a

reactant, then the unreacted mass is treated according to the rate law

specifications, as is the case under the titration option. However, if no
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Figure 3. Conceptual model of irreversible reaction in a closed system (After

Wolery, 1980). The reactant is represented by the large cube, which dissolves

in increments represented by layers.
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such rate law is specified, then all of the unreacted mass is immediately

transferred to secondary mineral status. The governing rate function is then

set to zero. This is primarily a consequence of there being no material left

to react, although it is also true that some rate laws (Recall Section 3.3.3)

evaluate to zero when the driving affinity is zero. In this case, the rate

description of the formation/dissolution of the phase shifts from the

specified rate law to the rate that is consistent with keeping the reaction at

equilibrium.

4.3.3. A Fluid-Centered Flow-Throuqh System

The fluid-centered flow-through system is a special type of open system

which follows the evolution of a particular packet of water as it flows

through some medium. This medium could be a fracture, a pipe, or a porous

medium. Tne concept is illustrated in Figure 4. Reactants are presumed to

line the medium in homogeneous fashion and interact with the fluid packet as

it passes by. Or, there may be no reactants, only a change in temperature or

pressure. Either way, secondary phases form as a result. However, as the

packet moves on, it leaves behind the masses of secondary phases produced.

The result is that transiently formed product phases do not have the

opportunity to redissolve in that particular packet of fluid. A consequence

is that overall equilibrium can be achieved sooner in terms of reaction

progress than is the case in the closed system.

Calculationally, it is not necessary to separate the masses of secondary

pure minerals at each step of reaction. It is only necessary to make sure

that no mass (actually there is a small but finite limit) of any such phase is

destroyed. More of a problem results when solid solution products are

involved. Because their composition is in general continually changing, they

must be removed as they form. This is not done on every reaction progress

step, but is rather governed by a "dump interval" parameter called DLZIDP,

which causes such a transfer of material every DLZIOP units of A. If only
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Figure 4. Conceptual model of irreversible reaction in a fluid-centered
flow-through system (After Wolery, 1980).
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pure minerals are allowed to form, the default value of DLZIDP is

pseudo-infinite (and therefore has no effect on the calculation).

4.3.4. A Solid-Centered Flow-Through System

A fundamentally different type of flow-through system would focus on the

evolution of solids interacting with a mass of fluid which is either

continuously or discretely recharged by a fresh supply of aqueous solution of

fixed composition. This concept is illustrated in Figure 5. Such an option

is not currently programmed into EQ6. This system closely matches the

scenario in many flow-througn interactions experiments (for example, the

feldspar dissolution rate experiments reported by Knauss and Wolery, 1984).

The system of primary and secondary solids and the mass of aqueous phase about

them is equivalent to the contents of a leaching cell. The replacement water

must be specified as a reactant, and appropriate specification of the

replacement process must also be made. The input of fresh aqueous solution is

balanced by the output of an equivalent mass.

4.3.5. Systems Ooen to External Gas Reservoirs

This option has been described elsewhere (Delany and Wolery, 1984). It

assumes that the reacting system (of any of the above discussed types) is in

contact with a large external gas reservoir, such that specified gas species

move to or from that reservoir in order to maintain specified fixed fugacities

in the reacting system. Models of this type may be appropriate for describing

weathering at the earth's surface, reactions in soils, geochemical

interactions in partially saturated (in the hydrologic sense) rock formations,

and reactions in certain kinds of experimental configurations. The gas

species most likely to be appropriately treated by this option are 02 and

co2 .

C.~~~2
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Figure 5. Conceptual model of irreversible reaction in a solid-centered
flow-through system. Water flows in at a constant composition, and flows out
at another, variable composition.
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This option is invoked by specifying each gas to be so treated, the

desired fugacity, and an optional mass of the gas to be added to the system at

the start of the run. Calculationally, the "external reservoir" is treated as

part of the reacting system, and the desired fugacity is maintained by the

solubility equilibrium for a fictive mineral whose composition is identical to

that of the gas. Without the presence of such a phase, the desired fugacity

is really only an upper limit. That is the reason for the option to add mass

of the gas component to the system- it permits the user to "saturate" the

system. The mass of such a fictive mineral is finite and may be exhausted.

The user may wish to choose the initial addition of mass of gas to the system

in order define a point at which the "external reservoir" of the gas is

exhausted.

The idea behind using a fictive mineral is as follows. Reactions for the

dissolution of gas species are maintained on the data file in order to permit

the calculation of equilibrium fugacities. Such a reaction is illustrated by

the case for C02:

CO2(g) H 20(1) 3 HCO (4-1

Tne corresponding mass action equation is

log aH+ + log aHCO- - log fo - log aw = log K (4-2)
3 2 2Wg

Now consider the parallel reaction for the dissolution of the corresponding

fictive mineral (C02(s)):

C02(s) + H20(l) = H + HCO (43)

The corresponding mass action equation is

log aH+ + log aHCO- - log aw = log KCO (4-43 C 2(s)

(Recall that the thermodynamic activity of a pure solid is unity.)

Subtracting 4-1 from 4-3 and 4-2 from 4-4 yields

C02(s) = CO2(g) (4-5)
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and

log fC02 = log Kco 2s) log KcO2(g) (4-6)

This shows how a fixed fugacity model can be imposed by equilibrium with a

fictive solid. A slight rearrangement of equation 4-6 shows how to choose the

equilibrium constant for the fictive mineral:

log KCO2(s) = log KCo + log fCO2 (4-7)

Invocation of this option causes the corresponding gas reaction and its

thermodynamic data to be copied into the corresponding mineral data arrays.

The log K function is then modified according to equation 4-7.

4.3.6. Changing Tenoerature and Pressure

The temperature and pressure of most reaction path runs are both

constant. However, it is possible to make calculations (in any reaction path

mode) in which they vary as a function of reaction progress or time. At the

present time, pressure is parameterized as a function of temperature, so it is

not yet possible to use EQ6 to calculate models in which these functions vary

independently. The means of executing this type of option are described

elsewhere in this report (See Section 3.3.4, especially equation 3-37, and

Chapter 5). This is a particularly useful option to use in conjunction with

the fluid-centered flow-through system mode of calculation (NMODL1 = 3). This

combination permits calculation of consequences of heating and cooling as a

packet of water moves through a pipe, fracture, or other medium.
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5. THE EQ6 INPUT FILE: SETTING UP THE PROBLEM

5.1. INTRODUCTION

The EQ6 INPUT file permits the user to specify a given "single point"

thermodynamic calculation or a given reaction path computation. As noted

earlier, the user must run EQ3NR (Wolery, 1983) to initialize an EQ6

calculation. The first part of a new INPUT file is created by the user. The

PICKUP file generated by EQ3NR is usually appended to this, forming the second

part. It is possible (using the IFILE parameter, see below) for EQ6 to read

the EQ3NiR PICKUP file as a separate file.

The first part of the INPUT file contains text documenting the problem at

hand (the thirty lines of text in UTITL1, see below), choices regarding the

nature of the calculation (e.g., closed vs. open system; kinetic vs.

non-kinetic; etc.), specification of irreversible reactions and corresponding

reactants, parameters controlling the rates of these reactions, parameters

determining the temperature and pressure, and the print and debugging

options. The tolerance and setscrew parameters used in handling the numerical

aspects of the calculation also appear here, but users should ordinarily leave

these inputs blank and thus take the default values.

The best way to create this part of a new INPUT file is to use the

corresponding part of an existing file as a template. This is a highly

efficient approach if the user has access to a cursor-editing capability.

Such a capability is offered by the "VW" command under the text editor TRIX AC

for HP2645A terminals at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.

The second part of the EQ6 INPUT file is mostly a compact description of

an aqueous system. When EQ3NR writes this part (as the file named PICKUP),

this system consists of only the initial aqueous phase. When EQ6 itself

writes this part in the course of creating its own PICKUP file (to be used as
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an INPUT file for a subsequent run), this system also includes phases that
have precipitated and are in solubility equilibrium with the aqueous phase.

In normal usage, users will not alter the contents of this part of the

_j INPUT file. However, the alter/suppress options (see NXMOD, below) form a

g, eneral exception to this rule. These options permit suppressing the

formation of individually selected species, or changing the equilibrium

constants that determine their formation. The formation of species may also

be suppressed using subset-selection options (See NXOPT, below) that appear on

the first part of the INPUT file.

The INPUT file is read by subroutine REARZ. This routine is extensively

documented internally by means of comment lines. This internal documentation

is the final authority on the EQ6 INPUT file. The user should be aware that

the descriptive material on the INPUT file that follows in this section could

be out-of-date for the version of EQ6 being used. Appendix H in Wolery (1983)

describes the system for naming and identifying versions of the codes and data

bases in the EQ3/6 package.

Subroutine REARZ writes an "instant" echo of the INPUT file on the OUTPUT

file. That is to say, after READZ reads a line or closely related group of

lines, it echoes their contents. This helps to identify the sources of read

format errors, which most commonly occur when a line is missing from the INPUT

file or is out of sequence. The number of lines in the EQ6 INPUT file is

variable in both the first and second parts. The appearance of some potential

lines depends upon the contents of preceding lines.

As is the case with EQ3NR, there are no species index numbers for users to

struggle with in setting up or interpreting the EQ6 INPUT file. All sucn

indexing is internal to the code and is set up at run time. Users deal with

species in terms of their names, which are alphanumeric strings. Names are
much easier to remember and much more recognizable. However, the names given

by the user on the INPUT file must match exactly with those on the supporting

data files OATA2 and OATA3 or EQ6 will not recognize them. In such cases the
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code will write appropriate diagnostics on the OUTPUT file and terminate

execution of the current problem.

It is possible to stack more than one problem on a given INPUT file, so

that the code will read one problem, solve it, read another, and so on. If

each problem is a "single point" thermodynamic calculation, this practice may

be convenient. However, it is generally prudent not to stack reaction path

problems in this manner. In fact, a single long problem is best run in

several short segments (three to four). EQ6 writes its own PICKUP file, which

is an INPUT file for the next run segment. This facilitates the practice of

breaking up long calculations.

Segmenting long calculations is desirable because the user can more

efficiently check the consequences of assumptions made in defining the

problem. It may be desirable or necessary to change the assumptions once the

consequences are known and do the calculation over again. Such recalculation

is likely to be neccesary when trying to model a rock/water interactions

experiment or results of a field study.

5.2. INPUT FILE SUMMARY

A summary of the contents of the EQ6 INPUT file and its format is given in

Table 1. Parameters for which default values are strongly recommended are

marked with h(*).N To take the default for a given parameter, simply leave

the corresponding input field blank. The user may find it helpful to

photocopy these pages and keep copies near a computer terminal or card punch

for ready reference.

Following the summary is a description of the INPUT file parameters

themselves (Table 2). Some of these may not appear on specific examples of

INPUr files, depending on the inputs specified for other parameters that

precede them. Default values are recommended for all of the numeric control

parameters (the tolerance and setscrew parameters).
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- Examples of EQ6 INPUT files are presented in Chapter 6. The writer
suggests that the reader study these in conjunction with the material
presented in Tables 1 and 2. The EQ6 INPUT file is fairly lengthy, and it
does take some work to learn how to use it. However, in compensation, EQ6
does offer a lot of flexibility by combining many options in one code.
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PHOTOCOPY THIS PAGE AND KEEP NEAR THE COMPUTEa TERMINAL

Table 1. Summary of the EQ6 INPUT File

UPPER PART

Parameters Format

UTITL1
NMODL1, NMODL2
TEMPCO, JTEMP
TK1, TK2, TK3
ZISTRT, ZIMAX
TSTRT, TI.AEMX
KSTPiAX, CPLI:M
DZPRNT, DZPRLG,
IFILE
IOPT1, ... , IO
IOPRI, ... , IO
IODB1, ... , IO

(1 5A6)
(12X,I2,22X,I2)
12X,E12.5,12X,I2)
3(12X,E12.5))
2(12X,E12.5))
(2(12X,E12.5))
(12X,I12,12X,E12.5)
(2(12X,E12.5),12x,i5)
(12X,I2)
(12X,1OI5)
(12X,1015)
(12X,1OI5)

KSPPMX

PTI 2
PR10
DBl I

NXOPT
Do N from 1 to NXOPT:

UXOPT(N), (UXCAT(J,N),

(12X,I2)

J=1,2) (12X,A6,lX,2A6)

NXOPEX
Do N from 1 Ito NXOPEX:

(UXOPEX(J,N), J=1,2)

NRCT
Do NRC from 1 to NRCT:

(UREAC(J,NRC), J=l,3)
JCODE(NRC), JREAC(NRC)
MORR(NRC) MODR(NRC)

(12X,I2-)

(12X,2A6)

(12X,I2)

(12X,3A6)
(12X,12,10X,I2)
(2(12X,E12.5))

If JCODE = 1 do I from 1 to IKTMAX, stopping after UENDB(J,I,NXR) =
"ENDIr." (NXR indexes reactants that are solid solutions):
(UERDB(JI,NXR), J(1,3)X X-
RXBARd(I,NXR) (3X,3A6,3X,E12.5)

If JCODE r 2:
VREAC(NRC) (12X,E12.5)
Do NC8 z from 1 to NCTMAX, stopping after UESRB(NCB,NSRT)

(NSRT indexes reactants that are "special" reactants):
UESRB(NCB,NSRT),
CESRB(NCS,NSRT) (3X,A6,3X,E12.5)

s "ENDIT."

NSK(NRC), SK(NRC), FK(NRC)
NRK(NRC)

(12X,12,10X,E12.5,12X,E12.5)
(12X,I2)

;-
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PHOTOCOPY THIS PAGE AND KEEP NEAR THE COMPUTER TERMINAL

Table 1. (Continued)

Parameters Format

If WRK = 0:
RK1(NRC), RK2(NRC), RK3(NRC)

If NRK = 1:
IIMECH(NRC)
Do I from 1 to IMECH:

RK1(I,NRC), NDACT(I,NRC),
CSIGMA(I,NRC)

Do N from I to NDACT:
UOAC(i4,I,NRC), CDAC(N,I,NRC)

(3(12X,E12.5))

(12X,I12)

(l2X,El2.5,12Xj12,22X,El2.5)

(12X,A6,18X,E12.5)

If NRK = 2:
RK1(NRC), RK2(NRC)

If ARK = 3:
RK1(NRC), RK2(NRC), RK3(NRC)

.(2(12X,E12.5))

DLZIDP(*)
TOLBT(*),
TOLSAT(*),
SCREW1(*),
SCREW4(*),
LKLOGU(*),
DLZMX1 (*),

TOLDL(*), TOLX(*)
TOLSST(*)
SCREW2(*), SCREW
SCREW5(*)
ZKLOGL(*)
DLZMX2(*)

3(*)

(12X,E12.5)
3(12X,E12.5))

(3(12X,E12.5))
(3(12X,E12.5))
(2(12X,E12.5))
(2(12X,E12.5))
(2(12X,E12.5))

LOWER PART

UTITL2
UACION
TEMPCI

(15A6)
(12X,2A6)
(12X,E12.5)

NXMOD
Do

NFFG
Do

N from 1 to NXMOD:
(UXMOD(J,N), J-1,3)
JXMOD(N), KXMUD(N), XLKMOD(N)

N from 1 to NFFG:
(UFFG(J,N), J=1,2)9

MOFFG(N), XLKFFG(N)

(12X, I2)

(12X,3A6)
(12X,I2,22X,I2,22X,E12.5)

(12X,I2)

(12X,2A6,12X,E12.5,12X,E12.5)

(*) Default values are recommenaed (i.e., leave these olank on the INPUT file)
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PHOTOCOPY THIS PAGE AND KEEP NEAR THE COMPUTER TERMINAL

Table 1. (Continued)

Parameters Format

IOPG1, ... , IOPG6

KCT, KSQ, KGMT
KMT, KXT, KOIM
KPRS

Do KC from 1 to KCT:
UELEMB(KC)., MTEB(KC)

ELECTR

Do KCOL from I to KDIM:
(UNRMS(I,KCOL), I1,2),
(UNDM4S(I,KCOL), I=1,2),
ZLGI(KCOL,l)

(12X,I2,22X,I2,22X,I2)

(12X,I2,22X,I2,22X,I2)
(12X,I2,22X,I2,22X,I2)
(12X,12)

(3X,A6,9X,E25.15)
(18X,E25.15)

(3X,2A6,3X,2A6,3X,E25.15)

If KPRS = 0 stop, else:

Do N from 1 until UPRMN(1,N)
(UPRMN(J,N), J-192),
:,'PRMNB(N)

Do N from 1 until UPRXX(l,N)
(UPRXX(J,N), J=1,2)

Do I from 1 until UPRMX(1,
(UPRMX(J,I), J=1*2),
MPRMXB(N)

= "ENDIT.":

(3X,2A6,3X,E25.l5)

= "ENDIT.":
(3X,2A6)

= "ENOIT.":

(3X,2A6,3X,E25.15)

,. .
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Table 2. EQ6 INPUT File Parameters

UTITLI Thirty lines of text that describe the input problem.

NMODL1 Physical model option switch.
- 0 Compute the state of the system at the start of the

reaction path and stop.
1 Titration.
2 Closed system.

= 3 Flow-through open system (follows a packet of flowing
fluid, see text).

NMODL2 "Economyu reaction path option switch
= 0 "Economy" mode not selected

1 "Economy" calculational mode activated
.(if IOPTI = 0 and NMOOLl 1 or 2)

TEMPCO Temperature (0C) at the start of the run or run segment.

JTEMP Temperature variance option switch.
= 0 TEMPC = TEMPCO + TKl*ZIl + (1/2)*TK2*ZII**2 +

(1/3!)*TK3*ZII**3; ZIl is the overall value of
reaction progress. TEMPC = TEMPCO if
TKI 5 TK2 = TK3

1 TEt4PC TEMPCO + TKl*TIME + (1/2)*TK2*TIME**2 +
(1/3! )*rK3*TIME**3

= 2 TEMPC = (TEMPCO*TK1 + TK2*ZIl)/(TKl + ZIl)
This is an equation for mixing two waters of
different temperatures, see text.

TKI, TK2, TK3

Temperature variance coefficients, see above.

ZISTRT The value of the overall reaction progress parameter (ZII) at
the start of the run or run segment.

ZIMAX The maximum allowed value of ZIl for a run segment (see
text).

TSTRT The value of time (sec) at the start of a run segment.

TIMEMX The maximum allowed value of time (sec) for a run segment.

KSTPMX The maximum allowed number of reaction progress or time
steps for a run segment (see text).

CPLIM The maximum allowed number of computing units for a run
segment (see text).
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Table 2 (Continued)

L DZPMNT Linear print interval (in terms of reaction progress).
The default is pseudo-infinite, which turns off the linear
print interval feature.

DZPRLG Logarithmic print interval (in terms of reaction progress).
The default is 0.5. Other good values would be 0.25 and
1.0. The logarthmic print interval is generally more
useful than the linear one.

KSPP;IX Maximum number of steps since the last point of a full
printout of the state of the system. Such a printout
is caused whenever this limit is reached.

IFILE Unit number of the file the last part of the problem input
data.
= 60 Read from file named INPUT. This is also the

default.
= 8 Read from the file named PICKUP.

IOPrI Kinetic mode option.
= 0 Reaction progress mode (no time frame). NRK must be

zero for all reactants.
1 Reaction-proyress/time mode (real kinetics). This

option is required to run with real kinetic rate
laws (NRK greater than zero).

IOPT2 Phase boundary search option.
0 The step size is constrained by the predicted

locations of phase boundaries. IOPT1 1 forces
IOPT2 = 0. So does NMODL1 z 3.

1 Phase boundary locations are predicted and printed
on the OUTPUT file, but do not constrain the step
size. Not permitted if NMOOL2 = 1.

= 2 Calculations to predict the locations of phase
boundaries are not made.

IOPT3 Interfacing I/O option.
= -1 No PICKUP file is written.
= 0 EQ6 writes a PICKUP file.
= 1 EQ6 writes a sequence of PICKUP files, each

corresponding to a print point.

IOPT4 Solid solution option.
= 0 Solid solutions are ignored.
x 1 Solid solutions may appear as reactants and as

secondary minerals.'
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Table 2. (Continued)

IOPT5 Option to eliminate secondary phases at the start of a run
by transferring masses to the physically removed subsystem.

0 0 No transfer takes place.
= 1 Secondary phases are reduced to trivial masses.
= 2 Secondary phases are entirely wiped out.
= 3 Secondary phases are wiped out and precipitation

of all such phases is supporessed for the remainder
of the run segment.

IOPT6 Option to clear the physically removed subsystem before
the first step of reaction progress.
= 0 The option is not taken.
= 1 This option is done.

IOPT7 Option switch, not currently used.

IOPT8 Option switch, not currently used.

IOPT9 Option switch, not currently used.

IOPTIO Option for calculating the state of the system at the
start of the run.
= 0 The state of the initial system given on the lower

part of the INPUT file is recalculated (EQ6 does
not accept this information at face value).

= 1 The state of the initial system is accepted as-is.
EQ6 may reset IOPTlO to 1 and try again if it
runs into trouble at the start of a run segment.

IOPT11 Option switch, not currently used.

IOPTl2 Option switch, not currently used.

IOP21 Option to print the species loaded and not loaded from DATA2
and DATA3.
= -1 Does not print.

O Does not print.
= 1 Prints.

IOPR2 Print option, not currently used.

IOPR3 Option to print all species loaded into memory and their
associated log K values, if any.
= -1 Does not print.
= 0 Does not print.
= 1 Prints.
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Table 2. (Continued)

IOPR4 Option to print the aqueous species distribution at each
print point.
-1 Does not print.

= 0 Prints species whose concentrations are not less

than I x IO-12molal.
= I Prints all aqueous species in the model.

IOPR5 Option to print ionic activity ratios at each print point.
= -1 Does not print.
= 0 Does not print.
= 1 Prints.

IOPR6 Option to print the bulk oxide composition of the theoretical
mineral assemblage at each print point.
= -1 does not print.

0 0 does not print.
- 1 prints.

IOPR7 Option to print mineral saturation indices at each print
point.

- -1 Does not print.
= 0 Prints for those minerals not undersaturated by more

than 10 kcal.
* 1 Prints for all minerals.

IOPR8 Option to print equilibrium gas fugacities.
5 0 Does not print.
= 1 Prints the fugacities.

IOPR9 Option to print, not currently used.

IOPRIO Option to print, not currently used.

IODBI Option to print general diagnostic debugging messages.
0 0 Does nothing.
1 Prints level 1 diagnostics.

= 2 Prints level 2 diagnostics.

I0D82 Option to print debugging messages when reading the data
files DATA2 and DATA3.
a 0 Does nothing.
a 1 Prints a summary of diagnostic information.
a 2 Prints detailed diagnostics.

IOD83 Option to print step size and order selection diagnostics.
5 O' Does nothing.
= 1 Prints the orders being considered and their corres-

ponding step size scaling factors.
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Table 2. (Continued)

IOD84 Option to print debugging messages concerning Newton-Raphson
iteration in the NEWTON subroutine.
5 0 Does nothing.
= 1 Prints summary diagnostics.
= 2 Prints detailed diagnostics.

IOD85 Option to print debugging messages concerning phase
boundary searches.
= 0 Does nothing.
= 1 Prints details of the phase boundary searches.

IODB6 Option to print debugging messages concerning iteration
to calculate the saturation indices of solid solutions
that are not already product phases.
= 0 Does nothing.
= I Prints details of the calculations.

IOD87 Option to print diagnostics to verify proper operation
of the NMODL1 = 3 option (see above).
= 0 Does nothing.
= 1 Prints at eacn print point the values of the master

variables and their derivatives with respect to
the overall reaction progress variable.

OD88 Option to provide special control of the IOD83 and IOD87
options.
= 0 Does nothing.
= 1 Turns these options on when DELZI (the step size in

terms of reaction progress) is less than or equal
to OLZMX1 (see above) and turns them off after
DELZI increases.

IOD89 Option to print diagnostic messages pertaining to the kinetic
mode (IOPTI = 1, see above).
= 0 Does nothing.
= 1 Prints level 1 kinetics diagnostics.
= 2 Prints level 2 kinetics diagnostics.

IODBlO Option to check the consistency of finite-difference and
truncated Taylor's series expressions for the master
system variables as functions of the reaction progess
parameter.
= 0 Does nothing.
= 1 Prints values of the IODBIO-th master variable

calculated by both types of expressions.
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Table 2. (Continued)

IODll Option to check the consistency of finite-difference and
truncated Taylor's series expressions for reaction rates
as functions of the reaction progress parameter.
= 0 Does nothing.
5 1 Prints values of the IODBll-th reaction rate

calculated by both types of expressions.

NXOPT The number of subset-selection precipitation suppression
options to follow (see text). These options suppress
precipitation of pure minerals. Compare the alter/suppress
options for individual minerals using NXMOD (see below).

UXOPT A six-character alphanumeric string denoting a type of
subset-selection precipitation suppression option.
These are:
ALL = Suppress precipitation of all pure minerals.
ALWITH = Suppress all solids composed of a specified

chemical element (e.g., "ALWITH MG").

UXCAT The name of a chemical element given with a UXOPT input.

NXOPEX The number of exceptions to the subset-selection
precipiation suppression options.

UXOPEX A twelve-character alphanumeric string that is the name of
a mineral not to be suppressed by any of the
subset-selection options. This input does not override
the alter/suppress options (see below).

NRCT The number of reactants to follow.

UREAC The name of a reactant.

JCOOE The species type of a reactant.
5 0 Mineral.
= 1 Solid solution.
= 2 *Special" reactant. A "special" reactant is a

species that is not on the supporting data files.
= 3 Aqueous species.
= 4 Gas.

7
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Table 2. (Continued)

JREAC Status switch for a reactant.
= 0 Set to react. This is the only value that users

should enter. Other values may be written by
EQ6 on the PICKUP file.

-1 The reactant has saturated the aqueous solution, but
some reactant mass remains and continues to
react irreversibly. A product mass of the same
species may also exist.

= I The reactant mass has been exhausted.
= 2 The reactant has saturated the aqueous solution, and

any remaining reactant mass has been transferred to
product mineral status.

MORR Moles of reactant remaining. This is the startomg reactant
mass when making up a new INPUT file.

MODR Moles of reactant that have been destroyed. Users should
normally leave this input blank.

UENOB Name of a pure mineral end-member of a solid-solution
reactant.

RXBARB The mole fraction of said end-member mineral in a
solid-solution reactant.

VREAC The molar volume of a reactant. Users should normally enter
a value only for "special" reactants that are solids.

UESRB The name of a chemical element that makes up a "special"
reactant.

CESR3 The number of moles of said chemical element per mole of
"special" reactant.

NSK Reactant surface area option switch.
= 0 Constant surface area.
= I Constant specific surface area.

SK Surface area of a reactant, cm2. This defaults to

100 cm2 if left blank. The surface area of a reactant
is meaningful only if it appears in a kinetic rate law.

FK Ratio of effective surface area to actual surface area of
a reactant. This is a kinetic fudge factor. It defaults
to a value of unity if left blank.
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Table 2. (Continued)

NRK Rate law code.
= 0 ArDitrary relative rate law (equation 3-33). This

defines the relative rate (RRELRC) by a second-
order truncated Taylor's series in reaction
progress (ZIl):

RRELRC = RK(l) + RK(2)*ZI1 + 0.5*RK(3)*ZI1**2.

The last two terms are an embellishment that is
rarely used. This is the only rate law that can be
used without setting IOPTI to 1.

= 1 Transition theory rate law (equation 3-34) defining
the actual rate of reaction (RREAC, mol/sec), and
allowing the use use of up to three terms to
describe parallel mechanisms:

IMECH
RREAC = FK*SK* l RK(I)*EXPC-AFF/(CSIGMA(I)*RCONST*TEMPK)]

1=1

where
FK is a surface area fudge factor,
SK is surface area (cm2),

2RK is the rate constant (mol/cm -sec),
AFF is the affinity,
CSIGMA is the ratio of the macroscopic and
microscopic affinities (nearly always unity),

RCONST is the gas constant, and
TEMPK is the absolute temperature.

* 2 Affinity-to-a-power rate law (equation 3-35):

RREAC = FK*SK*RK(l)*AFF**RK(2)

where

FK is a surface area fudge factor,

2~~~~SK is surface area (cm ),
RK(l) is the rate constant (molfcm2-sec),
AFF is the affinity, and
RK(2) is the exponent of the affinity.

3 Two-term linear-parabolic rate law (equation 3-36):

RREAC = FK*SK*(RK(l) + RK(2)*CTIME - RK(3)]**-O.5)
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Table 2. (Continued)

where

FK is a surface area fudge factor,

SK is surface area (cm2),
RK(l) is the linear rate constant (mol/cm2-sec),
RK(2) is the parabolic rate constant

(mol/cm-secl/2,
TIME is the time (sec), and
RK(3) is the time (usually zero) when reaction

begins.

DLZIDP Dump interval, an upper limit on the interval of reaction
progress in which product minerals remain in contact
with the water before most of their masses are removed.
This parameter is relevant only to the flow-through
open system model which follows a particular packet
of water (NMODLl = 3). The default is pseudo-infinite.
This suffices for runs in which all product phases
are pure minerals (another mechanism guards against
re-dissolution of these phases). OLZDP should be set to
about 1/10 or so of the expected final value of reaction
progress when there are solid-solution product phases in
the model.

TOLOT Convergence tolerance on Newton-Raphson residual functions.

TOLOL Convergence tolerance on Newton-Raphson correction terms.

TOLX Convergence tolerance for search/find routines.

TOLSAT Supersaturation tolerance which the affinity must exceed
before EQ6 will attempt to precipitate a phase. A good
value is 0.0001 (kcal). Smaller values may result in
disaster.

TOLSST Supersaturation step-size cut parameter. The step size is
cut when the affinity to precipitate of a non-suppressed
phase exceeds this limit.

SCREWI Step-size control parameter that bounds the magnitude of the
highest order term in a Taylor's series for a master
variable.

SCREW2 Maximum value of BETAMX (largest residual function
magnitude) prior to Newton-Raphson iteration at which EQ6
will not try to cut the step size.
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Table 2. (Continued)

SCREW3 Step-size control parameter similar to SCREW1. It bounds the
magnitude of the highest order term in a Taylor's series
for a rate function. It operates under IOPTI a 1 only. It
also serves a function similar to that of SCREW4 in testing
the estimated error in the time (see below).

SCREW4 Tolerance on the difference between actual and predicted
rate functions. If both the SCREW4 test and the analogous
test with SCREW3 are not satisfied, the code either cuts
the step size or initiates corrector iteration.

SCREW5 Under-relaxation parameter that bounds the magnitude of a
Newton-Raphson iteration correction term.

ZKLOGU Threshhold and/or target value for the log mass of
non-aqueous phases. It is used in several ways.
(1) When the log mass of a phase is less than this
value, EQ6 will not limit the step size to keep the
corresponding Taylor's series within the normal
accuracy limit. (2) ZKLOGU is the target mass used
when trying to estimate from Taylor's series when
the phase will disappear. (3) It is also defines the
maximum mass of a phase which the user is willing to
let re-dissolve in the flow-through system model
(MMODLI c 3).

ZKLOGL Amount by which the log mass of a phase in the equilibrium
subsystem is decremented by a transfer to the physically
removed subsystem under NMOOL1 2 3.

DLZMX1 Step size when the order of the Taylor's series (NORD)
is zero.

DLLMX2 Upper limit on the step size when the order is greater than
zero. The default is quasi-infinite.
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rable 2. (Continued)

UTITL2 Thirty lines of text from the previous EQ3NR or EQ6 run.

UACIUN Name of the ion, if any, that defines the equivalent
stoichiometric ionic strength. This must be "NA+",
"CL-", or blank.

TEMPCI The temperature at the end of the previous EQ3NR or EQ6
run. This Parameter is informational in nature.

NX;OD Number of suppressed/altered species/reaction pairs that
follow.

UXMOD Name of a species to be suppressed or whose
corresponding equilibrium constant is to be modified.

JXMOD Flag identifying the type of species affected by an
alter/suppress option:
= 0 Aqueous species/reaction.
= 1 Mineral.
= 2 Gas.
= 3 Solid solution.

KXMOD Flag identifying the type of alter/suppress option:
v -1 The species is suppressed. No XLKMOD input

is required.
= 0 The log K value from the data file is replaced by

XLKMOD.
= 1 The log K value is augmented by XLKMOD.
= 2 Same as KXMOD = 1, but XLKMOD is in kcal/mol.

XLKMOD Corresponding equilibrium constant alteration function
whose meaning is determined by KXMOD.

NFFG The number of gas species whose fugacities are to be fixed.

UFFG The name of a gas species whose fugacity is to be fixed.

MOFFG The amount, if any, of such a gas species, in moles, to be
added to the system at the start of the run.

XLKFFG The logarithm of the desired fixed fugacity.
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Table 2. (Continued)

IOPGl Activity coefficient equation option switch
* -3 Short form of hydration theory equations (Wolery,

1984)
- -2 Short form of the Helgeson et al. (1981) equations
= -1 The Davies (1962) equation, with a thermo-

dynamically consistent equation for the activity
of water

z 0 The B-dot equation (Helgeson, 1969) for ionic
species, unit activity coefficient for polar
neutral species, the activity coefficient of
aqueous C02 for nonpolar neutral species, and
the expression of Helgeson et al. (1970) for the
activity of water.

£ 1 Pitzer's (1973, 1975) equations
= 2 Long form of hydration theory equations (Wolery,

1984)

IOPG2 Activity coefficient option switch
0 The function J(x), which appears in Pitzer's

(1975) higher order electrostatic term, is
estimated by the method of Harvie and Weare
(1980)

I The function J(x) is estimated by the approximation
of Pitzer (1975)

IOPG3 Activity coefficient option switch, not currently used

IOPG4 Activity coefficient option switch, not currently used

IOPG5 Activity coefficient option switch, not currently used

IOPG6 Activity coefficient option switch, not currently used

KCT Number of chemical elements in the model.

KSQ Number of active master species in the model

KGMT Position of the last activity coefficient variable
in the INDEX array

KMT Last pure mineral entry in the INDEX array.

KXT Last solid solution entry in the INDEX array.

KDIM Last entry in the INDEX array. KDIM4 is equivalent to
the number of master variaoles.
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Table 2. (Continued)

L KPRS Flag denoting whether or not mineral masses in the physically
removed subsystem are appended to this INPUT file.

a 0 No such data are appended.
= I Such data are appended.

UELEMB Name of a chemical element in the model.

MTEB Moles of said element in the equilibrium subsystem.

ELECTR Electrical imbalance (in equivalents).

UNRMS Name of a master variable species, aqueous or mineral.

UNOMS Name of an aqueous master species on the data file that
is to be switched with that given by the corresponding
UNRMS input. UNOMS should be blank if UNRMS does not
refer to an aqueous species.

ZLG1 The value of a master variable function.

UPRMNB Name of a pure mineral in the physically removed subsystem.

MP0MNB Moles of said pure mineral in that subsystem.

UPRXX Name of a solid solution in the physically removed subsystem.

UPRMX Name of an end-member of said solid solution.

MPRMXB Moles of said end-member of said solid solution.
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5.3. SOME FURTHER DISCUSSION

Many of the important points about INPUT file parameters have been

discussed sufficiently earlier in this report (especially in Chapter 4). A

few points remain to be covered, however. These will be discussed in this

section.

The INPUT file begins with thirty lines of text (UTITL1). The purpose

of this text is to provide an abbreviated description of the problem being

run. Additional information may be incorporated into the INPUT file by means

of comment lines. These are marked by an asterisk in column one, and are

analogous to the comment lines in FORTRAN source codes. They may appear

anywhere in the INPUT file. However, these lines are not echoed on the OUTPUT

file.

EQ6 will stop if a reaction path has reached a point of overall

thermodynamic equilibrium. Thib occurs in the closed or flow-through open

system models when all reactants are either exhausted or have saturated the

water. However, the INPUT file also provides several aribitrary controls on

the length of a run segment. ZIMAX is an upper limit on the value of the'

overall reaction progress parameter, ZI1. This limit will be located exactly

if ZIl would otherwise exceed it. TIMEMX is an upper limit on time (in

seconds). It is not located exactly, but the code (when operating in the

kinetic mode) will stop after the first step which exceeds this limit. KSTPMX

is the maximum allowed number of steps in the run segment and perhaps offers

the easiest way for the user to control the length of a run. As noted

earlier, a "single point" thermodynamic calculation is carried out by setting

KSTPMX = 0.

CPLIM is a limit on the number of computing units used. A computing

unit is an administrative measure of the usage of a computer, and is

installation dependent. The CPLIM feature is not active in the LLNL version

of EQ6. It should be enabled locally at installations at which the
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consequence of exceeding the predetermined limit on computing units (usually

specified on a job card or job line) is catastrophic termination. This

results in no PICKUP file being generated. A call to a local system routine

must be provided to return the number of computing units used. Several

commented-out examples are given in the EQ6 source code. The value of CPLIM

should be sufficiently less than the actual administrative limit for EQ6 to

write a PICKUP file and terminate before catastrophic termination occurs.

EQ6 does not print the state of the geochemical system being modeled at

every step of reaction progress. It does give such a print when a significant

event occurs, such as the precipitation of a new secondary phase or the point

of exnaustion of a reactant phase. Apart from these kinds of print points,

the user may specify three kinds of print intervals, one (DZIPR) linear in

reaction progress, the second (OZPRLG) logarithmic in reaction progress, and

the third (KSPP4X) defined in terms of the number of steps since the last

print point. The print points generated by the first two of these variables

are independent of the occurence of the other kinds of print points mentioned

above. The logarithmic print interval usually provides the best spacing of

detailed information. A too-small value of the linear print interval could

produce a lot of not very useful printout. Consequently, the default value

for the linear print interval is pseudo-infinite, which turns off this print

control mechanism. Good values for the logarithmic print interval are 0.25,

0.50, or 1.0. The default is 0.5. The default for KSPPMX is 25.

There are three general option switch arrays. The IOPT switches

(IOPT1, IOPT2, IOPT3, etc.) are model option switches. The IOPR switches

(IOPR1, IOPR2, IOPR3, etc.) are print option switches, and the IODB switches

(IO31, I0D82, IODB3, etc.) are debugging print options. The usage of these

switches is given in detail in Table 2. Note that IOPTI is particularly

important, because it determines whether the code runs in ordinary

reaction-progress mode (IOPTI = 0) or kinetic reaction-progress mode (IOPT1 =

1). The IODB switches should all be set to zero, except in debugging runs.

The activity coefficient options are specified on the second half of

the INPUT file by the IOPG option switces (IOPGI, IOPG2, IOPG3, etc.). Tne

I'
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user should make the desired selections in the initializing EQ3NR run. It is

not advisable under most circumstances to later change these options without

going back to EQ3NR and repeating the initializing calculation.

Much of the work in intelligent reaction-path modeling involves

deciding which secondary phases will be allowed to precipitate. The EQ6 code

itself can decide if a given phase must precipitate in order to to avoid

supersaturating the aqueous solution. The code does not know, however,

whether it would make more sense, geochemically speaking, to precipitate the

phase or to allow the supersaturation. The default condition is that EQ6 will

precipitate the phase. Every mineral read from those on the data file is a

potential candidate. The user, however, can specify that precipitation of

certain phases is to be suppressed. There are two methods of doing this on

the INPUT file.

The first metnod is to use the subset-selection suppression options for

pure minerals. NXOPT is the number of such options given on the file. The

twn options, entered as UXOPT(N), N=l,NXOPT, are "ALL" and "ALWITH". If "ALL"

is used, NXOPT should be 1 and no "ALWITH" options should appear. Each

"ALWITH" option requires a separate entry, and must be followed by an argument

(UXCAT(N)) that is the symbol of a chemical element on the data file. Under

"ALL", all pure minerals are suppressed. Under "ALWITH", those minerals

containing the specified elements are suppressed.

Exceptions to the "ALL" and "ALWITH" suppression options may also be

specified. NXOPEX is the number of exceptions. The names of the exceptions

are entered as UXOPEX(J,N), J1,2, N1l,NXOPEX. Thus, to allow only amorphous

silica, kaolinite, and amorphous Fe(OH)3 as potential precipitates, one

would specify on the INPUT file:

NXOPTI I r j 5.A-(
UXOPT= ALL 1 '

NXOPEX= 3
UXOPEX= AMORPHOUS SILICA 7 ,
UXOPEX= KAOLINITE
UXOPEX= AMORPHOUS FE(OH)3 /
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Note that this situation is the complement of the normal one where every

mineral read from the data base is allowed to precipitate. To suppress

precipitation of all potassium and magnesium minerals, except K-feldspar,

illite, and sepiolite, specify:

NXOPT= 2
UXOPT= ALWITH K
UXOPT= ALWITH MG
NXOPEX= 3
UXOPEX= K-FELDSPAR
UXOPEX= MUSCOVITE
UXOPEX= SEPIOLITE

The alter/suppress functions (using the parameters NXMOD, UXMOD, JXMOD,

KXMOD, and XLKMOD), described sufficient detail earlier in this section,

permit suppression of individually named minerals. More generally, they

permit either suppression of a given species (aqueous species, pure mineral,

gas, or solid solution) or, for aqueous species, pure minerals, and gases,

changes in the associated equilibrium constants. They are also in the EQ3NR

code (where they are reletvnt only in the case of aqueous species), and are

passed on to EQ6 through the PICKUP file. The material in this section of the

EQ6 INPUT file is written by a code (EQ3NR or EQ6 itself) to be read by a code

(EQ6). The alter/suppress options are the only part of the lower half of the

EQ6 INPUT file that the user should modify in normal use.

The other major block of input the user must provide on the INPUT file

defines the reactant phases and how they react irreversibly in an aqueous

geochemical system. NCRT is the number of reactants so defined. This number

may be zero, for example, if the user wants to calculate the consequences of

heating or cooling an aqueous solution. If it is not zero, a sequence of

input blocks follow, one per reactant.
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A reactant input block begins with the name of a reactant (UREAC(J,NRC),

where NRC denotes the NRC-th reactant on the INPUT file). This is followed by

a species type code, JCODE(NRC), which has the following meanings:

0 Pure mineral.
1 Solid solution.
2 "Special" reactant.
3 Aqueous species.
4 Gas species.

A "special" reactant is a species that is not on the supporting thermodynamic

data base. It could actually be a pure mineral, for instance. A whole rock

is one example of a "special reactant" (oceanic basalt was treated tnis way by

Wolery, 1978). Also, a second aqueous solution in a fluid-mixing scenario is

another example.. JREAC(NRC) is a status code. The user should leave this

input blank when preparing an EQ6 INPUT file, and not tamper with values that

EQ6 writes on PICKUP files. MORR(NRC) is the mass of the reactant, in moles.

If the reactant is a whole rock or second aqueous solution special reactant,

it is convenient to define a "mole" as a 1 kg mass. MOOR(NRC) is the number

of moles of the reactant that have been destroyed. The user should leave this

input blank when making up a new INPUT file, and normally should not change

the EQ6-written MORR and MODR values on a PICKUP file.

If the reactant is a solid solution, the names of the pure mineral end-

members (UENOB(J,NXR), J=1,2, for the NXR-th reactant that is a solid

solution) must follow, along with the corresponding mole fractions. These

will be normalized if they do not sum to unity. If the reactant is a special

reactant, a value for the volume (cm3) of one mole of substance under the

conditions of the run (VREAC(NRC)) may be entered, followed by the symbol for

each chemical element (UESRB(NCB,NSR), where the reactant is the NSR-th

special reactant) and the corresponding number of moles of the element per

mole of special reactant. For special reactants that are whole rocks or

aqueous solutions, we recommend equating one "mole" with a mass of 1 kg.
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The surface area of a reactant is read in as SK(NRC). This is given in

units of square centimeters. It is the absolute surface area, not the

specific surface area, which might have units of cm2/mol or cm2/g. The

surface area may or may not actually be used in the calculations, depending on

the rate options selected. There are currently two possible treatments,

determined by the reactant surface area code NSK(NRC):

0 Constant surface area.
1 Surface area changes in proportion to the reactant mass.

The default for SK(NRC) is 100 cm2. FK(NRC) is a fudge factor equal to the

ratio of kinetically effective surface area to total surface area. It is used

in the calculations only when SK(NRC) is used. Its default value is unity.

The parameter NRK(NRC) is the rate law code. The various existing options

have been described earlier. They include:

0 Relative rate input (arbitrary kinetics).
I Transition-state theory rate law.
2 Affinity-to-a-power rate law.
3 Linear-plus-parabolic rate law.

The option NRK 5 0 is the only one allowed if IOPT1 = 0 (arbitrary kinetics

mode). Under this option the relative rate is either constant or a function

of the overall reaction progress variable (ZIl). Kinetic rate laws in

addition to the ones listed above can be added by defining new NRK options in

subroutine REACTS and making necessary additions to subroutine READZ, which

reads the INPUT file, and subroutine SCRIBE, which writes the PICKUP file.
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6. SAMPLE PROBLEMS: INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

6.1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents four examples of the usage of EQ6. In all cases,
the initializing EQ3NR INPUT files and the EQ6 INPUT files are presented in
their entirety. The EQ6 OUTPUT file for the first example is also given in

its entirety. Only selected parts of the OUTPUT files will be presented for
the other examples. Included with each example is a discussion of the
relevant features. Users should compare the sample EQ6 INPUT files with the

INPUT file description presented in Chapter 5. For other examples of the

usage of EQ6, the reader is directed to Delany and Wolery (1984), Jackson
(1984), and other papers and reports cited in Chapter 2.

6.2. "SINGLE POINT" THERMODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS

6.2.1. FINDING AN EQUILIBRIUM SET OF PRECIPITATES FROM MULTIPLY-SUPERSATURATED
SEA WATER

Surface sea water at 250C is supersaturated with respect to a large

number of minerals. Figure 6 presents an EQ3NR INPUT file, ISWMJP, for this
fluid. Most of the trace constituents have been omitted from this model.
This INPUf file is itself a slightly more extended version of the sea water

test case, ISWMAJ, presented by Wolery (1983) in the EQ3NR user's guide (See

Section 5.2 of that report).

The PICKUP file written by EQ3NR when given the INPUT file ISWMJP composes

the lower part of the EQ6 INPUT file ISWEQS, shown in Figure 7. This part

begins with the line "* PICKUP FILE WRITTEN BY EQ3NR.3230U52". The upper part
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Figure 6. EQ3NR INPUT file, ISWMJP.

INPUT FILE NAME- ISWMJP CREATEDM 13/19/84 CREATORS T.J. VOLERY

SEA WATER TEST CASE. MAJOR CATIONS AND ANIONS. PLUS SILICA, ALUMINUM.
AND IRON. THIS IS AN EXTENSION OF THE CLASSIC SEA WATER MODEL OF
CARRELS AND THOMPSON 11962). THE ANALYTICAL DATA USED HERE ARE TAKEN
FROM TABLE III OF NORDSTROM ET AL. (1979), WHO DISCUSS THE APPLICATION
OF VARIOUS COMPUTER CODES TO THIS BENCHMARK PROBLEM.

THERE IS NO FORCED ELECTRICAL BALANCING IN THIS RUN.

REFERENCES

NORDSTROM, D.K.. ET AL. 1979. A COMPARISON OF COMPUTERIZED CHEMICAL MODELS
FOR EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATIONS IN AQUEOUS SYSTEMS. P. 657-692 IN JENNE.
E.A.. ED., CHEMICAL MODELING IN AQUEOUS SYSTEMS, ACS SYMPOSIUM SERIES 93.
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY. WASHINCTON, O.C.

CARRELS. R.M., AND THOMPSON. M.E. 3962. A CHEMICAL MODEL FOR SEA WATER AT
25 C AND ONE ATMOSPHERE TOTAL PRESSURE. AMER. JOUR. SCI. 261. 57-66.

TEMPCw 25.
RHOS 1.02336 TDSPKGC e. TDSPL= E.
FEPw E.5fE UREDOX-

TOLETs E. TOLDL& E. TOLSAT' E.
ITERMX 5

IOPTI-IJ- -1 1 I 1 J I 0 I
IPRNTI-1Es e a I 0 E 0 e
IDEUGI-1U e J E 0 J 5 E

UEEALm UACIONu CL-
NX.ODO I

SPECIES, PD-OXYANNITE
TYPES I OPTION. -1 XLKMOD. E.

NA- 11768. 3
K* 399.1 3
CA.. 412.3 3
MCG. 1251.9 3
AL-.- O.JJ2 3
S102(AG) 4.28 3
H- -6.22 16
HCO3- .1e2322 1J
CL- 15353. 3
S04-- 2712. 3
FE-- 5.E02 3
02AO) 6.6 2
HZ(AOJ 27
HS- 27

HC03- C03-- 31
ENDIT.
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Figure 7. EQ6 INPUT file, ISWEQS.

L.

INPUT FILE NAME& ISVEOS REVISED- 13/l6J/4 REVISOR. T.J. WOLERY

THIS IS A SIMPLE THERMODYNAMIC CALCULATION TO DEMONSTRATE ECS'S
ABILITY TO FIND AN EOUIIBRIUM ASSEMBLAGE OF SOLIDS RESULTING FROM
PRECIPITATION FROM A SOLUTION THAT IS SUPERSATURATED WITH RESPECT TO
A LARGE NUMBER OF MINERALS. THE FLUID HERE IS SEA WATER. REPRESENTED
BY MAJOR CATIONS AND ANIONS, PLUS SILICA. ALUMINUM, AND IRON.

THE PHASES PRECIPITATED ARE THOSE THAT ARE THE MOST THERMODYNAMICALLY
FAVORED. ACCORDING TO THE THERMODYNAMIC DATA BASE. NO PHASES HAVE BEEN
SUPPRESSED, WHICH CAN BE DONE USING THE NXOPT OR NXMOD OPTIONS.

THIS RUN ENDS AFTER THE PRECIPITATION CALCULATIONS ARE COMPLETED.
NO IRREVERSIBLE REACTIONS ARE SPECIFIED (NRCTuU). ALSO. THE MAXIMUM
NUMBER OF REACTION PROGRESS STEPS IS SET TO ZERO (KSPTMXE).

NMODLI 2
TEMPCE. 25. JTEMPw I

TKls E. TK2= E. TK3- E.
ZISTRTw 1. ZIMAX- .
TSTRTm I. TIMEMX- J.
KSTFMX- S CPLIM. 0.
DZIPR- I.E-5 DZPP.LG- 1.1
IFILE- 8e

IOPTI-I. Jr i I J E I E e E J
11-21. E J

IOPRI-10- O 5 J 5 5 1 £ S S

11-21- £ J
NXOPT- J
NRCT* F

----------------- _-----_---------------------------------------------

DLZIDP- E.
TOLBT- E. TOLDLm 5. TOLXw O

TOLSAT& J. TOLSST& E.
SCREWls E. SCREW2- 5. SCREW3= E.
SCREW4m E. SCREWS- J.
ZKLOGUw J. ZKLOGL* I.
DLZMXIE 5. DLZMX2s S.

PICKUP FILE WRITTEN BY E03NR.323JU52
SUPPORTED BY EOLIe.323JUW2

INPUT FILE NAME- ISWMJP CREATED- 93/19/84 CREATORw T.J. YOLERY

SEA WATER TEST CASE. MAJOR CATIONS AND ANIONS. PLUS SILICA. ALUMINUM.
AND IPON. THIS IS AN EXTENSION OF THE CLASSIC SEA WATER MODEL OF
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Figure 7. EQ6 INPUT file, ISWEQS (Continued).

CARRELS AND THOMPSON (1962). THE ANALYTICAL DATA USED
FROM TABLE III OF NORDSTROM ET AL. (1979). WHO DISCUSS
OF VARIOUS COMPUTER CODES TO THIS BENCHMARK PROBLEM.

HERE ARE TAKEN
THE APPLICATION

THERE IS NO FORCED ELECTRICAL BALANCING IN THIS RUN.

REFERENCES

NORDSTROM. D.K., ET AL. 1979. A COMPARISON OF COMPUTERIZED CHEMICAL MODELS
FOR EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATIONS IN AQUEOUS SYSTEMS. P. 857-892 IN JENNE.
E.A., ED., CHEMICAL MODELING IN AQUEOUS SYSTEMS, ACS SYMPOSIUM SERIES 93,
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY, WASHINGTON, D.C.

CARRELS, R.M., AND THOMPSON, M.E. 1962. A CHEMICAL MODEL FOR SEA WATER AT
25 C AND ONE ATMOSPHERE TOTAL PRESSURE. AMER. JOUR. SCI. 26E, 57-66.

UACION&
TEMPCIw
NXMODE

SPECIES-
TYPEw
NFFCG

KCT-
KDIM=

0
NA
K
CA
MG
AL
S I
H
C
CL
S
FE
ELECTR
M20
NA.
K*
CA.-
MG..
AL *-6
S102(AO)
H.
HCO3-
CL-
SO'--
FE*.
02(C)
XISTEC
XI

CL-
.SBENEZE4

PD-OXYANNI
I

12
is

'51

TE
OPTION- -I XLKMODw Z.

H20
NA.
K.
CA*4
MG .4
AL+4

H#
C03-
CL-
SO -
FE-$
02(C

KMTs IS KXT'
KPRS' I

S.562999234 4651 53E*EI
4, 683775S54 5S9115E-01
1 .02976632S745569E-02
I .926962614771471E-82
S. 3149557714 1771 7E-E2
7.432348973366611EC-0U
7.*12336t,629453667E-L1S
I. I1192Z5166296275E*E2
2. ZSE9ESE156 214 23E-13
5 .4567764528252SlEE-11
2.6232g425971S223E-92
3. 59121295632739SE-ES
7.939119972 16963S7E-64

1I.74A36S733S414I4E.fEE
-3 .466-5142372E796BE-El
-I1.998455829378919EE.Ef
-2.E431929f7349621E4119

* ~~~-1 .334637711162629E.Eg
-I1.6978S367S56A23EE~fI1

!(AG) -4.174261919S74839E.EE
-8. 12S147S76Z9NS76E*28
-2. 1 6Efi 1.73 9637 79 E RE
-2.729921 466S1F633E-5l
-1.8341191S196SI16E*ZE
-1 .346632643993661E*81
-1 .642993296222233E.El
-2.629E14694r556841 Ic-fl
-I .93272346SE1f19I5E-El

* 1E

f.
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was created by text editing. The purpose of this problem is to have EQ6 find
an equilibrium set of precipitates. The number of minerals in this set is
often considerably smaller than the numDer of phases for which the water is

supersaturated. This example illustrates EQ6's capability to deal with

multiply-supersaturated solutions. The time required to run this problem on a

CDC 7600 computer was 6.00 seconds (4.96 seconds CPU).

A complete OUTPUT file (OSWEQS) is reproduced in Figure 8. This file

begins with an "instant" echo of the INPUT file, as is the case for EQ3NR

(Wolery, 1983). This echo is written by subroutine READZ, which reads the

INPUT file. The "instant" echo is followed by a few short messages, then by a

somewhat lengthy "nice" echo, written by subroutine ECHOZ, which begins with

"EQ6" in large block letters, and lists the values of the various run

parameters that will actually be used during the run. Some of these

parameters appear on the INPUT file. However, the values appearing in the

echo written by ECHOZ reflect the adoption of default values and any changes
that the code may have made. This ectto continues through a listing of

"MINERALS LOADED BY INACTIVE BECAUSE OF SUPPRESSION OR LACK OF DATA".

Tne model in ISWMJP is a redox disequilibrium model (the couple
02(aq)/H203 1) is constrained by a concentration for 02(aq)' while the
couple Fe3 /Fe2 is required to satisfy a redox potential of 500

millivolts). EQ6, which currently has no capability to deal with redox

disequilibrium, first "equilibrates" the aqueous solution. This requires 12

iterations. The calculated redox potential at this point essentially reflects

the presence of the dissolved oxygen, because there is more of it than there

is of dissolved iron. The solution is then found to be supersaturated with

respect to 33 pure minerals. EQ6 then "equilibrates" the aqueous system by

changing the assumed phase assemblage one phase at a time. Dolomite

[CaMg(C03)2) is added first. This calculation requires 11 iterations,

after which the solution is still supersaturated with respect to only 15
minerals. The common ion effect is responsible for the large reduction in the

number of supersaturated phases. Hematite (Fe203) is added next. This

new calculation requires 10 iterations, after which the number of remaining

supersaturations is reduced to 10. Addition of muscovite

I-.
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Figure 8. EQ6 OUTPUT file, OSWEQS.

…RE.- tttACINM THE, tec INPUT PIL-
INPFUT FILE NAME.- ISVECS RttYIStC- 13/1114 REVISOt. t.J. YOLtRY

THIS IS A SIWPLE THERHODYNANIC CALCULATION TO DEMONSTRATE tOS*S
ASIL TY *O FIND Af tOU IIRUH A:SSMtMLACt or SOLIDS RESULTIN:C FROH
PRECIPITATION RaOK A SOLUTIONt TAT IS SUPtrSATURATED VWITH RSPECT TO
A LARGE NUMBER Of MINERALS. THE FLUID HIRE IS SCA YATER. REPREStED90
sT MAJOR CATIOS AND ANIONS, PLUS SILICA. ALUMINUM. AND IRON.

THE PHASES PRECIPITATED ARE THOSE THAT ARE THt MOST THERMODYNAMICALLY
FAVOPED. ACCORDING TO THE THERHODtYNAHI3C DATA tASt. NO PHASES HAVE RIEN
SUPPRESSID. WHICH CAN SE DONE USING THE NXOPT OR tXttOD OPTIONS.

THItS NUN EXDS AFTER THE PRECIPITATION CALCULATIONS ARE COHPLtTED.
nO IR REERSISLE REACTIONS ARE SPECIFIED INRCT-91. ALSO. THE MAXIMUM
PUNIER OF REACTION PROGRESS STEPS IS SET TO ZERO IKSPTNX-1.}

INODLts 2
TENPCs. Z.11

TST- f.
TSTPTX-

DZPRNT- 1.J
3FILE- *5

IOPTI-Is- I
21-25- I

IOPI-1I- I
lOOSI-IU. I

31-2S- I
NXOPT- J

NRCT- I
OLZOP- If.

TOL$T- S.
TOLX- 5.

SCREVI. I.
SCREVg. a.
ZKLOCU-
DLZMXI. 1-

INPUT FILL XAME-

SEA WATER TEST

r515.1Il

1
F,,, co11

I 2
F S
F U
I I
I I
F I

F

JtEP.- 1
TER- R.

23IAX- I. 698"t o"
TIEMS". S.
CPL 1M4- S.

0SPILC- I.8S9"tUfE1

T93. S.

KSPPMxo U

2 * S S 7 I S 1i
J S 5 S S S S U

* S S S I I S
S S S S S 1 S S

TOLU.- f.
TOLSAT- S. TOLSST- E.
SCREV2. S. SCRVI3- S.
SCREtV. S.

1.15 2KLOCL- 1.511
CLZMX2* E.

Is5JP CREATED- S31212D1 CREATOR- T.J. WOLERV

CASE. MAJOR CATIONS AND ARIONS. PLUS SILICA. ALUMINUM.
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Figure 8. EQ6 OUTPUT file, OSWEQS (Continued).

AID IRON. TNIS IS AT XTENSION 0r IkE CLASSIC SEA VATER MODEL or
CARRELS AND TSOMPSON IISS21. AT l ALYTICAL DAtA USED HERE ARE TAKEN
RaON TAILE III or NORDSTROM CT AL. 4171. N IWO DISCUSS THE APPLICATION
or VAN lOUS COMPUTER CODES TO THIS SENCHMAK PROSLCM.

THERE IS M0 FORCED ELECTRICAL SALANCINC IN THIS RUN.

REVER!UCES

NOROSTRMI. DV.. fT AL. 1979. A COMPARISON07 fCOHUTERiZD CHEMICAL MODELS
ror EOUILRIUM CALCULATIOCS IN ACUEOUS SYSTEMS. P. I7-$ 2 a " J NE.

.A. . ED.. CHEMICAL MODELINC IN AOUEOUS SVSTEMS. ACS SYMPOSIUM SERIES 23.
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCICTV. WASHINGTON. D.C.

CARRELS. .H *. AND TNOMPSON. W.E. 19t2. A CHEMICAL MOCL FOR SEA VATtR AT
25 C AND ONE ATMOSPHERE TOTAL PRCSSURE. AMIR. JOUR. SCI. 25J. S7-SC.

UACION- CL-
TEMPCI. 2.S11llE.II

MNUOD. I
SPECIES PD-OEYANEZTE

TVPE. I OPTION. -I XLKNOD- S.
xrc* £

(CT. 12 %KT. IS WeT. It
LOIN. IS *ttS- f

COMPONENT POLtS

NA d.Ct3775ES4SdSIISE-II
£ II.5217S532I146%61E-SZ
CA I.52Z132614778471E-12
HGC S.3169%778d17717E-82
AL ?.412419722S11E-I1
Si 7.1233686264593S7E-IS
H I .1I 1U211935t215275E.12
C 2.UflSttSEg5aS~Z43t-53
CL S.41S7754882925I1t-fl
S 2.1232|23197182232-N2
Ft 3.SS3212YS6S273931-83
1L9CTR 7.13S11172S1S35t1E-84
HZO Nrc 1.744369732581I41i-ft
NAO NA* -3.466S642372171SRE-11

CA. CA-* -2.5431929#7349S21EC.t
MG* Mc-- -1 334537711152121E*ID

^t ... ^L . w~~I.617t3E27155~42211.5I
SIZIACI S102ACI -4.17 AI I9T74 S3IE.8f
H. H. *S. I25I471f7111U171E.I
HC03- CO2-- *2.1151661732771E.II
Ct- CL- *2.7 212I&66I##6331-I1
S04-- SOd-- -I.S6341191S SESIISE.95

4..
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Figure 8. EQ6 OUTPUT file, OSWEQS (Continued).

FE.. Ft-- -I.2aBU32tS43SggugE-g)
012(CC) 02t6C *I.642923298MUElt1
maSTIC -. 2f6aiuIEa
Xi -1.S327T346SII191t-81

FILL DATA2 HAS SEEN SUCCESSFULLY READ

FILE DATA2 HAS SEEN SUCCESSFULLY READ

PD-OXVANNITE HAS SlN UStR-SUPPRESSCD

EC o o 96

IEEE 000 SSS
I a 01

IEE 0 0 6
CM 0*01 56

a

t0C.323M2I
SUPPORTED BY *OLIS.321JUJ2

INPUT VILE WAVE- ISUtOS REVIStJ- n3/1 1SS RIVISOt. T.J. VOLIRY

TM1S IS A S;1VLt TNfRHOD0NAXIC C.A.CULATION TO DEMONSTRATE t06SS
ASILITY TO FIND AN EOUIISRIU" ASSCNSLAGE Of SOLIDS RESULTING FROM
PRECIPITATION FROM A SOLUTION THAT IS SUPERSATURATED WITH RESNECT TO
A LARGE NUMBS, OF MINERALS. THE FLUID HERE IS SEA WATER. REPRZeENTED
BY KAJOR CATIONS AND ANIONS. PLUS SILICA. ALUMINU10. AND IRON.

tHN PHASES PRECIPITATED ARE THOSE TkAT ARE THE "OST THERMOCYNAMICALLY
FAVOPED. ACCORDING TO THN THERMCDYhAMIC DATA BASE. NO PHASES HAVE SEEN
SUPPRESSED. WHICH CAh SE DONE USING THE NXOPT OR NXMOC OPTIONS.

THIS RU% gINS AFTER THE PRECIPITATION CALCULATIONS ARE COMPLETED.
NO IRREVERSIBLE REACTIONS ARE SPECIFIED INSCT.IT. ALSO. THE MAXIMUM
NUMBER OF RtEACTION PROGRESS STEPS IS SET TO ZERO IKSPTXX.S5.
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Figure 8. EQ6 OUTPUT file, OSWEQS (Continued).

INPUT FILE RALT* ISWWJP CREATED. f23IJ/B CREATOR.- T.. VOLLEY

SEA WATER TEST CASE. MAJOR CATIONS AND ANIONS. PLUS SILICA. ALUMINUM.
AND iscm THIS IS AN EXTENSION or THE CLASSIC SEA WATER NODKL Or
CANIELS AND THOMPSON 419521. THE ANALYTICAL DATA USED NIEL ARE TAKEN
FROM TAILE III OF NORDSTROM IT AL. 41171). WHO DISCUSS THE APPLICAT3ON
Or VARIOUS COMPUTER CODES TO THIS BENCHMARK PROBLEM.

THERE IS NO FORCED ELECTRICAL BALANCING TN THIS RUN.

trEFRENCES

NORDSTROM. D.. . IT AL. 1173. A COMPARISON Of COMPUTERIZtD CHEMICAL MODELS
FOR EOUILISRIUM CALCULATIONS IN AQUEOUS SYSTEPS. P. 157-192 IN JENNE.
L.A. . ED.. CHEMICAL MODELING IN AGUtOUS SYSTEMS. ACs SYMPOSIUM SERIES 13.
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY. WASHINGTON. D.C.

BARRELS. R.K.. AND THOMPSON. ".E. 1t62. A CHEMICAL MODEL FDR SEA WATER AT
2Z C AND ONE ATMOSPHERE TOTAL PRESSURE. AMER. JOUR. SCI. 2CJ. S7-66.

DATA FILE DATAr.2231FU63
I ATM.-STEAL! SATURATION CURVE DATA
LAST ttVISEO I3 SEPTEMBER ISIS BY D. ISHERVOOD

NO. Of ELEMENTS IN THE DATA aBAs * 23
NO. OF ELtKMhTS DIMENSIONED FOR * 4S
MO. Of ACTIVE ELEMENTS * 12

NO. or AOUtOUS SPEClES DIMENSIONED FDO * 211
NO. Of AQUEOUS SPECIES LOADED * 95
NO. Of ACTIVE AoUrOUS SPECIES * S2

NO. Of AQUEOUS REACTIONS DIMENSIOND FOR * 2S
No. Of ADULOUS REACTIONS LOADED * 6s
No. or ACTIVE AoUtOUS REACTIONS * ,l

NO. Of PURE MINERALS DIPENSIONED FOR * 275
NO. Of PURE MINERALS LOADED * 13A
NO. Of ACTIVE PURE MINERALS * 127

NO. OF CASES DItENSIONED FOR * IS
NO. Of CASES LOADED * 7
NO. OF ACTIVE CASES * 7

NO. OF SOLID SOLUTIONS IN THE DATA BASE * 7
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Figure 8. EQ6 OUTPUT file, OSWEQS (Continued).

tO. OF SOLID SOLUTIONS DIMENSIONED FOR *tf
NO. oF ACTIVE SOLID SOLUTIONS * J

ZI'STRT * f. ItIITIAL VALUE or zi1
ZIMAX * I n (MAXIMUM VALUE OF 21)
TE1"[! * I.SsfaSE.73 t(MAXIMUM VALUE Of TIME. SECI
KSTPMx * J (MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STEPS THIS RUN)

DEPRUT * .ISIIEIE.RS (LINEAR PRiNT INTERVAL)
DZPpLG * I.IfflIE4I5 (LOGARtITNHIC PRtITNT INTERVAL)
DLZIDP * I.5JIB"*III (P.R.5. TRANSFER INTERVAL)

MAXIMUM PERMITTED STEP StRES..
DLZMXI * I.ISIJEJ5-Id (NORD-JI
DLZNX2 * lIEIIE.2J-17 (NORD.GE.I)

TEMPERATURE * 2ME.fJ C

KtlODLI * 2 tl * TITRATION. 2 * CLOSED SYSTEM. * FLOW-THROUCH SYSTEM)
KNOOLZ * 5 (NOT USED)

IOPTI * t (KINETIC MODE SWITCH)
IOPT2 * (SUPPRESS PNASE BOUNDARY LOCATIONS
ICOT3 * £ (INTERFACING OUTPUT SWITCHI
IOPTI * I (PERMIT SOLID SOLUTIONS SWITCH)
OFTS * t (IREMOVE INITIAL SOLIDS SWITCH)

lOPTS * £ (CLEAR P.I.S AT START SWITCH)
IOPT? * t (NOT CURRENTLY USEDI
IOPTB * J (NOT CURRENTLY USED)
IOPTY * I (NOT CURRENTLY USED)
IOPTI9 * B (SVPASS INITIAL RECALCULATION SWITCH)
IOFTI * * (SUPPRESS ALL IEDOX REACTIONS SWITCH)
IOPTIW * J (xOT USED)
IFILE * SI (SUPPLEMENTARY INPUT FILE)

IOPtl * f (PRINT LOADINC/NONLOADING Of SPECIES FROM FILES DATA2 AND DATAtl
P01P2 * I (PRINT DERIVATIVES Of BASIS ELENENTS)

IOPR3 * I (PR1NT LOADED SPECIES AND LOC t VALUES)
I0Pai * I (PRINT AQUEOUS SPECIES DISTRIBUTION)

OptRS * J (PRINT CATION/H4- ACTIVITY RATIOS)
IOPR6 * 5 (PRINT ELEMENT/OXIDt COMP. or MINERAL ASSEMBLAGE)
IOPRt * f (PRINT MINERAL AFFINITY SUMMARY)
1OPRR * f (PRINT GAS FUCAClTY SUMMARWI

PR9 * 5 (NOT USED)

0It * f (ENABLE COMP. MESSAGES)
IODS2 * f (tCH0 THE DATA FILE READI
1OBt3 * * (PRINT ORDER/SCALING INFO.)
2o084 * r (PRINT NEWTON ITERATION INFO.)
IOCS! * I (PRINT SEARCH ITERATIONSI
10056 * 5 SPRINT NPSATZ ITERATIONS)
10Dt7 * * (PRINT DERlVATIVES AT EACH PT.)
IODBB * S (TURNS 10033 AND IODt7 ON AND OFF)
lOCt * U (tPRINT KINETICS INFO.)
lODttt * * (CHECK BASIS VAR. l .e. AND T.S.)
1OC6Bl * J (CHECK REAC. RATE t.e. AND T.S.)
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Figure 8. EQ6 OUTPUT file, OSWEQS (Continued).

TOLST * I1.SJftIEt-IS
TOLDL * I.SttiUIE-06
TOLX * I.ltN~t#E-06
TOLSAT * S.IfthISI-95
TOLSST * I.JSJSSSE-84

IRESIDUAL FUNCTION CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE)
4CORRECTION TERM CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE)
(SEARCHIFIND TOLERANCE$
ILOVER SUPIRSATURATION TOLERANCt)
IUPPER SUPERSATURATION TOLERANCE)

SCREVI * I.5SSE-US ISTCP-SlZt CONTROL PARAMETER FOR SASIS VARIASLtSI
SCREUV * .SS515 4AUNILIARV STEP SIZE PARAMETER FOR 6ASIS VARIABLtSI
SCRtV3 * ).STfE--l (STEP SIZE CONTROL PARAMETER FOR RATE FUNCTIONSI
SCREWV * I.SSuE-9a 4CORRECTOR CONTROL PARAMETER FOR RATE FUNCTIONS)
SCREWS * 2.J5tJJ CUNDER-RELAXATION CONTROL FOR NEWTON RAPHSON ITERATION)

ZKLOCU * -t.JJJ ITHRTSPHOLO LOG KASS FOR SOLIDS)
ZKLOGL * I.S55 BLOC KASS DECREMENT FOR P.A.S SHIFTS

IACION * 16. CL- DEtFINES XISTES)

AGUEOUS SPECIES LOADED &UT INACTIVE BECAUSE Of SUPPRESSION OR LACK OF DATA

SR..
ZN..

AG*
BA..
RNHS
F-
H*..

MN"..
CUO
AU*
U....
"POs--
VD..
P91026.
Cs*
E2IAD)
CHSIAO4
U*...

MG ..

ASIONIIB--
CU.-

AU-..

9902..

UG---

PUOZ-
P91....
PU ...
1N03 -
M2POS-
C LOS-
VCL

KC03-
FECL.
F ECL 2

¢
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Figure 8. EQ6 OUTPUT file, OSWEQS (Continued).

fECL2
VECL4--
FP1SO4)2-
"ON

INIERALS LOADre BUT INACTIVE LECAUSE Of SUPPRESSION or LACK or DATA

ANTICOR RTE
lA-DAPSINI 11
PO-OXYASN I YE
LEONNARDITE,AO',.'ATE

C021C1
NAZSOA

STEPPING TO .. (NOR * SI ... Zl J 1. ELZI * S. TIME * S. * . OLTIME * .e

ATTEMPTED SPECIES ASSt"BLAGE NO. I

2 ISDM2 2 UA
3 3 K
4 4 CA

a £ ALc
7 7 St
a 12 SI
I 1 CL

25 1 CL
St 17 S
22 22 FE
23 CARGEt BALANCE
34 x1STtO

It~2 MIIt
33 SUVPRSATUATEC PUrt IWNERALS

S SUPERSATURATED SOLID SOLUTIONS

THE POST SUPERSATURATEB PHASES AFTINITV. KCAL

I 2? DOLOIT"" ".en112
2 Is ORDOEtD DOLOMIIT* S£fJSII
2 1B "AChESITE 1.3454?6SS
* 55 DRSONOE4EO DOLO'I 2.14254269
B '4 CALCITt A J7S152! 7
6 33 TALC .54131142
7 £2 ARAGONITE .3B2S62f
S 4£ HURTITE 2.75271S6£

ATTEMPTED SPECIES ASSEMBLACU NO. 2

.
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Figure 8. EQ6 OUTPUT file, OSWEQS (Continued).

p.

30
2 2 IL
3 3 T

4 a CA

a £ AL
7 7 Si

IS 22 rt13 CKR3 "L"
IS I CII 31 CL
I I?1 6
at 22 Ft
32 CxAaCr SMANCE

IS 17 SOLO)UTE

17T1 . II
lS SUPENSATURAtEt
J SUPE1SATURATg0

PURE MINCRALS
SOLID SOLUTIONS

THE MOST SUPERSATURATED PHASES

I I NEMAT31t
2 12 MG-kONTaONITt
3 23 NA-NONTPOITE
4 *1 CA-ONuTPOwjTE
S 54 XZNONTIONITE
6 13 V-*QkTSOH 371
7 5 XACNITITE
I 9S ANDRACMTt

AFFINZIT* KCAL

22.791114225

24.52 £61,,,24 5333 53 I23 .84 2228
23.71 16 131
22.78777518
* 146 1173
4.7**S4231

*A.

AITEMPTED SPECIES ASSEMILACE NO. 3

1 1 O
2 2 NA

4 4 CA
I C
& 6 AL

* 1 2 H
1 14 C

I 1S CL
1 S

12 22 Ft
133 CARCE BALANCV
1i 1IST 1
Is Xi
IS S HEMATITt
17 17 DOLOMITE

|TEE * Id
IS SUPCRSATURATED PURE MINERALS

J SUPERSATURATED SOLID SOLUTIONS

THE MOST SUPERSATURATEO PHASES

3 1S MUSCOVITE

AFF3NzTv. ECAL

2.t 711452
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Figure 8. EQ6 OUTPUT file, OSWEQS (Continued).

2

3

2713
It
SI

3

%A-NONTUOWlTE
PC-NONTRONITI
CA-NONTRONIT9
X-NONTRONITE
KAOLINITE
ClttSIT[
1-F ELOSPAR

1.25213313
1. 39313667
1.5333 SUS
3.57646166
* 74174336
.22265132
* 12461323

ATTEMPTED SP9CIlS ASSEHILACE NO. 4

I
2
3

6
I
a
I

is
32
12
132
1 4
Is
is
17
to

1
2
2
4
S

13

16
17
22

a
17
21

a
NA
K
CA

AL
Sl
H
C
CL
S
FE
CHARCE BALANCE
XISTEO

HEMATITE
VOLOVITE
MUSCOVITE

ITER* 6
A SUP92SATUhATtED PURE NINERALS
g SUPERSATIhIA4D SOLCD SOLUTIONS

THE HOST SUPERSATURATED PHASES

* 52 NA-4O"TRONITE
2 S2 HC-NONTROMITE
7 St CA-RONTROMlTE
4 S4 K-RONTRONITE

AFrFlNTY. 9CAL

1.297310's3
1.EZdAf2S4

.79123zz

ATTEMPTED SPECIES ASSEM3LACE NO. S

I
2
3

I112
1I

1 6

2 a
2 1A

* CA
S HG9
6 AL
7 Sl

12 H
14 C
16 CL
17 S
22 Ft

CHARCE BALANCE
XIST9C

I HEMATITE
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Figure 8. EQ6 OUTPUT file, OSWEQS (Continued).

-

IJ 17 DOLOMITE
1 t 25 MUSCOVITE
IS t3 NA-NONTROWITE

… ---- ITERATION NAS CONE SOUR 1NTCR . 1 *1
THE PHASE TO tE DROPPED IS HEMATITE

ATTEMPTED SPECIES ASSEMILACt NO. t

I SI

I
2
3

S1

76

aI,5

12
13
"I
is
IC
' 7
Is

I
2

4
S

7
12
14
1C
17
22

17
25
63

a
KA
I
CA
NC
AL

N
C
CL
S
FE
CHARGE BALANCE
XISTE1

DOLOMITE
MUSCOVITE
NA-NONTRONITE

ITER * t

REACTION PROGRESS * S.
LOZ cF REACTION PROCRESS a -351.9r55151

TENPECATURE * 21.91 DEOCREES C
TOTAL PRESSURE * 1.J13 tARS

COMPUTING UNITS REMAINING * 1.551

CHARGE OR ATTEMPTED CHANCE IN THE PHASE ASSEMBLACE

START OC RE-START OF RUR

MAXIMUJM NUM1CR or STEPS

CLEMENT TOTALS FOR THE AOUtOUS

ELEMENT NC1KU SOL%.

0 B.119117dE.611
:A .1: 41F241109
CA 2.BS Ist c.82
CA 3.1114695E-92

PHASE…...

MOLAL CONC.

11.5C27151.fI`
i.6877TdE-s1
I .SZS?66[-82
I .852237E -st

MOLECs

S.9C276CE.II
4.C1B277sE-5I
1.821F767E-S2
I .513223E-82

(..
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Figure 8. EQ6 OUTPUT file, OSWEQS (Continued).

mtC 2.2422I1.12t s.:ssagn-n *.2531E-12
AL 4.127178E-84 I.7414471-#$ 1.741.438-g
S l.T257651E-JJ 7.1217,JE-:S 7.111715rES
Hz 2.132h11E.55 I .l22r211-2 1.21t21SE*12
C 1..3fi9311.52 I.331 71E-1 I.SI71112s-1
CL 1. 634E.4 5.41?71Et-rl S.43776E-'1
S S.,4s13fiE.52 2.3222321-52 2.8322214-E2
Ft & 77 '.6 -22 6.777i35-1? 6.7I7711t-17

C03-- I.6917819-f12 2.691781-S1
sad-- 2.222129c-12 2.3292241-SZ
S-- *6.47571-11 6.4?S372-141

WAUING-- Co2--. 104--. AND S-- TOTALS MESUSIE THAT ROUTINC COeMPI HAVE THE
NAMES oF NON-CARUSATE CAIS9O. SULUFMI SULFUR. AND NON-SULFATE SULFUR AOUOUS SPECIES

OXYCtN FUeACITY * 2.36312Srl
LOG OXYGEa uGACITY * -. 2s35
El * .s2337 VOLTS
PC * 13.11234

PH * 6.6791S
ACTIVITY Or VATER * .13212
LOC ACTIVITY Or VATER * - .1733
ALKALINITY * 1.U*3231-S3 EOuIvzKc SOLVENT IWOT MIV. FOx T.CT.tJ C)

IONIC STENGCT9 * 6.233794E-J1 tHOLAL
ICUIV. STOSCN. IONIC STRENGTH * 5.4357751-11 IOLAL

KASS OF SOLrUTIO * 1.135123 KC
MASS oF SOLVENT * I.111J7 KG
MASS oF SOLUTES * .113:z K
cON O Fr SOLUTES 2.334241 PER CENT (VN)

SPelCS MOLES CRAWS CONC LOG CONC LOG e LOG ACT

H20 1.1311 1.1511
NA* ?.1:#I-t I.4321.11 4.51162E-1I -.34632 -.27242 -.6111s
X . I. 12541t-2 3.323141-53 1..1214E-92 -1.15,47 -.29126 -2.21116
CA** *.36731F-S2 2.114231-l1 9.26791E-93 -2.1S213 -.61234 -21.6s32
MG.. 4.62251E-12 1.122111.55 * 622S1E-12 -1.32122 *. 1323 -1.52432

2. 3 S7221E-12 *3.1s1-1 3? S221t-12 -22.44716 -I.1626 -12.31174
SICOZAG) 7.16321-S2 4.26*141-1 7.531r21J-1 -4.1:643 1.5515 -4.11":3

N' 2.611121~a M -1? 2.623361-I? 2.a6flE2E-17 -5.13413 -.59136 -6 .64731S'
C02-- 3.636321-17 5.232$ 57S1-1 5.36221-17 t6.1St26 -. 72tS6 -6.71423
CL- 1.224111-Il 1.311231.51 1.224641-l -.27235 -.25261 -.47443
so4-- 1.466211-12 1.413431*l 1.416231-fl -1. 227 -.71323 -2.61217
rt-- 1.2123t-23 7.211321-22 1.252ESM-23 -22.33122 -.11f32 -22.4E366
02'AO) 2.11 543-Ed I.449341-53 2.121431-54 -2.. 62 .J122 -2.62732
Z2IACI 4.2132S3-41s 3.4312S1-4s 4.* 2123-4 - 34.71322 .61323 -44 .2713
HI- 6.47527-142 2.14123-123 5.47s12-141 -2.13374w -.2s12 -141.2 747
FE... 2.:33774-22 1 66311E-25 2.131171-22 -21.1Z42 -I.163e -22.1s17
Nco2- .1 S321-13 3.467231-52 I.115331-12 -2I 7472 -.16646 -23. 123
OH- 7.41311E-.3 1.21111-92 7 .414 -VS -7.12121 -.15652 -7.226:2
AL ;ON)' I.- 251 -1 * 4321-13 a .111t-15 -3.11317 -. :156 -11.1
AL4OHId- 1.72331-13 1.142711-ts 1.729S6E-5S -7.76222 -.17242 -7.53413
rsO4- 3.722111-94 2.2232M1-82 1.722611-54 -3.76231 -.13112 -32.1431
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Figure 8. EQ6 OUTPUT file, OSWEQS (Continued).
i_

MACL
PAO .3-
NASO -
CACo3
CAHC0o4
CASOI
MCCO3
NCHCOJ3
M630O
H3S t04-
KSO4-
H2C02
"GlwO)#
CAIONI*
NAOh

1.2413sr-f2 7.211141-.I 1.221SJE-12 -.I1t12 J.JJJJ -I.SJS12
6.5131E-f77 s.4121S6-rs G.51d21-17 -6.18247 *.J116 -6.3d293
I.IX1141-92 1.s5971-12 5.ra3141-1 *2 -223249 -.1*S17 -2.41211
1.169S 3E-97 S.71166E-ES S.S11323-S7 -S.24449 J.51151 -1.24118
4d.5262[-#S 4 .4111-92 4.* 92121-1s *4.23271 -.14131 -6.34321
1212382t-13 3.12393E-81 1.123821-12 -2.94621 1.11111 -2.34932
2.3s495E-5s I.W4d451-54 2.3149E-51 6.137234 J.J th1 -5.13734
I.M4129E-84 1.SIlsi-Jt t.96129c-1l 2.7157S -.t7242 -t.a3221
9.47214[-83 7.791F99E-91 1.472341-1 -2.13391 1.51111 -2.2632l
t.3t7S7E-J7 1.243S7E-SS 1.387571-17 -*.81324 -.17242 -7.JS7S9
7.8746CE-18 7.61239E-E6 7.9749Sl-te *7.12f71 -.17242 -7.27617
2.9172#E9-e 2.tJ1S71-t2 Z.6272fE-84 -2.3S233 .J1823 -3.46631
t.71787[-17 7.S96671-65 1.7t737E-J7 -S.7ESJI -.17242 -S.23743
3.9SOiS8-9 2 2.zs78Sa-97 3. 3sasf-03 -6.41234 -.17242 .6.17121
2.S1tSSE-J7 I.I161SE-97 2.315151-53 -*.62327 J.1JJJJ -S.1S727

---- SUMMARY Of SOLID PRODUCT PHASES-----

PRODUCT

DOLDO"lT
.USCOVITI
MA-hOkTRONITC

LOG HOLES POLIS CRAMS VOLUME. CC

-32.942216 2.142511-14 4.133361-12 1.52773t-92
-7.7711721 1.69327f-S3 S.746fig-S6 2.3I631E-SG
-7.7463338 t.7SJ11-Js 7.114161-16 2.652399-1S

CREATED
DESTROYED
MET

MASS. CRAMS

4.1141t6t-52
4.
4.631dS6E-82

VOLUME. CC

1.125211E-12
S.
1. 32919-J2

VARRINC-- THESE VOLUMC TOTALS MAY Et INCOMPLtEt

----- MINERAL SATURAT3ON STATE SUMMARY -----

WIECRAL

*BRUCITE

HAL I TE
CALCITE
DOLOMITE
CGvPSU
MANIMUP HICAOCLI
NECPMEIJE
KADO.IITI
PvROPHVLL StE
NA-Br ICELLClE
ILLITI
1NSTATITt
VOtLASTOWtTE
UNftTITt
PNLOCOPITC
HICh SASIDINE
K-SCIDELLITS

AEFINITY. KCAL STATE

-I . 438S
-_.F311
-1.727J
-2. 6 1 1 1
-1.2122

.&518
-. S132
-. 7327

-1.2311
-.9737
-I.SS34
-2.6212
-7.92s7
-6.1. 13
-3.1484
-5.12S9
-3.1431
-2.3713
-2.1312

SATD

MINERAL

CORUNDUM
DENYORATtO ARALC
e113S3IT
SYLVITE
KAGNESITE
ANVDR1ITE
QUARTZ
LOW ALBITE
ANALCtME
CHRYSOTILE
TALC
MUSCOVITE
ARTINITE
DIOPSIDE
VAN ITE

AMORPHOUS SILICA
*-FrLDSPAR
HCIH ALBITE
CA-SEIDELLITt

ArriNSTY. KCAL STATE

-3.13S1
-9.5247
-.1242

-4.3139
-.3 1 3 3

-1.3176
- .2141

-2.666i
-2. 1124
-7.2154
-4.9262

-3 .1 722
*@ $z12
-7.2371

-.7327
-4.2564
-2. 1534

I
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Figure 8. EQ6 OUTPUT file, OSWEQS (Continued).

PC-B IDEtLI t
MARONITE
K-SAPOWIT1
IAS POR0

SOfMMSITE
C*-SAPONITE

ANDALUSITE
KA-0ONIROUITI
ALI TE
MG-NOWT*ONlTE
CRISTOAL STE
COM1IC DOLOMITE
PO-OXV AWN0t
SILL IMANIT
JAHDE1lt
TRISYNISE

-2.5337
-3.4773
-d .4745
-I .1125
-2.3451
-4.2417
-7.7115

-2. US 11
-.51721
-. gall
-.1551

-4.5135
- .43J12

N-Sf JISEL TE
A-SAPOm lTE

PAcon EIfT
CA-SAPOMIYI
CHALCEDONY
ALUmDITE
N-SAPON ITE
K-RONTRONIst
CA-NONTNoNITE
N-KONTI ONI TE
3SSORDfNED COLON
aEscuS"ofNN ST
LAUNONT I TE
EAtS I LYTI
LAWSON TE

-4. Z?7?
-4.1832
-2..4J6
-4 .4d2
-.6745
17. arss

- .1363
-. 3511
-. 2341

-1.3t45
-2. 3571
-4.1141
-6.5.25
-4.166S
-7.2123

----- …NO FURTER INPUT FOUND -----

I
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[KAI3S1301 (0(H) 2) requires 6 Iterations, and only 4 supersaturations

then remain.

Addition of Na-nontronite CNaO.33Fe2A10.33S13.67OlO(OH)2J

gives a different result. The iteration diverges, stopping after 14

iterations. This happens because hematite and Na-nontronite can not both be

in the equilibrium phase assemblage. EQ61s phase deletion algorithm (Section

7.6) examines the wreckage, and concludes that hematite should be deleted.

The calculation that follows then requires 6 iterations, and no

supersaturations remain.

The remainder of the OUTPUT file consists of a detailed description of the

state of the system, written by subroutine SCRIPZ. Such a printout is not

made at every step of reaction progress, but only at so-called "print

points." In this case, reaction progress begins and ends at zero, so there is

only one such printout. Note that it gives the composition of the aqueous

solution, including pH and redox potential (which are outputs of the

calculation, not fixed inputs as in some other geochemical codes that make

precipitation calculations). This includes the detailed speciation of the

solution. Also given are the masses of product minerals precipitated, and a

summary of the mineral saturation relations.
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6.2.2. CALCULATING HIGH TEMPERATURE PH FROM QUENCH PH

This example illustrates EQ6's capability to calculate high temperature

properties from measurements on fluid samples that have been quenched (cooled
to room temperature). The problem here is to calculate the at-temperature pH

of the fluid in an autoclave experiment from a measurement of quench pH. This
calculation also yields other at-temperature properties, such as redox

potential and mineral saturation indices.

To make such a calculation, EQ3NR must first be used to calculate a model
of the quenched fluid. The EQ3NR INPUT file used in this example, IDB201, is
presented in Figure 9. Note that the analysis of the fluid must be

essentially complete. The PICKUP file from this run was used as the lower

part of the EQ6 INPUT file, IHDB201, shown in Figure 10.

This EQ6 run illustrates a temperature jump. The temperature of the
quenched fluid sample was assumed to be 250C, while the temperature of the

experiment was 2500C. Although it is possible to calculate the state of the
system at intermediate temperatures by specifying a reaction progress run in

which temperature increases with reaction progress, there is no point in doing
so in this case. Thus, the initial temperature in the EQ6 run is the desired

final temperature. This problem required 3.33 seconds (CPU = 2.35 seconds) on
a CDC 7600 computer.

The last four pages of the OUTPUT file for this example are shown in

Figure 11. This calculation took 7 iterations to complete. The calculation

gives the 2500C pH as 7.21, up from 6.44 at 250C. The solution was

calculated to be multiply-supersaturated, which is a realistic result,

considering that the fluid was sampled after only one day of reaction at

2500C with ground tuff. No minerals were precipitated in this EQ6 run

because precipitation was globally suppressed by means of the subset-selection

suppression option "ALL'.
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Figure 9. EQ3NR INPUT file, ID8201.

INPUT FILE NAME- IDB2O1 REVISED 03119184 REVISOR- T.J. WOLERY

ANALYSIS OF WATER TAKEN AT I DAY FROM EXPERIMENT D82. IN WHICH CRUSHED
TOPOPAN SPRINGS TUFF 4TPT) AND WELL J-13 WATER WERE REACTED IN A DICKSON
AUTOCLAVE AT 250 DEC C AT IN INITIAL ROCK/WATER RATIO OF 42.16 C/KC
(7.545EC/178.9ML). THESE RESULTS WERE REPORTED BY K. KNAUSS (9/30/83).

EXPERIMENTAL NOTES-

t. THE TUFt IS AN OUTCROP SAMPLE FROM FRAN RIDGE.
2. It WAS PRETREATED BY COOKING IN DEIONIZED WATER AT ISS C FOR ONE DAY
TO REMOVE SOLUBLE SALTS (BATCH A2).
3. EXPERIMENT WAS TO RUN FOR 6J DAYS. FAILED AT 47 DAYS.
4. SI DATA WERE OBTAINED FROM lJX DILUTED SAMPLE.
S. THE MEASURED PH IS THE OUENCH PH AT 25 DEC C.

TEMPCm
RHO-
FEPw

TOLET&
ITERMXw

IOPTI-If-
IPRNTI-IO-
IDBUGI-l10

UEBAL-
NXmOD

SPECIES-
TYPE-

"03-
HC03-
ENl CIT.

25.
1.J

-0.68
0.

0
J
J

0

TDSPKG-
UREDOXw
TOLDL-

0

VAC ION.

0.

0.

e
E
e

0
E
z

0
0
0

E

NA+

0
5
I

TDSPLw

TOLSAT.

0 8 0

XLKMOD- 0.

e.

E.

1
PD-OXYANNITE

NA.
K'
CA.+
MG*+
AL+**
S102(AOl
H.
HC03-
N03-
CL-
S04--
F-
FE#*
MN++
02(AO)
2Z(AO)
N2(Ao)
NHM4
C03--

OPTIONs -1
43.4
12.1
1.36
.318
7.73
674.

-6.44
.522355

11.!
6.3

21.1
2.E
.286
.042

3
3
3
3
3
3
16
10
3
3
3
3
3
3

27
27
27
27
3P
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Figure 10. EQ6 INPUT file, 1HDB201.

INPUT FILE NAME- IHDB201 REVISED 53/1/54 REVISOR. T.J. WOLERY

THIS RUN CALCULATES THE IN SITU PROPERTIES OF THE AUTOCLAVE WATER
SAMPLE DESCRIBED BELOW IN THE E03NR TITLE. THESE IN SITU PROPERTIES
INCLUDE THE AT-TEMPERATURE PH AND MINERAL SATURATION INDICES. THIS
CALCULATION IS AN EXAMPLE OF A TEMPERATURE JUMP. IN THIS CASE FROM 25
DEC C TO 25J DEC C.

NO MINERALS ARE PERMITTED TO PRECIPITATE. THIS IS SPECIFIED BY THE
SUBSET-SELECTION SUPPRESSION OPTION CIVEN BELOW CONXOPTo 1' FOLLOWED
BY 'OPTION' ALL').

*______________________________________________________________________

NMODL)' 2
TEMPC(' 25J. OTEMPu 8

TKI: 5. TK2- e. TK3- 0.
ZISTRT .1. 21MAX- 1.
TSTRT- E. TIMEMX- I.E+B
KSTPMX- 0 CpLIMm 8.
DZIPR' I.E*5 DZPRLCG 0.5
IFILE- 65

IOPTI-l' e J J Z J I Z J a a
11-21' 5 5

IOPRI-Its 5 e 1 Z Z e I O e
IODEI1-5 0 8 8 I I Ef J e J 5

11-2to o 1
NXOPT& I

OPTION- ALL
NXOPEX' J

NRCTs 8

DLZIDPU B.
TOLSTs E. TOLDL' J. TOLX I.

TOLSATw E. TOLSSTs E.
SCREWI: B. SCREW2- E. SCREW3- 5.
SCREWS E. SCREWS& Z.
ZKLOGU: S. ZKLOCGL S.
DLZMXI' E. DLZMX2w S.

* PICKUP FILE WRITTEN BY E03NR.3231U52
* SUPPORTED BY EOLIE.3231U02
INPUT FILE NAME- IDE211 REVISED 13/195/6 REVISOR. T.J. VOLERY
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Figure 10. EQ6 INPUT file, IHDB201 (Continued).

ANALYSIS or WATER TAKEN AT I DAY FROM EXPERIMENT DB2. IN WHICH CRUSHED
TOPOPAN SPRINGS TUFF (TPT) AND WELL J-13 WATER WERE REACTED IN A DICKSON
AUTOCLAVE AT 258 DEG C AT IN INITIAL ROCK/WATER RATIO OF 42.18 C/KG
(7.5456S/178.9ML). THESE RESULTS WERE REPORTED BY K. KNAUSS (9/31/63).

EXPERIMENTAL NOTES-

1.
2.
TO
3.
4.
5.

THE TUFF IS AN OUTCROP SAMPLE FROM FRAN RIDGE.
IT WAS PRETREATED BY COOKING IN DEIONIZED WATER AT 151 C FOR ONE DAY
REMOVE SOLUBLE SALTS (BATCH A2).
EXPERIMENT WAS TO RUN FOR 6P DAYS, FAILED AT 47 DAYS.
SI DATA WERE OBTAINED FROM IJX DILUTED SAMPLE.
THE MEASURED PH IS THE QUENCH PH AT 25 DEC C.

UACIONs
TEMPCI-

NXMOO-
SPECIES-

TYPE-
NFFGC
KCTa

0
NA
K
CA
MG
AL
SI
H
C
N
CL
S
F
MN
FE
ELECTR
120
NA.
K.
CA..
MG..
AL-..
S102(AO)

NA+
2.5LIZE9+11
I

PD-OXYANNITE
I OPTIONs -1 XLKMOD* E.

15
1i

KMT- 1 8 KXT'
KPRSw I

5.554251611I 5fi2f1E~ff1
2.1152632 57894722E-E3
3.ff947E7457I5E9Z3E-Z&
3.443113772455 173E-ES
1 .358372762815985E-ES
2. 864S726782151S1E-54

. 121762B65321B74E-22
1.I1Z123Z994595559fE.f2
2. 647239065SSZ46CE-E3
1 .774Z5ff4796ZZZ13E-E4
2.341127691161476E-04
2. 1965695SE473927C-04
1I.473a39351511r69SE-E4
7.644961615639d57E-E7
5.156946657633 153E-66

-,9.6271366635357OZE-06
NZO 1.744365723541414EIFF
NA+ -2.E77Z954E3243652E~fff

K# ~~~-3. 5198973fiI39L203IE*EL
CA*. -4.464ff752434968F3E.UL'
MG-. -4.9Z0234166234199EOLFf

AL- ~~~-7. 126216P017127929E*Eff
SIOV(AQ) -1I.9504397L'6582314E*20

I la
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Figure 10. EQ6 INPUT file, IHDB201 (Continued).

H+ H. 646967215Ef
HC03- COS-- -2.6234SE331219461E+*Uf
N03- NK4+ -3.75SIE34926676393E#NfI
CL- CL- -3.63E&742ff1S65&SBE#ZJV

S04-- S04-- ~~-3.665249264771361E*Ei
F- F- -4.774S3212S44Z516EE~ff
MN** MH++ -6.29SE37343243ff29E-20
FE.. FE.. -1.212742BB6563739E.El
024G) 02(G) -6.79g99g9999999997E-i1
KXISTEO -2.67&6S36I962dS49E+9Lf
xi -2.543376132527196E+28
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Figure 11. The EQ6 OUTPUT file, OHDB201 (Last four pages only).

ATTENPTED SPEC1ES ASSEMBLAGE NO. I

II as
2 2 NA

* 4 CA

6 6 AL
7 7 St
* 12 H
1 1i C
is is a
It It CL
12 17 5

i4 21 MN
1i 22 FE
is CHARGE BALANCE
17 XISTtO
is Xl

ITE * 7

REACTION PROGRESS a S.
LOG OF REACTION PROCRESS * -US .EfJffJJ

TEMPERATURE * 21S5.11 DECREES C
TOTAL PRESSURE * 31.776 BUS

COHPUTINC UNITS REHAtNING * 9.1re

START OR RE-START Or AUX

KAXINUm NUMBER or STEPS

----- ELEMENT TOTALS FOD THE AOUEOUS PHASE

ELEMENT

0
NA
I
CA
N:
AL
Si
*6
C
S
CL
S
I

NGIKC SOLE.

1.S77S23-.1S
*.25242E.81
1. 2r1|2c .fI
I .374697F.s
J. 176I9ES-81
7. 722Jn-."
3.14&741E-02
1 .I I *'SEa-8
.176%# SE-ta
2.482442Etas
6.2219261.&I
7.13SA;IE-st
2.7$7321SZSt

NOLAL CONC.

L S14291E.5i

Z.3ff981 1-JF3.t941:4E-,B
3.4&7 431-16
I .3139241-f
2.664997c-&4
1.121772t-f2
1. 112421f.2
2.647261E-13
1.7 74BEt-84
2.343147a-fa*
2.19S60E-PF
1 .473tS21-a.

MOLES

1.554212E.51
2.1fS2U£62E-3
.134 947S-34
3.aa31I41-Sb
1.321P3731-1S
2.1 B4738-Id
1.121763£-f2
I.IIfl23E*fZ
2.547ZU9E-US
I.77451B1-F4
2.3413221-f4
2. 116191-es
1 .4713SE-64
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Figure 11. The EQ6 OUTPUT file, OHDB201 (Continued).

1MW 4.Iv19I2E.52
it 2.3771131-si

C02--
504--
-..

7 * 415`4 53-57
61.11699911 -55

1.947261E-#2
2. 1966F31-fl
9.'6"666E-76

7 * 44932t.U?
I. 1915471-56

2.6472391-53
2. 1965951-66
9.66fss,3-74

VARN1"-- C03--. SO4--. AND S-- TOTALS REQUIRE THAT ROUTINE COMPI HAVE THE
NAKES or NON-CARBONATE CARSON. SULFIDE SULFUR. £ND MON-SULFATE SULFUR AQUEOUS SPECIES

OXYGEN FUGACITY * I.ZSISU-8I
LOG OXYGEN FUCACI3T a -.91389
IN d .4n6 VOLTS
PF 4.24432

PR * 7.25712
ACTIVITY OF VAT" * .S5993
LOG ACTIVITY Of VATER * - .f 83
ALKALINITY * R. EQUIV/9C SOLVENT WOT DtF. FOR T.CT.5J Cl

IONIC STlREGTN * 2.6115432-53 MOLAL
EOUIV. STOICH. IONIC STRENGTH * 2.1't2831-J3 NOLAL

MASS OF SOLUTION a 3.E55n74 KG
MASS Of SOLVENT * .995992 KC
MASS OF SOLUTES * . n5592 KC
CONc or SOLUTES * .JS9143 PER CENT V/VW)

SPECIES

WA*

CA:.
Mr..

N.
C02 --

CL-

MN ..

Ft.
024*01N4 IAG I

FE;...

NCC2-
ON.

AlteoaM -

N1.S4-
RACL

MOLES

3 .S1531E10I
2.593161-53

9.431211-86
4.929121-17
4.197311-2s
I * I1922E52t
6.9374511-68
4. 746441-91

I3.723311-14

6 *9$777E-99

2.62427t-84

£.536151-74

1.77485E-64
I .91194C-93
3.466342-94
4.9177GE-1I
2. 3529ZE-94
2.13I255-53
I .59951E-tl
4.21439E-57

CRAPS

g*9.99292C*fl
4.31JF531-52
3. 15724t-52
2.7991 31-54
I .Z15451-55
I. Itsfll11I
6.72493 1-51
S .89215153e
2.34 7f7E-81
7.37446[-3S
8.28374E-53
1.131461-52
2.494 18E-52
3.9323941-S
4.46131SE-13
3.429741-52
6.3122t1-23
2.21IISSE.72

1. 1I11"E-92
2.4929%1-63
1.299111-eg
2.7218461-&2

1.476301-13
2435611-51,

Coxc

2.fl9171-12
2.9351AE-8d
9.4 *5t5-86
4.32915S-J7
4.J973SS-2J
1.129241-52
6.S37461-53
4. 744464-5s
4 .261 11E-36
2.336SG1-84
1.72332E-J4
1.312S71-54
.3357S31-JS

7. 93441-29
2.63445t-ed
32.SF941-23
6.6361S1-74
1.2222SE-26
I .776fE7-si
1.J1S9SE1-3
1. *61i4t1-5
4.5375tE-II
2.62341-54
2. 5213JE-tS
1.591321-5s
4.3t4431-87

LOG CONC Lot c LOG ACT

-2.179s2
-3. 124 9
-1.S23I9
56.3256

-19.23744
_ .91353
-7. 1661 1
-7. 32382
-321 2s996

2.6 3142
-2. 761 8
-3. 3373
-7.11|6

-19 .9766
-2 1792

-22. 1t11S
-73. 17438
-251.1214

-3 .7511
-2. 97112
-2.32374
-15.34315
-32.4324
-7?.113:
4.96221
5.369. 3

* .14321
-. 64721
-.17922
-1.Z22

- .8422

-.134672

-.34764
- .472s

-.13517
-.54677

-. 179:2
-. 17922

- .I S77
_ .2s33s
- .14725
* .54194

.54677
-. 17:22
* .84621

- .84177
5.55552

-2.725SS
-32.7219
-S. 224* I
-S .479154

-19 .77F1
-I.12 3s
-7.25762
-7.3T5?3

-36. 4571
-3. 67632
-2.94667
-3.92835
-7. 334 13

-19. 27631
-2. 67396

-22. s1n 2r
-73 .22:17
-2. Z96Z:
-3.79322
-3.12356
-.33.923 1

- 1#.:237
-2.S3929
-7?.1SS:
-1.5n9r2
-6.311fl
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Figure 11. The EQ6 OUTPUT file, OHDB201 (Continued).
p

XACO3-
WAS0I-
CACO3
CAMCO3.
C AS 04

HNS0d

N3S04-

M2C03

CA ION).

MAO"
NlOh 2.)
Neel02
Mr
HF 2-
MAI
MCI.
CAI .
M011
ALF2.
AL)3
AL F4 -
ALFI--

1 .14723E-SO
1.225111-11
2.732231-57
4.219SIF-116
a .am76sst-i
6.3132261-5
9.2216S1-13,
11.162131S-86
3.125161-57
2.528321-aS
2.iaaSZc-96
1.183263E-1
S.733919-56
2.36827tE56
6. 356951-ss
2 .114851-87
2. 751341-5 7
7.254271-53
t1973311-51
1.313411-63
7.S271191-97
9.321211-57
2.277371-86
4. 412721 -13
2 .434961559
6.&196721-53
3. 27 74 1F-18
2.352251-25

a .2847SE-16
I .A51343E-8
2.734821-51
4 .*5,1c-84
2.5252SE-13
4.47974 1-97
7.8672S1-16
7.132251-54
4. 665321-11
Z.Af4G661-52
2.E12491[-,4
9.3224Vt-S2
2. 6237 1-84
a3.312571-84
6.333221-sd
1.12312E1SS
3.911593f-11
3.233363E-6
2.147211-54
7.677911-57
3.365177E-51
4 .531Fl2-11
1 .526S191-24
3. 2111251-56
9.224051-Ne
S.123121-fl
3.274331P-56
2.627413-86

i .547121-ss
1.225141-IS
2.732421-17
4.*IS34E-16
1.437661-f5
*.31321E-J5
S.22f73E-f2
S .62239-56
2.9213S1-J7
2.1S2341-1S
2.2 4S4E-1S
3.5426f13-1
S.7315SE-J6
2 3S2S2S1-J6
*IS955E1-S6
2.134121-7
2.761361-17
7.214421-Se
1.J73321-fS
1 53647C-Ul
7.*2735E-J7
2.323181-17
3.27751E-16
4.41276t-St
3.4347E-1-1
6.95779-53
3.277511-It
2.1622SE-1f

-7.81121
-4.512 3
-6.6.341
-1.3.135
-4. 27st
-6.27464
-7.2 r23
-S. 23463
-#. 1SI t7
-4.15716
-5 67473
-2.35534
-. 24211S
-6. 62 6%7
-1. 23 76
-6. 1 7 79
_S, 962g

-7. 1394
-4i.5627
-7.71137
-6. 12323
-6_ .23s
.- .4344S
-7.32S27

-7. 2476
-7.48446
-5. 66s1s

- .24154
-.114615
1.55511
- .5437
S .51555
1.58555
- .1463
t.51515
1.51555
-.54636
-.s5462

-.54636
-.14632
- .3463

- .2463S

- .84631

- .463S
- .84631
-.84635
- .5463S

* .54531
-. 1BS67

-7.31619
-4.51752
-6.12s74
-1. 42676
-4.3275f
-6.27464
-7.K13159

-4.64 s5
-6.72114
-2.7583
-6.23791
-6 671S2
-1.233396
-6.638771
-6.61S139
-7.13945
.4.16527
-7. 7222
-6. 12333
-S.17669

-7. 45252
-.s .8951
-7.21476
-7.63851
-9. 31176

MASS. CRAMS

CREATED E.
CESTROYE0 S.
NET S.

VOLUME. CC

S.
Jr.
S.

WARNING-- THHES VOLUME TOTALS MPAY S INCOMPLETE

----- MINERAL satt1UATION STATE SUMMAtY ----

MINERAL

ANT 2606171
MAGNET I T
"EMATITE
WRUCITt
RCVY3AE1 SMtCTI

DOL OMITE

KAYIPU)M VICROC.Ll

14A.AMESITE

KADOAKIN21
pre ofP'YLL 23T
%A-SEIDE4L 2T1
ILL IT9

AFFINITY. KUL STAtE

214.5632 ISATD
.6.3847
*.42J SSSAD

-13.296
17.1146 ISATI

.441S 151TD
2.5962 SSATD

-6.3247
*.SF31 SSATD
3.7861 SS$TV

34.2377 SSATD
-2.5713
7.J547 $SAT0
7.6327 $SAID
5.S226 5153T
212376t $SAFT

MINERAL

7HENC ITt
CO UNDUM
OEHYD1ATtD ANALC

CALCITE
RWOCOCHROSITE
ANNYOR 211
QUARTZ
LOW ALILITE
St710:.1Tl
KEPHEL l1#
AKALCIME
CN. SlOTILt
TALC
MUSCOVITE
TREMOL I TE

ATF211t7. 9CAL STATE

5.3736 SlATO
2.6527 SSAT0

-1. 671
.s4sf SSATO

1.4715 SSATO
.SJ13 SSATO

S.326; SSATO

6.*742 SSATS
-.3311
2.S656 ISSATO

12.1J71 $SATO
17.9137 SIATO
14.6457 &SATO
21.6675 SlATO
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Figure 11. The EQ6 OUTPUT file, OHDB201 (Continued).

PI

ENSTATITE
WOLLASTOWITE
vA% lIE

PRINNITE
AWORPHOUS SILICA
PHLOCOPIT3
R-ELOSPAR
HIGH ALSITE
K-113DLLCITt
1C-StluDEtl 1TS
&ARCONITE
R-SAPONliT
MANGANOSITt
SPIHtL
CA-SAPON17t
CHALCEDOKV
7*-CLlkOCHLOCt
U-SAPON ITt
AkVOPNYLL 3Tt
MONTICELL t1
NA-ISONi O1 7I1T
CROSSULAN
PARCASIT1
ANOKADITt
MG-PONTIONITC
CRISTOBA.L T3
OtDtRED A00OHITZ

S-OXVANSI3TE
LAUONTI TC
FLUORITE
RALSILITE
CA-AL PYVRUttE
CA1201. 2H20
LAUSONETE

2.3829
- .1|32
4.*221

24.2733
-. 9461

21. 15123
1.4733
2.1427
9.251211 .57Z3
331722
3 .1714

39. 1512
-4.4417

.2122
26.S737
1 .7345
29.29|3
3.5133

I3.1537
12.5845
261.153
35.533s
13.434S
-. 9531
3.9723

39.5157
I1.3131
-5.4979

.3 57
9231

-7.3735
3.1917

SSATO

SSATO
$SATS

SSATO
SlATT
$SATO
SSATA
SSATO
SSATO
S5ATD

SlATS
SIATO
5SATD
ISATO
S5ATD
SSATO
$SAT
SSATO
SSATO
SSATO
SSATO
SSATD

SSATD
SlATO
SHATO

SHATT
SHATO

SSATS

SIOPSISE
201T111
FORSTtR3T1
HUNTITE

ANHYDROUS CORDIE
HICH SAN3oINI
HYDROUS CORDI£1E
CA-SlIDSLLI31
H-SE IELLI3l
KA-SAPOITE
CLN1102021 S
PARAGONITE

I ASPORE
IOENMIH T
MG-SAPONITC
AKDALUSITt
IdA-CL I3OCHLORE

eRWINITT
ACKERMAkhlT
K-KONTROH2IT
ALE 371
ORDSRED PISDOTK
CA-ONTRDON271
H-110N7A~k271
DISOCDEQID COLOD
EPIDOIE
WAIRAWITI

ARGCA 3IT1
SILLI WANITt
JASEITE
PSEUDOIOLLASTOIT1
CA2S1203 ./2H20
TRS DYMIT

17.1922
3.6441S

.9631
-9. 234
1. 3471

4 .6371
17.4327
1.4774
*.23AS

19.7231
17.52S5

2.2193
3.9151

21.4397
4.4912

_9.451F1

13I. 3249
4.1352

23.5291
13.3217

2.4 32

-|.19S|

11.3512

137 3495

4.353 7
-.7183

-7. 12S2
.3887

SSATO
SSATD
SSATD
SSATO

SSATD
SSATD
SS1TO
5SATT
SlATS
SSATO
S SAT
SlATS
SSlAT
SSATS
SSATS
SSATS
5SATD

SlATO
SSATO
$S1AT
SlATO
SlATS
SSATO
SlATO
SSATO
SSATO
SSATO
SSATS

SSATSD

----- SUMMARY Of GAS SPECIES -----

lAS

C02tIG
02(C)
52(G)
CH4EG
HZI63
H2SI)C
STEA"

LOc PUcACITv

.12391
-. 91395

-115.93248
-74.13289
-19.773 S
-73.37229

1.12927

FUGACITY

1.2417121f.5
1.2FS1141-fl
1.16132.-116
I 3.21911-71
1.6927451-25
4.2422231-72

3.2392721E.1

PARTIAL PRESSUR!

O--- 0 FURTHER INPUT FOUND -----

I
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6.3. REACTION PATH CALCULATIONS

Reaction path calculations are considerably longer than "single point"

thermodynamic calculations, essentially because they involve sequences of such

calculations. The OUTPUT files are typically several thousand lines long.

The results of such calculations are therefore generally best presented

graphically. In the examples that follow, the results will be presented by

showing parts of the OUTPUT files and also by graphs.

6.3.1. DISSOLUTION OF IRON IN SEA WATER AT 2000C

The first reaction path example is a simple one. Sea water (as defined by

the EQ3NR INPUT file ISWMJP, Figure 6) is instantaneously heated to 2000C

and reacted with iron metal. The sea water contains dissolved oxygen, an

oxidizing agent. The iron is a strong reducing agent. The reaction path

traces the corrosion of the iron. This calculation is done using arbitrary

kinetics, so there is no time frame.

The EQ6 INPUT file for this example, IFESW, is shown in Figure 12. Iron

metal is not currently on the thermodynamic data file that supports EQ6

calculations. It is therefore entered as a "special" reactant (JCODE = 2),

and its composition (Fe) is entered on the INPUT file. The-amount of iron is

limited to 10-3 mole. The amount of sea water is about 1 kilogram (EQ3NR

writes a PICKUP file with an amount of fluid containing exactly 1 kilogram of

solvent water). The dissolution of the iron is described by a relative rate

of unity (d~1/dC - 1).

The precipitation of 14A-clinochlore, a chlorite mineral

[Mg5A 2Si3 0 (OH)8J, was suppressed by means of an NXMOD option.

Otherwise, a very small amount of this mineral would precipitate at the start

of the run. It was suppressed partly to Illustrate the option and partly
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Figure 12. The EQ6 INPUT file, IFESW.

INPUT FILE NAME& IFESU REVISEDw f3/2E/SL REVISORs T.J. VOLERY

THIS RUN CALCULATES THE CONSEOUENCES OF REACTING IRON METAL WITH
SEA WATER AT 2J0 DEG C. THE FIRST STEP IN THIS CALCULATION IS A
TEMPERATURE JUMP FROM 25 DEC C. WHICH RESULTS IN SOME MINERAL
PRECIPITATION. 14-A CLINOCHLORE IS NOT ALLOWED TO PRECIPITATE.
IRON METAL IS NOT REPRESENTED IN THE THERMODYNAMIC DATA BASE.
CONSEOUENTLY, IT IS SPECIFIED BELOW AS A *SPECIAL- REACTANT.

THE MAJOR FEATURE OF THIS RUN IS THE REDOX JUMP, WHICH OCCURS
WHEN THE DISSOLVED OXYGEN (02(AO)) IS EFFECTIVELY EXHAUSTED BY
THE REACTION WITH IRON.

THIS IS A NON-KINETIC SIMULATION. THE RELATIVE RATE OF DISSOLUTION OF
THE IRON IS FIXED AT UNITY.

A *SPECIAL REACTANT EFFECTIVELY HAS NO THERMODYNAMIC STABILITY.
THEREFORE. THIS RUN STOPS WHEN EITHER THE IRON IS EXHAUSTED OR THE
NUMBER OF REACTION PROGRESS STEPS REACHES THE LIMIT, KSTPMX.

NMOOLIs 2
TEMPCIE 2s0. JTEMP- J

TK1Z E. TKZ= E. TK3w E.
ZISTRTo B. ZIMAX- 1.
TSTRTs B. TIMEMXm E.

KSTPMX- 25E CPLIM- S.
DZIPR- I.E#S DZPRLC& 5.5 KSPPMXs 25
IfILE- 61

IOPTI-If- I E J 0 I a 5 I E 8
11-25. 5 5

IOPRI-low e o 5 J L a a a 5
IODBI-Ifs 8 S 0 I E a a a J

11-20- B B
NXOPTw J
NRCTs I

REACTANTs IRON
JCODEw 2 JREAC- O
MOmR. J.JJ2 MODRa .

VREACs 7.092
THE ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION OF IRON FOLLOWS
FE 1.0
ENDIT.

NSK- J SKi E. FKJ
NRKw E
RKIm 1.0 RK2w 5. RK3v e.

DLZIDPR B.
TOL5Ts E. TOLDL& J. TOLX- E.

TOLSATw E. TOLSST. E.
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Figure 12. The EQ6 INPUT file, IFESW (Continued).

SCREWI- E. SCREW2w E. SCREW3. J.
SCREV4- E. SCREWS-
ZKLOGUs 0. ZKLOGL* J.
DLZMXls E. DLZMX2 5.

PICKUP FILE WRITTEN BY E03NR.323JUS2
* SUPPORTED BY EOLIB.323EUJ2
INPUT FILE NAME- ISWMJP CREATED& 83/19/S4 CREATOR. T.J. WOLERY

SEA WATER TEST CASE. MAJOR CATIONS AND ANIONS, PLUS SILICA, ALUMINUM.
AND IRON. THIS IS AN EXTENSION OF THE CLASSIC SEA WATER MODEL OF
GARRELS AND THOMPSON 41962). THE ANALYTICAL DATA USED HERE ARE TAKEN
FROM TABLE Ill OF NORDSTROM ET AL. (I979). WHO DISCUSS THE APPLICATION
OF VARIOUS COMPUTER CODES TO THIS BENCHMARK PROBLEM.

THERE IS NO FORCED ELECTRICAL BALANCING IN THIS RUN.

REFERENCES

NORDSTROM. D.K.. ET AL. 1979. A COMPARISON OF COMPUTERIZED CHEMICAL MODELS
FOR EOUILIBRIUM CALCULATIONS IN AOUEOUS SYSTEMS. P. 857-692 IN JENNE.
E.A.. ED.. CHEMICAL MODELING IN AOUEOUS SYSTEMS. ACS SYMPOSIUM SERIES 93.
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY. WASHINGTON. D.C.

CARRELS, R.M.. AND THOMPSON, M.E. 1962. A CHEMICAL MODEL FOR SEA WATER AT
25 C AND ONE ATMOSPHERE TOTAL PRESSURE. AMER. JOUR. SCJ. 26J, 57-66.

UACIONa CL-
TEMPC1. .2.15585E+fl
NXMODw 2

SPECIES. IAA-CLINOCHLORE
TYPEw I OPTION* -1 XLKMODs B.

SPECIES- PD-OXYANNITE
TYPE. I OPTIONa -1 XLKMODs E.
NFFG- 5

KCT- 12 KMT- 15 KXT& 15
KDIM- 15 KPRS. 0

0 S.5t2959234460153E.51
NA 4.6837755S4589005E-JI
K I.12ff768325745569E-52
CA 1.J2669261477E471E-02
MG 5.31495577J417717E-02
AL 7.412348973368611E-JE
Si 7.12336Z628453667E-ES
H I.lIZ2LtSU82S627SE+82
C 2.0998115N5462143E-13
CL 5.45E77645322251EE-91
S 2.623294259718223E-E2
FE 3.661212956627396E-C6
ELECTR 7.93J1997216J6357E-54
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Figure 12. The EQ6 INPUT file, IFESW (Continued).

1.20 (120 j.74436S733S41414EA0Ef
NA+ IdA+ -3.AE6534237287166E-ffl

K* K+ -1~~~~~. 99s4S5E2S378g12EE.If
CA44 CA.. -Z.f43)s29z734S52 IE *ff
MIG- (IG.. -1.334637711162529E5If

AL*4* AL**+ ~~-1.697ES367S5E423SE-91
S102(AG) S102CAG) -4.1742619IgS74839E.0E

II. 11~~j* -E.12S147S?6ff9f978E~fZ
lIC03- C03-- -2. B161Ef4573833779E#0fEi
CL- CL- -2.72S9 214 665FIE633E-B I
S0d-- S0d-- B3f34313951E*0f
FE-*. FE+. -1.34603264359562E0

O~~tG) 02(G) ~~-1. 64299329B225f233E0f102(G)02(G -2.629E4654956SW1E-23
XISTD-1 .g32793469519151E-irl

(..~~~x
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because it was thought that allowing it to form merely cluttered up the

example.

This run required 44.74 seconds (CPU = 43.40 seconds) to run on a CDC

7600 computer. The calculation terminated after 177 reaction progress steps.

The run ended at this point because the reactant iron was exhausted.

Parts of the OUTPUT file are shown in Figure 13. Figure 13(a) shows the

printout of the state of the system at X = 0. Note that heating to 2000C

resulted in the precipitation of hematite (Fe203), magnesite (MgCO3),

and anhydrite (CaSO4). Note also the small supersaturation with respect to

14A-clinocnlore.

The code's behavior in the region of the principal feature of this run,

the sudden plunge in the oxygen fugacity, is shown in Figure 13(b). The

"ZLG1" printed here indicates the most rapidly changing master variable. In

this part of the figure, the logarithmic mass of hematite is most rapidly

changing ("ZLG1(HEMATITE ) = "I) , but this then switches to the

logarithm of the oxygen fugacity ("ZLGI(02(G) ) ' "). This

variable plunges from -2.7803 at step 72 to -37.7244 at step 73, over an

increment of reaction progress of 1.1207 x 10 5 moles. The Newton-Raphson

calculation at step 72 required 24 iterations, much more than the calculations

at nearby points. Actually, the behavior shown here is somewhat abnormal,

because EQ6 did not have to enter the redox scan mode (Section 7.7) to deal

with this redox jump.

The calculation ends at $ X10 moles, because the iron has been

entirely consumed, as is shown in Figure 13(c), which gives the state of the

system at the final "print point." The solution is still somewhat

supersaturated with respect to 14A-clinochlore. Magnesite and anhydrite are

still present. Hematite, which was present initially in a very small quantity

at 2000C, is a major corrosion product, along with pyrite (FeS2). The

solution is quite reducing. Note the high concentration of H2S(aq) (7.7 x

10-4 molal).
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Figure 13. The EQ6 OUTPUT file, OFESW. (a) The state of the system at the

start of the run.

( ~t O)

15 3! NEMATITS

I? 25 CAGNESITE
aS IS ANHYORITE

1tCR * 12

REACTION PROGRESS * S.
LOc OF REACTION PROGRESS a -N U.&J JJJFl

TEMPERATURE * 2t1.5 6CtreS C
TOTAL PRESSURE * e la.94 "RS

COMPUTING UNITS REMAINING * J.EJJ

CHANCE OR ATTEMPTED CHANCE IN THE PHASE ASSEMBLACE

START OR Kg-START Of RUN

----- REACTANT SUMMARY -

REACTANT POLES LEFT MOLES DESTROYED tRAMS LEFT

I.,iZ,5I-92 S. S'S &7Jt-JZ

CRAMS DESTROYED

IRON S.

TOTAL MASS DESTROYED * J. CRAMS
TOTAL MASS REMAINING * *.58479[-N2 GRAMS
TOTAL VOLUME or DESTROYED SOLID REACTANTIS) -

REACTANT AFFIRITY REL. RATE

IRON 511.5111 I.UtIIE499

TOTAL AFFINITY EXCLUSIVE OF REACTIONS WITH NO THERMODYNAMIC DATA a

sJ AfJ Cc

*.J1J KCAL

ELEMENT TOTALS FOR THE AOUtOUS PHASE -----

ELIEENT PM/Kg SOLK. MOLAL CONC.

0 S9.62499ESES S.139947-Ef1
NA 3.I4I332IIE. 4.583783t-91
K 3.SS9S14tE*2 I.12f77JZ-It
CA I.32b45ffE-f2 3.4Z731E-62
MG 1.223bSS-E2 *.2fS776S-J2
AL 1.gSa1I1-fl 7.43236U2E-fS
Sl I~gC1.479C.IfI 7.1233731-S

N I.IU~a2E.9 IaIlszf7I*52
C 1I 7f747E.U1 I s1 f7SlSE-N
CL 1.1713571E.Bd S.&SI7Ga-tI
S 62.S6ZS6E9Z 2.1373419-S2

MOLES

S.SS183SE.1I
4.611776E-JI
1.2t75755-t2
3.127S3t-J3
*.2r5?7E-tr2
7.4123 ft-IS
7.1232315-iS
I.* f:1SE.I2
I.5:7917E-1I
S.&S8776E-91
2.1327337-S2

.
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x

Figure 13. The EQ6 OUTPUT file, OFESW. (a) The state of the system at the

S- start of the run (Continued).

Ft 2. 1373891-17

C03--
SO'--
t--

3.SVISSE-122

1.5173 191!-6
2.1373411-82
7 .18 1? 7-a

3.5331391-12

I.15791 71-63
2. 137327E-62
7.64361"-62

VARNING-- C02--. $08--. ANb S- TOTALS ACOUIRE THAT ROUTINE COMPI HAVE THt
NAMES Of XON-CAR&ONATI CARSON. SULFIDE SULFUR. ALD NOR-SULFATIE SULFUR AQUEOUS SPECIES

OxVCEN FUCAC3TY * 1.61721C-St
LOG OXJGth PUGACITY s - .7234
EN * .7fn7 VOLTS
FE * 7.S2553

Fit a 5.251611
ACTIVITY OF WATER * R 3
LOG ACTIVITY OF VATER * - JJ77
ALKALINITY * S. EGUIVJIvC SOLVENT tNOT OfE. FOR T.C7.5 C)

IONIC STRERTN * 6.6977GIE-6l MOLAL
EOUIV. STOICH. IONIC STRENGTH a 6.451719E-fri MOLAL

PASS Of SOLUTION * 1.134S8 I Kg
MASS cF SOLVENT * .21937c KG
PASS or SOLUTES * .214SI1 KG
Cos. OF SOLUTES * 3.212371 PER CENT (V)I

SPECIES,

N20
PA-
K.
CA-.

SIOZIAO)
No
C02--
CL-
SOd --
FE..
021AGI
02 [AD)

FE.*.

ON-
AL 40ON) .
AL. 40h 4-
XCL
LI04-
NACL
NA.C03
NASOA-
CAM2
CdNC03.
CASOA

ROLES

S .361321.EI
8.82152t151
S.1124135E-9
2.133951-82
3. 446831-82
4.8394d51-I
7.1221119-61
2.74791I-55
4.71578 1-18
9.258181-SI
I.589119-93
I .61955E-17
2.1IS43E-94
I.S142SE-25
7.642651-42
3.343711-21
6.25741,1-51
1.322631-95
1 .271531-31
5.141233-fe
I .33123E-84
I. 247361-58
2.431231-82
I .794731-51
1.84 61#1-82
17.5877111-13
2.368191-51
2.287171-18

CRANS

2.1333363.2
1 .1631E11'I
23.63811.l11f
I. 262521 -11
83.76671-lIr
2.27%781. 12
41.27951E.52
1.3I4931E-S
8.51153-13
I .86812t'5I
I1.19611-SI6
I .U5331,9-16
£ .88328112
3.gb2721-26
2.S2926E-61
1. 111716 *19

2.52'IIE.93
2.12231-161-
S.b13 121-P7
5.9328321-51
1. 173911-52
I .fi9S67E-f2
3.A12521.55
1.8 l9flI-57
1. 785221-511
Z.3598#1-57
2.31M2-184
2 .553181-12

COKd

4. 821121-91
3.328971-12
2.13 3311-92
3.486431-92
3.4238811-14
7.12Z151-ES
6.747121-11
6.7517st1-Il
6.2#95111-81
2.968911-913
I .31191-I-7
2.9114s1-18
1 .Sid251-21
7.66367t-62
W13a3IM-21
6.2672611-E
1.136122-36
1.27h123t-t
6.141322-s3
1.535221-58
* 248s51-58

2.483231-12
1 *713731-93

1. 8113 t-13
2.5677&1-89
2.2646ZE-El
2.28 7631-58

Loe CONC LOG C LOG ACT

-.25842
-t.51327
-2.434.6
-1.41212
-132.7394
- .18721
-S.8113
-9. 17511
-. 21327

-2. 6323
-IS.77r8IS
-. 63192

-25.31331
-61.1118
-2 .8115Ss

-4 .2123
-S. 7362
-7.33538
-7 .21174
-3. Sr22
-3.934 1
-1 .64S1
-6.75723
-2 .8311
-6. 16713
-5.12124
-3.148:7

- .2n212
-. s2573
- .69321
-.7%252
-1.6516s

-.2 871-.I WSZ

-.35737
-1.1283X
-. 83362
.11296

-.26239
-1.51134
- .24173
- .2231
- .39231
- .21321

-.28323
- .2813b
-.2AS78
- .2124

-.224 1
2.55551f

-.41931
-2 .3164
-3.33523
-2.13763
.14.62576
-4.14732
-S.25139
-1843367
- .59518
-3.62267

-17. 1222
-2.64218

-2S.V6683
.81 .4"gZ7-21.71132
-21.65342

-8.44735
-5 .1ri1
-. 7I $2r?
-7. 87 612

-2.39123g-8 . 16117

-1.51441
-9 .11 293
-2 .13'73

-6.8 143
-32.4327

C
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Figure 13. The EQ6 OUTPUT file, OFESW. (a) The state of the system at the

start of the run (Continued).

NGCO2 .7 11.3 I476-6 377$133-93 -?.71169 1.55uu1 -2.75161
rMcNo2. 1.uaEM13-hs ' 172zJ42461-S1 12. aSz, -r.63939 -.232 -4.913S3

MNCSO34 2.7463J-2 2 2.E 1Js 1 7.s 763d2 -1.E17 ; -3.71757
HI2S103- 1.136261-19 7.69151-17 1.13627E-99 -.6.9221 -. 26362 -.3.S237

1202 31 . 24291 2 t 72127E- 2 S 22423E-14 4 35'2J17 -sis 27s#,72S
NIL 3.22311-86 4.342331t-11 3.22311-6I6 -S.67663 8.213111 -1.37663
NC6OH) |-J1 2 9E-J4 4.11421-12 I .fSS2E-r-4 -3.964 -.26362 -4.22691
CASOHI. 3.227621-17 1.342111-11 3.227631.57 -6.43132 -.26262 -6.71423
RAOH 1.28479E-17 5.123771-86 1.2S479E-J7 -S.1117 J-J5JJJ -6.S93ll

…---- SUNMARY Of SOLID PRODUCT PHASCS…----

PRODUCT

HEMATITE
KAGNESIS1
ARM"YOR I TE

LOC MOLES MOLES CRAPS VOLUME. cc

-7.7471374 1.79I 41t-13 2.1S 21E-16 1.423419-97
-2.3615237 1.89193E31 - .12 9. 11-12 3.1JS241-12
-2.1637129 6.81957E-53 9.333A49-S3 2.1,129t-13

CR ATED
DESTROYED
NET

MASS. CRAMS

3.52M1129-.
S.
1.8259121to1

VOLUME. CC

*.417217E-91
S.
3.4*72179-S1

VARRING-- THESE VOLUME TOTALS MAV SE INCOMPLEYT

----- MiNERAL SATURATION STATE SUMMARY -----

MINERAL

CORUNDUM
UUCITE
HALITE
CALCITE
DOLOMITE
6YPSUM
3LA-AMESITE
AIALCIME
TALC
KYAWI3t
HuNTITE
PHL OCOP 171
WA-SAPONITE
SpINEL
C*-SAONITE
CHALCIDONV
?A-CL INOCKbORE
H*SAPONITE
CRISTOSALITE
ORDERED DOLOMITE

ArriNITY. KCAL STATE

-7.3641
-2. 964
-3. 296
-2. 913
-1.6722
-2.6111
-1.4126
-9.961s
-1.2313
-9.9746
-1. 91 23
-'..6396
-3. 1111
-9.2541
-2. 13SI
-4.1946
-S. 219
-4.1946
-4.23152
-. .9663

MINERAL

HEMAT ITE
CISSSITE
sYLVITE
MAGCESIT7
AN"YD ITE
QUARTZ
NEPMtL IRE
CHRYSOT3LE
ENSTATITt
F ORSTER ITE
ANPORPNOUS SILICA
ARACO I TE
1-SAPO% 3TC
DIASPOKE
901M"10tE
MI-SAPOR IT7
ANOALUSIT[
I&A-CLhOtPrLORC
DISORDORIC DOLOM0
TRIDYMITE

ArriNITy. KCAL STATE

1.5911
.2 .1749
-3. 9969

-3.72&S
-9.723St
-3.9144

-1. 313t
-5 .8W4
-4.2313;
-4.6961
-2.26 3
-2.3613
-2.271s
-9.9635

-2 . 4 9. 1
-32.938

SATO

SATO
SATD

$SATO

*_
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Figure 13. The EQ6 OUTPUT file, OFESW. (b) The sudden drop in the oxygen

fugacity.

CHALCEDONt
7*-CL INOCHLORt
H-SAtO ITE
CR ISTOtAL ITE
ORDERED DOLOMITE

-4.1945
-S. 2923
-'. * 146
-4.2312
-I .1,186

NIC-SAPON IT
ANDALUS ITE
I&A-CL INOCULORE
DISORDERED COLOD
TRIDYNITE

-2.27S1
.9.931S

3217
-3.4946
-3.9238

SUATO

STEPPING TO... NORD * t)... 21 a 1.313lt-J. StL21 -
STEPS - 6t. SIER * T. *CORR * E. Z1l3NEMATITE

STEPPING TO...lINORD * t)... 21 * 1.27UtC-JA. DEL21 -
STEPS * tt. STEP * 2. tCORR * S. UL9INEI4ATITE

STEPPING To... tNORD * 6)... 21 * 1.459tE-Jd. DELI -
STEPS * 67. 3ItR * 2. MCOIR * S. ZLCIIO2tIG

STEPPING TO. ..tORD * 6)... 21 * 1.C1723-J4. DEL?! -
STEPS * 6S. ITER * S. tCORR * S. ZLCItO2CIG

STEPPING TO.. MORD * 6S... 21 * I.SS5?E-94. DELZI -
STEPS * 6. ITER * 3. tCOtR * S. ZLCGII2tC)

STEPPING TO. .. ItOD * 6l... 21 * 2.2322t-J'. DELZI -
STEPS * 71. ITER * 3. tCORR * S. ZLGICO2tGl

STEPPING TO...ttORt * tl... 21 * 2.47S2E-14. DEL?! -
STEPS - 71. ITIR * 4. tCORR * S. ZLGltO2tC)

STEPPING TO..INORD * 6) ... 21 * 2.6625-J. DtLZI a
STEPS * 72. ITER * 2. ICORR * S. ZLGIlO2tt)

STEPPING TO.. tttO7D * 65... 21 * 2.7756[-tl. DEL21 -
STEPS * 73. 1Tlt * 24. tCOtR a S. ZL6102(G)

STEPPING TO. .. IORD * 61... 2t * 2.77129-14. DELZI -
STEPS * 74. IE1t * t. tCORR * S. ?LGllO2tG

STEPPING TO.. t ORD * 4)... 21 * 2.7741E-8. O£LZI -
STEPS - 76. STIE * *. tCOXI - S. 2LC160216)

STEPPING TO.. .1ORO * 5)S... Z * 2.714B1-6l. DEL23 -
STEPS - 76. STIR * 3. NCORR * S. ZLGI10219)

STEPPING TO. ."ORD * ) ... 2 * 2.797S5-f. DELZI -
STEPS * 77. SIRE * 4. UCORR * S. ZL93(0216)

STEPPING To.. (NEORD * 6)... 21 * 2.31JE1-J4. DEL2I -
STEPS * 7T. ITEt * 2. tCORt * S. ZLGl1021CG

STEPPING TO. ..4NOD * 6)... Z * 2.21215-S4. OELZ -
STEPS 79. ITEt * 3. NCOt4 * S. ZLG!IOZIGI

STEPPING TO... 4NORD * C1... 2! * 2.949ST-PA. DELZI a
STEPS * BS. SIRN * 2. tCORP * S. U611O2Icl

STEPPING TO. ..1NORD * 6)... 21 * 2.1176t-E4. OELM! -
STEPS * as. SIER * 2. SCORE * J. ZLGIMO2IG)

STEPPING TO... *0 10R * 6)... 23 * 2.91FdE-84. DtLZI -
STEPS * 12. SITEP * 3. KCORP * . ZLGI(ZOtIG

STEPPING TO.. 119ORD * 6)... ZS * .2416E-114. DEL?! -
STtEP * 23. ITt * 3. tCORR * J. ZLGI1021I

1.4411-SS. TINE a
S * -4.216S

1.9695E-SS. TINE a
S * -4.19S3

I.9S15E-15. TINE .
I* -I .571

2.2J23E-JS. TIME .
I * -1.1579

2.13421-11. TINE *
I . -1.2349

2.9147E-es. TINE
5 a -1.4991

2.46S7E-1S. TINE
I . -1.1377

2.65279-11. TINE
1 * -2.7893

1.32F79-95. TINE
3 * -27.7244

7.118t-JI3. TINE e
I - -37.7262

2.132S1-J7. TINE *
)* -37.7314

.239771-17. TINE *
I - -37.7462

1.27241-11. TINE
) - -37.773t

3.142SE-16. TINE *
I * -37.7928

9.99911-17. TINE -
) * -37.8112

2.9997E-55. TIME *
I * -37.1111

2.153EM-J1. TINE a
I . -37.3913

3.11132-16. TINE
I * -37.9211

3.6212E-R6. TINE *
I * -37.9158

D. OLTINl

. DLTlNE -

D. OLTINE -

O. OLTIME -

D. DLTIt -

D. OLTINE

D. SLT1tRN -

D. OLTINE

D OLTINE

O. OLTINE -

S. DLTINE

D. DLTINE -

OLTINE-

D. SLTINE-

O. DLTNE-

D. OTINE -

D. OLTINt-

D DLTINE -

D. OLTINE

(.
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Figure 13. The EQ6 OUTPUT file, OFESW. (c) The state of the system at the end

of the run.

IL

ENSTATITE
PORSTER ITE
"UNTIlT
I3A-I DPIOL IT
FERROUS OkIDE
NA-SAPON ITE
SP INEL
CA-SAOaN I tt
CHALCEDONY
7A-CL I NOCMLOt
I4*-CL INOCKLORI
DISORDEREC DOLOM
FERROSILITE

-2.4139
-4.173S
-1.935
-7.1322
-1.4272
*2.3,29
-6.1435
-2.3868
-4.564S
-4. 1312

I.l2SR SSATD
-2.48IS
-7 .5112

SlOPSIDE
FAYAL ITE
AMORPHOUS SILICA
PHLOCOPITE
ARAGON lITE
K-SAPONITY
DlASPORE
90EMMITE
PC-S*POWITT
N- SAPON I Tt
CKISTOIALITE
ORDERED DOLOMITE
TRI DYITE

_l . 439
_ .1843
_%S.S42-3.7263

-3 .34S2

-35.59t
-2.3326
-2.2348
-I1.6233
-3.33,,
-4.3123

-3. 313

STEPPING TO.. 'WORD * S).. 21 * E l.42t-J. DELZI -
STEPS * 171. ITER * 3. "CORK * S. ZLGZIPYRiTE

STEPPING TO.. .KOPO * Cl... 21 * 9.168 -U4. DELZI a
STEPS * 176. ITEt * 2. SCORR * J ZLCItPYRITE

STEPFINC TO .. tWORO * r1l... 21 * I.&fIE-63. DtLZI -
STEPS * 177. ITER * 3. SCOIR * R. ZLGI(PYKITE

6.61749-F5. TIME * J.
I * -3.3138

7.6611r-SS. TINE * S.
I * -3.3211

1.21969-8S. TIME * S.
I a -3.3731

D. SLTIME * S.

D. OLTIlE * S.

D. WLINE S.

e

a

S

REACTION PROGRESS a 1.ff S555#?fJFI4t-93
LOG OF REACTION PROGRESS * -3.5155155

TIMPtRATUtE * 21J.1Jr DEGREES C
TOTAL PRESSURE * IS.146 BARS

COMPUTING UNITS AEMAINIXG * 5.&S1

STEP SIZE IS LIMITED BY THE PRINT RITUIRtMENT

STEP SIZE IS LIMITED BY EXNAUSTIo Of TUE FOLLOVINc REACTANT4S).....
IONC

R LACGANT HOLES LEI

U.

----- REACTANT SUM"ARY-

rT wHOLES DESTROYED GRAMS ErT

1.5U5lE-52 S.

CRAMS DESTROYED

S.1U4 7JE-52IRON

TOTAL MASS DESTROYED * S1.1471E-12 CRAMS
TOTAL KASS REMAINING * C. GRAMS
TOTAL VOLUME or DESTROYED SO1ID REACTANTIS) - .827zl Cc

(
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Figure 13. The EQ6 OUTPUT file, OFESW. (c) The state of the system at the end

of the run (Continued).

REACTANT AFFINITY RCL. RATE

MDO" Sff.5Mg I.JEMMEEJJ

TOTAL AFFINITY EXCLUSIVE Of REACTIONS WITH SO THERPOOTRAmIC DATA * S.151 SCAL

EMENT TOTALS FOR THE AMOUS PHASE… --

ELEHNT HG/Kg SOLM. MOLAL COxC.

0 *.612%92[*ffS S.S1,B2ur.l
NA 1.141 6210EA 4.132763t-st
K 3.919796E.E2 I.EZZ7ISC-62
CA I.341741E.-2 2.43isssiE-8
NG I.217921E.12 1.177544E-82
AL I.92A2M2E-S3 7.&323291-1s
st I .g3SdsC.Ni 7.123241E-#1
H 2.532231E.85 ).l12f2E912
C 1.43126SE-ES 7.2S121-84
CL I .31.23£E.S s S.5761F-8I
S *.613737E1-2 2.11Z72SE-E2
FE 2.321542t-03 3.9S4S6EB-8

'02o- 7.268291E-S&
Sod-- 2.1131SE1-t2
S-- £.274l44£-5?

MOLES

I.S59635.E-I
4.9327761-UI
I.52I753E-f2
3.453IISE-93
s 1775S7E-92
7.&I2324SE-8
7.1233619-SS
I. 11ff21SE-f12
7.21328SE-2'
S.&S1771E-9I
2.13 7231-52
3.3417t1E-f8

7.25S2fSE-Jd
2.113271t-a2
8.237SSIE-57

WARNING-- C02--. SOd--. AND S-- TOTALS XEOUIRE THAT gOUTIJE CO"MI HAVE THE
NAME9S OF NON-CANBONATE CARSOK. SULFIDE SULFUR. AND NONt-SULFATE SULFUR ACUEoUS SPECIES

OXYGEN FUCACITY * 3.3514fl-39
LOc OXYGEK FUGACITY * -IS.22141
CH * -.17952 VOLTS
FE * -1.91323

PR * 5.23216
ACTIVITY OF WATER * .98212
LOG ACTIVITY or WATER * .11775
ALKALINITV * S. EOIIViNG SOLVENT tXOT DtF. FOR T.CT.Sf C)

IONIC STRENGTH a S.56624SE-I1 POLAL
IGUIV. STOlCN. IONIC STRENGTH * G.&537611E-9I KOLAI.

KASS Or SOLUTION I 2.83411F KG
MASS Of SOLVENT * 3.EISM KG
MASS OF SOLUTES * .J33977 KG
CO%: OF SOLUTES * 3.237971 PER CENT MMWI

SPtCIES

NA.

CA--

KG.

MOLES COAMS cONe LOG COae

1 .S I1 Es t f I 1 .9 1 1 l 1 1 .1 2
*.42074t-61 I.t:632E.U1 4.42972EEl -.254l
9.-I:6SE-83 3.8Mfl*E-lI 92612[-8l -2.NP122
3.23172E-52 ..92S11-l 2.221721-52 -2.4911S
3.432SfSE-52 £.2S151 1-81 2.42114.F& 12 -1.45311

LOG C LOG ACT

-.29261
- .373S
- .332
-.73t11

- .131I
-2.2 315S
-3.322P9
-2. 1SI7
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Figure 13. The EQ6 OUTPUT file, OFESW. (c) The state of the system at the end

of the run (Continued).

Al.. 4.1211-14 1.22261t1-12 1.32119E-14 -13.24379 -2.S1219 -1.t 11
S * 02 ACI t 42fE :4'17s E-at32e 3 -7' f51025*01 ~~~7.3 S481-) 4.27WE2-6l 7.322231-1 -4.:1 73 37 5.51557 -4.23727

K. 1.2115~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~71-51S 7.4129It-6 7.11&S .. 3t .411 -. 31
C03-- 6.7 541-Is :.06.52-f .75621-11, .g6961 -1.56296 -10.23223

CL-AI 1.21621-15 I.346112.5 1.211611-I -^.t2322 .3JS25S -1.11162
FE..^- 2.IAIISI-U3 5.755541-5 2.51E a Z1E-8 -.13261 -. 9223S -3.41237
0CCO 621.7212t13 2.14911-41 I.62571-4S -4I.19249 1.51332 -1.1279
F*0 3.6424 1 7 1r-69 1:fss 6 3:.42 11,E-:1 -712 3 . t2 -7.,2s
MAS- I 6.24161-1 2.57 1 6.27S E- I2 2 -23231 -6.d 626
FE.. IA1.II|3 -131-59 *.*44f-S 1.311:21-21 -1.22246 -.1157 -2.79424
Ns102- 1.23299S1-1 2.S7212-#S *.2349S71-1 -4.277162 -.27? -4.1224 39
ON- 1 2.J)32I-E6 *.714S51-1S .1 363E1-56 -.666517 -.2631 -S.94473
ANON)t .a ES 3.13. 2.*72271_57 8f3. S _ -1. far£ -. 113)22 E. 3
£1601114- &6.61261-13 1.275371-56 6.615741t-83 -7.13844 -.26265I -1.44411
'IC l.13SS2E-94 3.171291-12 1.131151-S4 Jr352 .55J151 -2.39152

XSZA- ~~1.224121-14 1.6639141-12 1.224521-14 -2.19343 -.21221 -4.19224
WAIL .1.412161.1: .1:19.1-12 -5.61417 ff51551 -*5.6517

C02- 1.7529-9-7 7 -9 -726 -.24177 el- 91 212
NASO I 1.447321-12 1.7233275I-I1 - 1.4I47E21-1 -2.-.1 t9217
C*C02 2.625#111-1 2.622241-17 2.621111-59 -3.1359171 8.51511 -1.1359:171
CA II * 251114 21 221 363-f4 2.512541-61 -1.19651 - .224)3 -1.92233
CA:5043 2.72761-14:l : 2.1911U 22461-lart :2.64327 5.15555 -3.64327

1112 1.732-3 5.921-2 .711-3 -711: .55 -. 16

"MSS40. 5.757211-5 1 461161-12 1.717211-11 -4.1:6113 -.26v11 -6.121679
11610 5.724361-12 2.1761911-8l 1.,724311-82 -2.76321 1.88515 -8.7632S
P1 04 4.73935(99 7.139991-17 4.739731-19 -6.22424 1.54185 -5.22524
132104 .617E-53 9.141611i-87 9.616511t-9 -3.915,1 -.21261 -31.21356

11184- 4.175521-51 2.311111-83 ~~4:f7I51:1-l: -4.2:913 -266 -4.6%325
:Z214*0) 2.21541-I 7.4*15 2.2113 -5 -64371 "Set1 -4.64271

112102 ~~~1.12793911-14 4.111415t:2 .12:!7391.5 -. 31 .126 -3.12361
111~ ~ ~~~~1 1.572-1 4.7221 1 .11I 21-1 -6.91195S :.115 -.919

M11610K) 1.32151_U 1.342711.12 1.292111-_54 -2.153324 -.26265a -4.21134
INCK. 4.2221-539: 211911!1-7 .221-9 -2332 .225 3.3194
CAICHI YA 2HIII- I 7 TN.1t2 -.2625) -6.67112
RACK .12312---- 6.5112651-1 I.1923121- -6.61117? 1.551U -6.31117

---- SUNKARV Or SOLID PRODUCT P11AS115---

PRODUCT? LOC POLEs HOLES GRAMS VOLUME. CC

PYRlitC -3.3731723 1.2379-5 1.1111-0 SSflE8 3.212961-12!
WIMAIITI -3.3624F92 4.221121t-54 6.916211-12 l.2315171-12
MAGUIT -2.362122 1.37297t-S3 1.1613411-1 2.3149191-12
A 101m 35 -2.617543 6.628312-12 . 3.231141-91 2.136635E-S

MASS. CRAMS VOLUME. CC

MRATED 3.121612t#1' 2.6342921-Il
DISThOYED 1.3415-L:E 7:,G2511-5
MET 5.7 76461.1l 252321-5I

WARNING-. 7111S1 VOLUME TOTALS P4AY 11 INCOMPLETE

… MINERAL SATURATION STATE SUMMARY --
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Figure 13. The EQ6 OUTPUT file, OFESW. (c) The state of the system at the end

of the run (Continued).

KINERAL AFFIWNTY. SCAL STATE

PYRMOTYITE *4.5131
ANTICORITE -2.2454
CORUNDUM -7.5141
tRUCITt -2.5327
HALITE -z.t5S4
CALCITE -2.946S
SIOERITf -t 4176
ARMYDRIT9 -. 1J1r SATO
OUAR.T2 -3.7241
REPNEL INE -t.C7J2
CRYSO¶ILE *.39832
ENSTATITE -3.3325
fORSTERITE -4.SIS
NUNTITE -S.3113
IAA-RIPIDSOlTt -t.1S21
FERROUS OXIDE -1.i152
NA-SAPONITE -2.StG6
S? IP L -S.1 t
CA-SAPONIT. -2.1482
CkALCEDDO% -4.9 n
7A-CLINO:CLOVE -2.t313
14A-CLNO IPLOR.E t.74187 SSATD
DISORDEREC DOLO% -3.B32
PtRAOSSLI t -.vssm

MINERAL

PWRITE
MAGNETITE
HEMATITE

SVLVITE
MACGNSITt
DOLOMITE
GYP S UN
ISA-A"ESITZ
ANAL CJME
TALC
SIOPSIDt
1AYAL ITC
AMOAPHOUS SILICA
PMLOGOPITE
ARA&Of ITt
K-SAPVNa It
SIASPORt
SOVNNITE
PC-SAPCWITC
N-SAPOSITE
CRJIsOSAL ITt
ORDERED SOLONITE
TRISYDYTE

AFFINITY. KCAL

-. 9ror
-1.2241
J.88JJ
-2.1652
-3.3 97
1 .151r
-l 1.611
-2.515r
-.6283

-9.3373
-4.2321
-..583
-9. IZZ
-5.1642
-2 * 35
-4 .325
-2.5127
-2.3291
-2.3s4s
-1.2771
-3.5s11
-4.232S
-1.3575
-2.3233

STATE

SATO

SATD

SATO

----- EACH REACTANT IS SATURATESD OR EXAUSTD… -----

----- EN1 REACTYIO PATH HAS TERMINATED NORMALLY AT 21 * 1.jrIIIIt-j -----

…---- …O FURTHER INPUT FOUND -----
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The redox behavior of the reacting system over the course of the run is

snown in Figure 14, where Eh, pe, and the logarithm of the oxygen fugacity are

all plotted against the logarithm of reaction progress. Recall that reaction

progress in this run is equivalent to the number of moles of iron that have

been dissolved. The redox drop noted above in the discussion of Figure 13(b)

is the prominent feature. This phenomenon occurs when the dissolved oxygen

(02(aq)) in the sea water is effectively exhausted by the corrosion

process. This is shown in Figure 15, where pH, the logarithm of the

concentration of dissolved oxygen, and the logarithm of the total

concentration of dissolved iron are all plotted against the logarithm of

reaction progress. At the same time, there is only a mild increase in the

pH. However, the concentration of iron in solution exhibits an increase

complementary to the dissolved oxygen decrease, though the new concentration

is still not very high.

Figure 16 shows the masses of the minerals in equilibrium with the hot sea

water as functions of reaction progress. The mass of anhydrite decreases very

slightly during the run. There is also a modest increase in the mass of

magnesite near the end of the run, where the pH exhibits a slight increase.

The mass of hematite increases dramatically, as expected. Pyrite, the only

phase to appear in the system during the run, appears just after the redox

drop has occurred, and is also a major corrosion product by the end of the run.

The phase assemblage after the appearance of pyrite is not actually

sufficient to-fix the oxygen fugacity or redox potential, though it clearly

plays a heaviliy influential role. The amount of sulfide dissolved in

solution after the redox drop is of about the same magnitude as the amount of

reduced sulfur present in pyrite. It can be said, however, that the redox

state at the end of the run is dominantly controlled by the chemistry of the

sulfur.

This run is an example of a purely theoretically based calculation,

heaviliy emphasizing thermodynamic equilibrium. The 'correctness" of this run

depends on the accuracy of the thermodynamic data and the completeness of the

data base with respect to the presence of all needed aqueous and mineral
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Figure 14. Eh, pe, and log oxygen fugacity as a function of progress in the

reaction of iron metal with sea water at 2000C.
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Figure 15. The pH, concentration of dissolved oxygen, and the total

concentration of dissolved iron as a function of progress in the reaction of

iron metal with sea water at 2000C.;.
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Figure 16. The logarithmic masses of minerals in equilibrium with sea water as

a function of reaction progress during reaction with iron metal at 2000C.
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species. However, there is a larger issue. Begging the question on these

points, whether or not such calculated results such as these would be obtained

in the laboratory or in the field depends largely on kinetic effects, which

would require a larger assessment of the problem. Calculations such as the

example here generally represent only a first cut at trying to model the

behavior of real aqueous geochemical systems.

4-
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6.3.2. KINETIC DISSOLUTION OF ALBITE IN DISTILLED WATER AT 900C AND CONSTANT

Co2 FUGACITY OF 10-2 BAR

A fairly sophisticated example is a kinetic calculation of the dissolution

of albite (sodium feldspar, NaAlSi308) in distilled water at 900C and a

constant CO2 fugacity of 10 2 bar. It is a model of a hypothetical

laboratory experiment, one that could actually be carried out to test this

model. This run was terminated when the model time exceeded one year.

Kinetic calculations of this kind can actually run out to infinity however,

because the code uses reaction progress, not time, as the working measure of

reaction.

The EQ3NR INPUT file used to create the initial distilled water is shown

in Figure 17. Note that it is not a pure water, but contains trace amounts of

the components of albite. It also contains dissolved 02 and CO2

consistent with equilibrium with the atmosphere (fugacities of 10 0.68 and

10- bar, respectively). The pH is constrained to satisfy electrical

balance. It turned out to be 5.67 (the 5.5 value on the INPUT file represents

only an initial guess).

The EQ6 INPUT file for this run, IABDW2, is shown in Figure 18. The mass

of albite added to the system is 50 grams (0.19068 moles). The surface area

of the albite sample is taken to be 40,000 cm2 (4 m2), which corresponds

to a specific surface area of 800 cm2/g. This is about the same as the

specific surface area as the crushed albite samples used by Knauss and Wolery

(1984) in a series of dissolution rate experiments at 250C and 700C.

Their albite samples were crushed and sieved to a size range of 75-125 microns

and exhaustively washed in isopropanol to remove clining fine particles. The

specific surface area was measured by the BET Ar method.

The dissolution rate law for albite is a one-term version of equation

3-34, a form consistent with transition state theory (see for example Aagaard

and Helgeson, 1982). The form with no pH dependence was used, consistent with

it'
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Figure 17. The EQ3NR INPUT file, IDWA.

INPUT FILE NAMEw IDVA REVISEDs 13/1S/94 REVISOR- T.J. WOLERY

DISTILLED WATER IN EOUILIBRIUM VITH COZ AND 02 IN THE ATMOSPHERE.
TRACES OF DISSOLVED SODIUM. SILICA, AND ALUMINUM ARE INCLUDED. THE PH IS
CALCULATED FROM ELECTRICAL BALANCE.

TEMPC-
RHO-
FEP-

TOLET-
ITERMX-

IOPTI-1I-
IOFPRI-I0
IODEl- I's

UEEALs
NXMODs

SPECIES=
TYPE-

HCO3-

ENDIT.

25.
I *.f

-0.6E
0.

8

TDSPKGm
UREDOXw
TOLDLw

I
I
f

UACIONw

E.

J.

I
E

I
E
I

J
I
I

I
£
E

I
I
£
NA#

IJr
E

TDSPLw

TOLSAT-

X I

XLKMODs

O.

C.

E.

H4
I*11
PD-OXYANNITE
I

NA#
AL.-.
SIO2(A0)

HC03-
C03--
02(AO)

OPTION& -I
I.E-12
I.E-12
I.E-12
-6.S1
-3.5

a
I
E
I'
21
31
27

C02(C)
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Figure 18. The EQ6 INPUT file, IABDW2.

INPUT FILE NAME. IABDY2 REVISED& E3/19/34 REVISORa t.J. WOLERY

THIS IS A KINETIC REACTION PATH CALCULATION OF THE DISSOLUTION OF PURE
ALBITE AT 90 DEC C IN DISTILLED WATER UNDER A FIXED FUCACITY OF 0.01 BAR
C02. THIS RUN MODELS A HYPOTHETICAL LABORATORY EXPERIMENT IN WHICH A
C02-BEARING GAS MIXTURE IS BUBBLED THROUGH AN AUTOCLAVE.

THE MASS OF ALBITE IN THIS RUN IS S3 CRAMS. THE MASS OF AOUEOUS
SOLUTION IS 1 KG. CRUSHED ALBITE SIEVED INTO THE SIZE RANGE 75-125
MICRONS HAS A BET AR SPECIFIC SURFACE AREA OF ABOUT BMW CMZ/G (KNAUSS
AND WOLERY. 1384). THE TOTAL SURFACE AREA IS THEREFORE 3E50f CMZ.
THIS RUN USES THE TRANSITION STATE RATE LAW FOR THE MID-PH RANGE
AND A RATE CONSTANT OF 2.SE-15 MOL/CM2/S (CONSISTENT WITH BET AR SURFACE
AREA), AN EXTRAPOLATION OF KNAUSS AND WOLERY'S (1984) E.lE-16 MOL/CM2/S
MEASUREMENT AT 70 DEC C AND ASSUMING AN ACTIVATION ENERGY OF 14 KCAL.

THIS RATE LAW DOES NOT TAKE INTO ACCOUNT ENHANCED INITIAL RATES DUE TO
THE PRESENCE OF DISTURBED MATERIAL ON THE SURFACE OF THE ALBITE. TO CARRY
OUT A MATCHING EXPERIMENT, THE ALBITE SAMPLE WOULD HAVE TO BE PRE-TREATED
(I.E., BY COOKING IN DISTILLED WATER FOR SEVERAL DAYS).

THE FOLLOWING PHASES ARE NOT ALLOWED TO PRECIPITATE- PARACONITE (SODIUM
MICA), PYROPHYLLITE. QUARTZ. TRIDYMITE. CHALCEDONY, AND CRISTOBALITE.

REFERENCE

KNAUSS. K.G., AND WOLERY. T.J. I984. DEPENDENCE OF ALBITE DISSOLUTION
KINETICS ON PH AND TIME. MANUSCIPT IN PREPARATION FOR SUBMISSION TO
GEOCHIMICA ET COSMOCHIMICA ACTA.

NMODLIl 2
TEMPCE= 90. JTEMPw 3

TK~n E. TK2- O. TK3 Jr.
ZISTRTs 0. ZIMAXw 1.
TSTRT- E. TIMEMX- 3.ISE*7

KSTPMXw 533 CPLIM- 0.
DZIPRO I.E*5 DZPRLC- O.S
IFILE* 6J

IOPTI-If. I 0 8 I J E O E 0 8
11-22a a 8

IOFRI-Iff O 0 £ 0 E £ E 0 0
IODBI-Irs J 0 8 8 B J E J 9

11-20a 0 3f
NXOPT& B
NRCTw I

*…------------------------------------------------------------------

REACTANT. ALBITE
JCODEw O JREACs 8
MORR- J.1906B MODRS 0.
NSKu I SKs 43EJ3. FE. 0.
NRK- I

IMECH- I
RAK Z.SE-IS NDACTw 0 CSIGMA- 1.

*…--------------------------------------------------------------------

DLZIDF. B.
TOLETs E. TOLDLa E. TOLX. e.

TOLSAT& E. TOLSST& D.
SCREV~s E. SCREW2. 0. SCREW3w 3.
SCREW4* 3. SCREWS. B.
ZKLOGUm 5. ZKLOGLw J.
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Figure 18. The EQ6 INPUT file, IABDW2 (Continued).

ihk

DLZMX1w I. DLZMX2- O.

* PICKUP FILE WRITTEN BY E03NR.323SU52
* SUPPORTED BY EOLIB.3230U82
INPUT FILE NAMEw IDVA REVISED E3/19/64 REVISORm T.J. WOLERY

DISTILLED WATER IN EOUILIBRIUM WITH C02 AND 02 IN THE ATMOSPHERE.
TRACES OF DISSOLVED SODIUM, SILICA, AND ALUMINUM ARE INCLUDED. THE PH IS
CALCULATED FROM ELECTRICAL BALANCE.

UACIONs
TEMPCIw
NXMODw

SPECIES=
TYPEm

SPECIES-
TYPEw

SPECIES=
TYPEw

SPECIESs
TYPE-

SPECIESw
TYPE&

SPECIES-
TYPEw

SPECIESm
TYPE-
NFFrc
UFFCm
KCTs
KDIM*

0
NA
AL
SI
H

NA+
2.SJEEfE+E.2
7
PYROPHYLLITE
I

TRIDYMITE
1

CHALCEDONY
1

CRISTOEALITE
I

OUARTZ
1

PARAGONITE
I

PD-OXYANNITE
I

C021C)
6

OPTIONw

OPTIONs

OPTIONs

OPTION.

OPTIONs

OPTIONs

OPTIONs

HOFt FC
KMTs

KFRS5

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-_

1.1
S
0

XLKMOD*

XL KMOD*

XLKMOD&

XLKMODs

XLKMODs

XLKMOD*

XLKMOD&

XLKFFG&
KXT&

e.

e.

E.

E.

S.

E.

E.

-2.5
9

9
S. B5L9GC2443E7I55E.5f1
I * 51555150 BEff feB I E - 1I2
1 .zE1151EE8f151 65E-I2
1 .rffffrrLfzs(ffI13E-12
I1.I151516215 346136E*92

(I-
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Figure 18. The EQ6 INPUT file, IABDW2 (Continued).

C 1.24SS17166362371E-ES
ELECTR -1.6g73S3u51849633E-13
1420 1420 1.74436673354141E*EfI
NA. NA* -1.29fEffff5E53I91SE*ff1
AL... AL*** -1.3121S8L9524779FEoll
S102(AC) S102IAQ) -1.2Z5510553ff415177E.01

HC03- C3--5.6s6g96172ZI464g3E.IE
02tG) 024G) -6.7gggg99999gg997E-01
XI STEO -1.199ggg9g9i939994E+01
xi -S. 66 6fE271969S27ZE~ffE
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the pH range of this hypothetical experiment. Other terms could be added to

account for rate behavior in very acid or very alkaline pH regions (see Knauss

and Wolery, 1984). The rate law here can be written

d~1/dt z fisik~ i- e~i~ (6-1)

The rate

measured

assuming

constant used here (ki 2.5 x 10 15 mol/cm 2-s) is based on the

value of Knauss and Wolery (1984) at 700C, extrapolated to 900C

an activation energy of 14 kcal.

I.

The fugacity of CO2 is fixed at 10i2 bar by adding a fictive mineral

with the stoichiometry of C02 to the system (See Delany and Wolery, 1984).

This is specified by the NFFG option on the lower part of the INPUT file.

(Specification of this option required a change from what EQ3NR had written on

\ 1its PICKUP file.) Saturation

Gassured by adding 0.1 mole of

("MOFFG= 0.1").

..

of the system with this fictive phase was

CO2 to the system at the start of the run

Equilibrium precipitaion of several phases was suppressed using the NXMOD

option. Quartz, tridymite, chalcedony, and cristobalite (all Sio2

polymorphs) were suppressed. Quartz, the most stable of the lot at this

temperature, often does not form in similar autoclave experiments, on a time

scale of months, even though the solutions are quite supersaturated. Its

above polymorphs were suppressed because they would otherwise appear in its

place, as demonstrated by preliminary EQ6 runs. Amorphous silica was not

suppressed, but it did not appear in the run presented here.

It was expected that one of the important secondary product minerals that

would form would be a sodium montmorillonite. This is really a solid solution

clay mineral, but it is represented in the EQ6 data base by Na-beidellite

[Na .3 3 A12 .33S3.67010(OH)2 J- Pyrophyllite (A12S14 O01(OH)2 J

a closely related clay mineral, and paragonite [NaAl3Si3O10 (0H)2 J,

sodium mica, were suppressed because it was felt that they were less likely to

actually form in a real experiment. It was thought that they might

erroneously appear in the EQ6 run in competition with the montmorillonite,
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largely because the montmorillonite is represented by a single, idealized
composition, and because its thermodynamic property values are only estimates

based on correlation algorithms (Wolery, 1978).

The run was set to stop when either the model time exceeded one year

(TIMEMX= 3.15E+7") or 500 reaction progress steps had been taken

("KSTPMX= 500"). The run actually stopped after 378 reaction

progress steps, when the model time exceeded the above limit. The run

required 29.10 seconds (CPU = 27.00 seconds) on a CDC 7600 computer.

The state of the system at the start of the run is depicted by a part of

the OUTPUT file shown in Figure 19(a). Besides a temperature jump from 250C

to 900C, the initial calculation also had to deal with the addition of 0.1

moles of C02 and the precipitation of the fictive CO2 mineral phase

("FIX C02(G)"). The starting pH is then 5.21. The solution is oxidizing

(Eh = 837 millivolts) due to the presence of dissolved oxygen. It stays

oxidizing because albite dissolution does not consume dissolved oxygen.

The state of the system at the end of the run is shown by the part of the

OUTPUT file given in Figure 19(b). Only a small fraction of the original

albite has been destroyed (0.00197 moles out of the original 0.19068 moles).

The surface area, which was constrained to maintain a fixed specific surface

area value, has decreased from 40,000 cm2 to 39,586 cm2. The dissolution

rate of the albite has gone down from 2.50 x 10-15 mol/cm2-s to 1.79 x

10-11 mol/cm2 _s. The pH has gone up from 5.21 to 7.59. It would have

gone up significantly higher if not for the imposed C02 fugacity. At the

end of the run, the only reaction product present is Na-beidellite, but the

solution is supersaturated with respect to all the suppressed pure silica

phases.

The behavior of the albite dissolution rate (dgi/dt) during the run is

shown in Figure 20, where this function is plotted against the logarithm of

time. The rate is constant over much of the first part of the run, decreasing

only when the dissolution affinity (Ad, equivalent to A1 in equation 6-1)

declines to less than a couple of kilocalories (See Figure 21). This figure
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Figure 19. The EQ6 OUTPUT file, OABDW2. (a) The state of the system at the

start of the run.

I SUPERSATURATED PURE MINERALS
8 SUPERSATURATED SOLID SOLUTIONS

TE MOST SUPERSATURATED PHASES

I 21 FIX COZICI

AFFINITY. eCAL

S.57425157

ATTEMPTED SPECIES ASSEMBLAGE NO. 2

I
2
2
4
S

7

I
Is

I a
2 NA
I AL
7 S1

IS N3d C
CHARCE BALANCE
KISTE0
XI

32 FIX Co2461

TER * 14

REACTION PROGRESS a S.
LOG Of REACTION PROCRESS * -uS.SJFJTSS

TI"E * E. SEC
* E. DAYS
, S. YEARS

LOC SEC C -Sr. lrJ
LOG DAYS - -Bi IF
LOG YEARS * -15.155

TEMPERATURE * 5.JJS DECREES C
TOTAL PRESSURE 1 I.813 BARS

COMPUTING UNITS REMAINING * J.JJJ

CHANCE OR ATTEMPTED CHANGE I3 THE PHASE ASSEMBLAGE

START OR XR-START Of RUN

REACTANT

ALBITE

----- REACTANT SU.MARY.

MOLES LEFT MOLES DESTROYED CRAMS LEFT

I.SSC1NE-83 E. S.SSEVE7E-9 S.

.CRAMS DESTROYED

TOTAL ASS DESTROYED * 5. CxamS
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Figure 19. The EQ6 OUTPUT file, OABDW2. (a) The state of the system at the

start of the run (Continued).

TOTAL MASS OCKAINIUG * S%. rEt*9I CRAMS
TOTAL VOLUME Of rESTROYED SOLID REACTANTESI * 8.J1's CC

REACTANT AFFINITY REL. RATE A3S. RATE
KCAL/NOL MOL/XOL MOLISEC

ALSITE 72S.153 I.I1111EJft 1.JJ991-II

TOTAL AFFINtTY EXCLUSIVE or REACTIONS VITH NO THKRMODYNAMIC DATA -

SURFACE AREA
g0. Cm.

72StiS KCAL

INTRINSIC LATE
MOLISEC/SO. Cm.

2.9f9iJ9-IS

ELEMENT TOTALS FOR TUE AGUEDUS PHASE -----

ELEMENT MCCKG SOLE. MOLAL COEC. POLES

O 8.91IISTE.1, S.SS11lIEU-6 I.SSIflE9-91
NA 2.22994BAE-s I.SJIF311-12 1.9989801-12
AL 2a.sgsiSr-,n I.SfIlE-12 I.1 R9lfI-12
Si 2.B1E1514-03 I.41SWfI-12 I.1SMISI-12
H I.II3ShZE.1 I1 1tlSSI-J2 I .1181913-J
C I.211.I .1261E-SI, 9.46S1931E-5

CC3-- *.4112JS6-IS *. SIISE3-1S
S04-- S. S.
S-- S. S.

VAONINC-- C03--. SOS--. DLE S-- TOTALS REOUIRE THAT ROUTINE CO0PI HAVE THE
NAMES OF NON-CARSONATE CAtION. SULFIDE SULFUR. AED NON-SULFATE SULFUR ACUroUS SPECIES

OXYGCE FUGACITY * 3.4#4IIf-1I
LOG OXYGE0 FUGACITY * -.41311
EH * .82364 VOLTS
PE * IJ .125

PM * 1.21341
ACTIVITY OF WATER * 1.11ff?
LOG ACTIVITY Or VATER * -.11111
ALKALINITY * S. ECUIVIKG SOLVEET tROT Off. FOR T.cT.Sr CD

IONIC STRENGTH - *.ZF924Fl-f6 MOLAL
EOUIV. STOICH. IONIC STRENCTE * I.1 1tJ1E-12 POLAL

MASS OF SOLUTION * I.9Z f13 KS
KASS or S0.VEET * .999993 KG
MASS Or SOLUTES * .5111l cG
CONC or SOLUTES * .55l&3S PER CENT WVWI

SPECIES

H20
%A*
MA.-
S101A01,

CC32--

MOLES GRAMS CONC LOG CONC

S.1151132E.81 S.ISW99 E91 2
I.8889lfC-IZ 1.299lDE-II I.1211?E12 -I2.19 111
3.44151E-1S S.IZS1ZTE-I S 3.&&166[_16 -Is.66132
*.flSIFE-IS G."Sfl 9iI-I 1 .953119E-12 -IZ.fl prlE
6.ZR12SE-81 S.2611SAE-Sil £.ZI9ZTE-5S *1.ZF696
£.SI2f9E-1I d.41662ZE-99 £.8127tI -Il -11.:5ssa

LOC C LOG ACT

-.1i1145
-.613rz

-.61131

-I2.1FIAS
-I1. 4762S
- i 2 .1 1 1 5
-5.21342

-It. I7243

I.
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Figure 19. The EQ6 OUTPUT file, OABDW2. (a) The state of the system at the

start of the run (Continued).
; ,.

O2EAGI

NCO -
OH-
AL IC 0N }-
NECCI

RtODUCT

fIU CO

PMASE/ENO-MC1q

ALSITE
FIr co

MINERAL

131S11TE
101 NMIT

2.6t6323-Id * .43l9[-&3 2.63633t-Id -32.57S1 .J
3.lSdSE-26 6.IS794E-36 32.I494t-36 -5.1SSSS .1J
S.14172t-gS 3.751S4E-SA 1.14672K-16 -6.21123 -.J1
1.24177K-fl 3.641 37E-5S 6.2417$[-lI -7.21426 -. S1
I.483d1E-13 6.12322E-12 1.&R321t-13 -32.62366 -. 51
6.632611-IS 11.4IaSE-13 6.63212-IS -4.S1272 S.

.US1MARV Of SOLID PRODUCT PASES-----

LOG MOLMS HOLES tRAMS VOLUME. CC

2463 -I.JJJStS6 t.tS17tE-f2 4.2127361K- S.

-- hRAND S2UMAiV OF SOLID PHAStS tt.S..P.R.S.-DESTlXOYED REACTANTSI -----

BEN LOG MOLES HOLtS StAtS VOLUME. CC

*ISS.SFJSSSS 1. S. S.
2463 -I.SfJ3S6S 2.331799-I? 4.273723-" S.

MASS. GRAMS VOLUME. CC

CREATED d.127383K*11 S.
DESTROYED S. S.
ACT d.23713899*1 C.

WARNING-- THESE VOLUKE TOTALS AY StE INCOMPLETE

----- MINERAL SATURATION STATE SUMMAKY .

AFFIUITV. KCAL STATE MINERAL AFFINITY. KCAL

-6.24S6 0IASPORE -8.7139
-9.5SSIS- fix C02tC) .1111 SA

FIF11 -3.57 31
FIlS -311.1151S
Fa46 -1.21231
FIdS -7.21621
We1 -12. 3246

111J -4.15372

STATE

ATD

STEPFING TO... (WORD
STEPS * 1. ITER -

_ . . . . . . . . . .

* l ... Zl * I.2f1 Za-IJ DtL2 * I fJ~fE-Il. TIME * 1.11749-IS D. OLTIME * 1.1557K-IS D
C. %COUR * S. ZL9ISIZO:(tAC I * -9.6232

REACTION PROGRESS a 9 3339!9 9933964-1
LOG OF REACTION PROCtESS * -II.SSZl11f

TINC * I.1811.11 SEC

-
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Figure 19. The EQ6 OUTPUT file, OABDW2. (b) The state of the system at the

end of the run.

STEPPING TO...(NORC * 1 ... 21 * I.1ISE-93. DELZI * 4.9S3sE-U6. TIME * 2.StS2t-J2 D. OLTIME -
StEPS * 37S. ItR * 2. XCORR a . ZLLIIAL..- I * -239.715

STPPING TO. *C (ORD * *I... Zl * I.SdiSE-13. DELZI * £.913SE-9S. lIE * 2.S7C611.2 0. DLTMIE -
STEPS * 3276. ITER * 2. NCOIR * S. ZLSIAL-o- I * -13.5777

STEPPING TO ... IORD a * SI... 2 I.SS2t-. DELZI * 3.67S31-6. TIK£ * 2.3631SI-2 D. OLTINE -
STEPS * 277. ITEI * 2. XCOXR * S. ZLCIIAL.-- ) * -l3.5S7J

STEPPING TO...NORD * St... t2 * 1.7171.-93. ZELZ *a 1.2S1*I-1S. TIME * 2.21S2E-J2 D. DLTIME -
STEPS * 271. ITER * 2. NCORR * S. ZLCStIALO* ) * -J.j3*5J

2.s131se4Sf C

3.7793to5 LI

S.%S4[o-.1 I

S.32555sE- O

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

REACTION PROGRESS * 1.97174S1Z1t3441-13
LOG OF REACTION PROGRESS * -2.7ISII9d

TIME * 7.21ST-17 SEC
* 3.71SE-9I DAYS
* 1.S179-.5 YEARS

LOS SEC 7.S11L
LOC DAYS * 2.*7t
LOG YEARS * .s57

TENPERATURE * St.815 DECREES C
TOTAL PRESSURE * 1.13 BARS

COMPUTING UNITS REMAIRING * N.111

MAXIMUM VALUE Of TIME

…-*- tREACTANT SUMMARY … ----

REACTANT MOLES LEFT HOLES DESTROYED CRAMS LEVT

ALSITE I.ss79EU-Ei 1.717SE-13 4.*31326E.1

TOTAL MASS DESTROYED * S.I1523E-St CRAMS
TOTAL MASS REtAININ G * d.UW36I-gI CRAMS
TOTAL VOLUME OF DESTROYED SOLID REAC ANTIS) -

REACTANT AFFINITY REL. RATE ASS. RATE
ECAL1JMOL MO. IMOL POLJSEC

ALGITE .1442 I.ESS9ft1t- 1.7921SE-1I

T0TAL ArrFINTV EXCLUSIVE Of REACTIONS VITO S6 THERMODYNAMIC DATA -

CRAMS DESTROYED

* .17J3SE-J1

.111717 Cc

SVPBACE AREA
So. CM.

2. 1sesslo8.

.1** KCAL

INTPl19SIC RATE
MOLISE:/SO. C".

4.S28211-1S

----- ELEMENT TOTALS FOR THE AoUEoUS PHASE -----
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Figure 19. The EQ6 OUTPUT file, OABDW2. (b) The state of the system at the

end of the run (Continued).

C

ELEMENT

NA
AL
SI
N
C

C0e--

S--

N;IKC SOLl.

3.33 111E-Ils
'.69fIG81E.a
4 .94d9lSE-92
7.395661E-31
z.hag'Igt-ES
I.g9,16E.-81

NOLAL COlC.

S 1.927SE-1-
I .499639E-16
2.911217E-53

1 .619986E-62

3 .9961 4E-82
J.
5.

SOLtS

S.511378f .1
I.6t27JIE-J3
.499139t-gs

2.3113189t-52
A.1151s61-12
1.119923E-S3

1.65992st-92
E.
5.

VARMING-- COT--. 906--. AttC S-- TOTALS REWUIRE THAT ROUTINE COHPI HAVW THt
NAMES OF RON-CARSONATE CARSON. SULFIDE SULFUR. AND NON-SULFATE SULFUR ACUt0US SPECIES

oFYCEN FUGACITY * 3.913251-lI
LOG OXYGEN FUGACITY * -. 6S785
EN * .647 VOLTS
PE * 9.22t67

PN * 7.99264
ACTIVITV OF VATER .9,996
LOt ACTIVITY or WATER -.tJJJ3
ALKALINITY * S. oUIVIK SOLVEINT (NOT Oct. Foa T.CT.St Cl

IONIC STRENGTH I .6979536-03 KOLAL
EQUIV. STOICH. IONIC STRENGTH a I.6t27E6t-t3 MOLAL

KASS Or SOLUTION a
MASS Or SOLVENT .
MASS Or SOLUTES *
CONC OF SOLUTES *

I.515233 KG
.*,,,66 (C
.5ZZ322 Kg
.*323S PER CENT tV2WI

4-
SPECIES

M20NA.
RA:*..AL.'
S 102IAG)
S I21AOI

H-3Om.023 £0 I
NCO2 -
0B4
Al:C"O).*
AL ON 4-

:AC03-
N2104-
H2CC7
NAGN

HoLES CONC LOt CONC LOG e LOG ACT

S.1176EOFl 1.9916 E52
1.69291t-53 3.89127E-92 1.92611E-53 -2.77163
2.1I16-1-23 6.7774SE-1 r.531921-19 -13.19999
2.73II7rJ-S 1.312118-F 2.713261-53 -2.166s1
2.67714E-53 2.9925GE-0` 2.67723E-56 Y.7S7231
4.31212E-S6 2.9292AE-84 d.33691E-56 -S.31141
2.63633E-` 1.43.13991-53 2.63642E-84 -3.17399
3.S2S7sE-36 &.IS491E-6 32.92SE-26 -21.1S29
I .666619-3 I.S1SIE-62 1 .S66671-63 -2.35Ps2
I.S917AE-St 2.757f3E-8I I.611l1E-96 -4.79312
2.1,6441-U 9.2S71 7E-13 2.)54161-12 -13.67636
1.49I19E-R& 1I.2477E-14 1.699641t-6 -1.12411
I.52982E-67 6.64762E-Il6 1.s2v6E-17 -6. 1722
9.*7213-10S 9.323141-t2 9.*7241E-5s -4.5F151
8.63299E-ES S.4736ti-52 0.333291-51 -4.15339
6.29921t-11 2.9669tt-&7 6.3 563[-59 -3)19647

-. 92276
. 19269
5.5555t
-.52132
-.59519

.5 5F14

.555)4
- .522s
- .2290
- .91383
- .5227
-.82219
- .92274

.8513 .
J.#lose

-2.7941)
-13.79269
-2.51651
-7.19321
-S. 65256
-. 1733S

-3t.S11I6
-2. 2762
-4.32151

-13 .76s1s
-3.34676
-7.593`2
-4.5232
-4.5t376
-3.19667

----- SUARV Of SOLID PRODUCT PHASES…----

r
I
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Figure 19. The EQ6 OUTPUT file, OABDW2. (b) The state of the system at the
end of the run (Continued).

PRODUCT

NA-SttOtLLITt
fiX COZICI

OCC ROLlS

-2.721247
-I..72141

POLES

9. 6l56i-54
9.952521-82

CRARS

3.1f7899-61
4.326499-11

VOLUME. CC

I.19265E-61
S.

----- CRAND SUMMARY OF SOLID PHASES

PIASE/Et£OD-NME R LOC HOLtS

NA-ttIDELLITE -3.5726347 a.
ALMTE -2.7S11464 -1
Fix CMMIC) -1.5572141 S

tI.S.-P.l.S.-DESTROYED REACTANTS) -----

MOLKS CRAMS VOLUME. CC

.dSISIt-84 2.IJ733E-sl I.35315E-Ir
.67171E1-5 -1.17526-521 -I .17561-51
.93S21t-92 4.32493.-S S.

VASS. CRAMS VOLUKI. CC

CREATED 4.*392831455 1.1932471-91
DESTROYED S.1783731-52 1.S7SESSE-Jl
NET 4.122241*SJr -S.72S312E-52

WARNING-- THESE VOLUME TOTALS KAY Si INCOMPLITE

----- PMINERAL SATURATION STATE SUM V-ARV…

11NERAL

COR UNDUM
Cl9tSITt
LOW ALtSTE
AkALCIME
PYROPHYLL ITE
RYKVANITE

HIGC ALSITtPARA92kill

ANDALUSITt
CRISTOSALMTE
JADVEIT
fiX C024C)

AFFINITY. KCAL STATE

-3.1377
-2.3.137
-. 1442

.1275 SSATO
-6 .724
-1.7624

-32.231
5. 3321
.2M SSATD

-3.1399
-.S155 SATO

MINERAL

DEHYDRATED ANALC
QUARTZ
NEPOCLINE
RAOLINITE
NA-6110MLlIt
AMORPHOUS SILICA
H-SEIDELL Tt

DIASPORE
CHALCEDONY
ALSITt
SILLIAN ITt
TRIDYMITI

AFFINITY. EC&L STATE

-'.7557

;.M t &JSATOS.121 SlATO

-.5147

-2.3223
.5114 SSATD

-. 1442
-7.4 144

.3223 SSATD

----- -O FU.THER INPUT FOUND -----

(*
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Figure 20. The rate of albite dissolution (d41/dt) as a function of time.
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Figure 21. The affinity of albite to dissolve as a function of time.
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also shows that the solution is close to equilibrium with albite

Cundersaturated by only 144 calories, see Figure 19(b)].

Changes in the chemistry of the solution as a function of time are

depicted in Figures 22 and 23. Figure 22 shows the increases in the total

concentrations of Na, Si, and Al due to the dissolution of the albite, and the

increase in the total concentration of CO2 that is due to the dissolution of

the ficitive C02 mineral required to keep the C02 fugacity fixed at 102

bar. Note that the chemical changes shown here indicate the apparent

incongruency of the albite dissolution. Figure 23 shows the changes in pe,

Eh, and pH during the run. The changes in oe and Eh are minor and not

terribly significant in this problem. The pH shows a marked increase, as

noted above, which would be even greater were it not for the buffering effect

due to equilibrium with the fictive CO2 mineral.

Figure 24 depicts the sequence of secondary minerals during the run (the

fictive C02 mineral is ignored here). Gibbsite [Al(OH)3] is the first

such phase to appear. Next is kaolinite [A12Si205(OH)4J, which

competes with gibbsite as a sink for aluminum. The consquence of this

competition is that the gibbsite becomes completely dissolved. A similar

competitive phenomenon occurs later in the reaction when Na-beidellite

(NaO. 33A12.33Si3.67010(OH)2] appears. Kaolinite similarly

disappears before the end of the run.

Figure 25 is a plot of the affinity to precipitate (A p) for quartz,

cristobalite, and paragonite. The saturation condition holds when Ap is

zero, and supersaturation holds when it is positive. Quartz and cristobalite

supersaturate, quartz after about ten days, cristobalite later in the run.

Curves for the other suppressed pure silica phases, tridymite and

cristobalite, would plot between these two. The curve for paragonite

ENaAl3Si3010(OH)2) shows that it was not necessary to suppress

precipitation of this phase- it-would not have formed, anyway.

Figure 26 is a similar plot for gibbsite, kaolinite, and pyrophyllite

[A12Si4010(OH)2). The times when gibbsite and kaolinite are present

(_
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0C
Figure 22. Concentrations of total dissolved C, Si, Na, and Al as functions of

time.
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Figure 23. The pH, Eh, and pe as functions of time.
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Figure 24. Logarithmic masses of minerals in equilibrium with the aqueous
solution as a function of time.
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Figure 25. The affinities to precipitate of quartz, cristobalite, and

paragonite as functions of time.
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Figure 26. The affinities to precipitate of gibbsite, kaolinite, and
pyrophyllite as functions of time.
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in the system in equilibrium with the fluid phase are marked by where the

corresponding affinity curves lie on the line of zero affinity. The fluid

becomes supersaturated with pyrophyllite near the end of the run, and

therefore it was necessary to suppress it to keep it from appearing in the

calculated phase assemblage. However, the extent of supersaturation is quite

small (128 calories at the end of the run, according to Figure 19(b).

This calculation should give a fair to good prediction of experimental

results. It would be fair, however, to point out some possible weaknesses.

It is doubtful that gibbsite would precipitate from aqueous solution quite so

rapidly early in the reaction (saturation occurs near 10- 2 day). It is more

likely that the solution would supersaturate with gibbsite, rising to some

maximum value of AP. then dropping back to zero according to precipitation

growth kinetics. This sort of behavior has been observed in a tuff-water

interactions experiment at 1500C (Knauss et al., 1983), which underscores

the need to include some treatment of precipitation kinetics in these kinds of

models. The next most serious weakness is that quartz, chalcedony, or

cristobalite is likely to start growing at some point, although there is

currently no way to predict this. A solid solution model for the

montmorillonite would improve the results as well, obviating the need to

suppress precipitation of pyrophyllite. However, it is possible that most of

the possible improvement here could be made by simply putting one or more

somewhat more aluminous Na-beidellite compositions into the data base.

(-

(.
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7. THERMODYNAMIC CALCULATIONAL METHODS

7.1. INTRODUCTION

The governing equations and associated constraints were introduced in

Chapter 3. rhis chapter and the following one continue the development begun

there, to show how EQ6 actually solves those equations. From the standpoint

of logical continuity, this chapter might have directly followed that one.

However, there is a very fundamental reason for not doing so, namely that the

material in Chapter 3 is essential to using EQ6, while the material here is

not.

As was pointed out in Chapter 3, the governing equations and associated

constraints are divided into two numerically separable types of problems

(though these may still be linked in the fashion discussed earlier). The

first problem deals with the equations that present themselves in the

calculation of thermodynamic equilibrium. These equations are fundamentally

algebraic (e.g., mass balance, mass action). The second problem deals with

rate equations, which by nature ordinary differential equations (or ODEs, as

they are often called). The calculational problem here is one of

integration. Generally, this integration must be carried out numerically.

This chapter discusses the means by which EQ6 carries out thermodynamic

equilibrium calculations. The reader familiar with how EQ3WR performs its

thermodynamic calculations (Wolery, 1983, Chapter 8) will note that EQ6 uses

essentially the same methodology. In fact, EQ3NR was created primarily from

the earlier EQ3 (Wolery, 1978, 1979) by adapting the numerical methodology

that had proven so successful in EQ6. The following chapter deals with the

treatment of the rate equations, which is a unique function of EQ6 among the

codes in the EQ3/6 package.
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7.2. THE NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD

The Newton-Raphson method is a very popular iterative technique for

solving non-linear systems of algebraic equations. Discussion here of the

general features of the method will be brief. The method is a topic in almost

any introductory text on numerical methods (e.g., Carnahan et al., 1969) as

well as almost any work dealing with the numerical methods used specifically

to solve chemical equilibrium problems (e.g., Van Zeggeren and Storey, 1970).

The procedure for executing the method is fairly simple. Given a set n

governing equations and n unknowns (represented by a vector z of iteration

variables), one may construct a set of residual functions (represented by the

vector a), each member of which has a value of zero when the n equations are

satisfied. Both z and a are of length n.

Let k be the number of iterations, such-that Ak and ikare the

iteration variable and residual function vectors on the k-th iteration. Let

A represent the set of starting estimates. An iteration step is made by

calculating zX+1 from .k The Newton-Raphson method does this by

computing a vector of correction terms, 6, by solving the matrix equation

J 6 = -z (7-1)

Here J is the so-called Jacobian matrix, defined as

J = (a a/3za) (7-2)

where i and J are the matrix coordinates. The correction term is then used to

generate a new iteration variable vector by adding it to the old one:

=4+1 Ak + Ak (7-3)

.~~klz k+6
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If the iteration converges, all elements of both a and 6 approach
zero. It is useful to define another residual function vector 8, which is
identical to a, except that some elements may be normalized to provide a

better measure of convergence. It is then convenient to define Omax and

6max as the largest absolute values of the elements of 8 and 6,

respectively. Both Bmax and Smax may then be used in tests to
determine if the iteration has converged satisfactorily.

Two artistic aspects come into play at the start of using this method.

First, the problem itself starts with, say, m equations and unknowns, and one

usually tries to pare this number down to n less than m by a series of

appropriate substitutions. The remaining n iteration variables are sometimes

termed "master" variables. Second, given that one is going to deal with n

equations in n unknowns, there is an infinite variety of ways to manipulate

these equations to construct residual functions.

Neither of the above sorts of manipulations is unique to the

Newton-Raphson method, but the choices made here can have a great impact on

its success. The method tends to converge quickly if it does indeed
converge. In its pure form, however, its behavior can be quite erratic in
terms of whether or not it actually does converge. To make the method

routinely successful in a given application, it is necessary to make wise
choices in defining the residual functions and master iteration variables that

are used, and follow this up by the use of appropriate convergence enhancement

techniques (some of these are described below in Section 7.3).

A useful measure of how well convergence is proceeding may also be

constructed. The Newton-Raphson method is a so-called second-order method.

This means that in a close neighborhood of the solution,

n

di,k+l IPi,j J,k( )
j1l

where the pi j are constants. This behavior suggests that in a close

neighborhood of the solution, 6inax ,k+l should be much less than
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6max k' The function 6func (the variable DELFNC in EQ3NR and EQ6)

r defined as

6func,k+l =1- (6max,k+l/6max,k) (7-5)

therefore tends to approach (from below) a value of unity when convergence is

rapid. Convergence to a significantly lesser apparent limiting value, say

= 0.72 instead of = 0.99, usually implies a minor error in the writing of

the Jacobian matrix.

In EQ6, subroutine NEWTNZ carries out the Newton-Raphson iteration.

Subroutine BETAZ computes the residual functions. Subroutine MATRXZ, with the

assistance of a few subordinate routines, writes the Jacobian matrix.

7.3. METHODS TO AID CONVERGENCE

Several techniques are used in EQ6 to aid convergence of the thermodynamic

equilibrium calculations. They include:

1. Use of logarithmic iteration variables

2. Under-relaxation techniques

3. Optimization of starting estimates

4. Basis-switching

These methods are also used in EQ3NR calculations (Wolery, 1983), so

discussion here will be brief.

The physical quantities that correspond to the iteration variables that

are used by EQ6 are all intrinsically positive (e.g., masses, ionic

strength). Use of logarithmic iteration variables prevents the iteration from

proceeding into non-physical ranges. Other than the fact that that species

masses rather than concentrations are used as master variables, the usage of

this technique is the same as in EQ3NR.
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Under-relaxation is the technique of judiciously reducing the magnitude of
the correction terms. This involves replacing the correction equation given

above by

-s+ z 'C6 (7-6)

where < is a postive number less than one. There are several methods of

applying under-relaxation. EQ6 uses two simple ones. These are identical to

those used in EQ3NR (Wolery, 1983).

Tne first of these limits the size of the largest correction term:

= 6 /6max (7-7)

where 6' (SCREW5 in EQ6) is the imposed limit. It normally has a value of

2. Imposing this limit not only aids convergence, but is very helpful in

inducing iteration to provide helpful information about the nature of the

problem when the iteration does diverge. This information may be used by EQ6

to pick a phase to delete from the phase assemblage (See Section 7.6) or to

enter the redox scan mode (Section 7.7).

The other under-relaxation method incrementally reduces K as necessary

to reduce an absolute measure of divergence defined as B -

8maxka This technique is not applied beyond the first several

iterations. It is merely used to help keep the iteration from blowing up in

the first few steps. In practice, this control comes into play relatively

infrequently in EQ6 compared with the one described above.

Optimization of starting estimates is handled in a manner essentially the

same as that in EQ3NR. If a normalized mass balance residual (an element of

the B array) is excessively large or small, the corresponding log mass

variable will be successively decremented or incremented until it is in a

reasonable range. A general rule is that negative mass balance residuals

should be avoided at the start of iteration. Experience with EQ6 has shown

that negative mass balance residuals tend to get worse during iteration, with
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divergence being more likely to occur the more negative the residuals are at

the start. In contrast, no serious problem generally results when the mass

balance residuals are high but positive, say for example high by 100%.

Basis switching, the practice of changing the aqueous species in the

master set during execution of EQ3NR or EQ6, is often a very Beneficial and

sometimes also necessary device in order to achieve convergence. The general

rule is that it is best to choose a master species that makes up a significant

fraction of the corresponding mass balance. For example, if UO2(CO3)2 makes
up mst o th totl U 2+ 2'up most of the total UO2 balance, then it, not UO2 , is the better choice for

the corresponding master species. Experience with the Newton-Raphson method

in EQ3NR and EQ6 has shown that basis-switching is not especially critical to

achieving convergence. It is not critical to use the most abundant species as

the master species, but it is important that the master species not be an

extremely scarce fraction.

Basis switching in EQ6 now simply follows any instructions on the INPUT

file. Usually this means that EQ6 just follows any basis switching selections

executed by EQ3NR. These in turn may have been user-specified (on the EQ3NR

INPUT file) or chosen by EQ3NR itself (See Wolery, 1933). There has not thus

far been any reason to incorporate any "smart" basis switching capability into

EQ6, though it is conceivable that problems may be found which will require

this.

7.4. ORGANIZATION OF THE ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS AND ITERATION VARIABLES

In the EQ6 code, mass variables are used in place of concentration

variables, as is the case in the EQ3NR code (Wolery, 1983). The number of

equations and unknowns is reduced by subsituting all governing aqueous mass

action equations into the equations for mass and electrical balance and those

equations which define ionic strength functions. The remaining aqueous

species giving rise to unknown mass variables then comprise a relatively small

master set. As a trade-off, the ionic strength (I) and the equivalent
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stoichiometric ionic strength (IE), where relevant, must be included as

master iteration variables. As a whole, however, this approach considerably

(. reduces the size of the Jacobian matrix.

Sefore proceeding, it is necessary to introduce some important notation.

The letter L will denote a logarithmic variable. It will be superscripted

to denote the appropriate physical quantity:

1. a - thermodynamic activity

2. m - molal concentration

3. n - mass (in moles)

4. y - molal activity coefficient

5. f - fugacity

The superscript will be omitted when the quantity in question is an ionic

strength function, which is indicated by the subscript. Subscripts denote the

specific species or parameters. The subscripts that are used in conjunction

with tne L notation include:

1. s - any aqueous species

2. 1 (s = 1) or w - denotes solvent water

3. SB - denotes the fictive aqueous species 02(g)

4. s' - implies an aqueous master species other than H20(1) or 02(g)

5. s" - implies a non-master aqueous species

6. I - ionic strength

7. IE - equivalent stoichiometric ionic strength (Helgeson et al., 1970)

8. p-- a pure mineral

9. ao - the a-th component of the *-th solid solution

10. g - a gas species

The usage of this notation is illustrated by the following examples:

Im = log m (7-8a)
S S
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2n. log n (7-8b)

a= log aw (7-8c)

Lo log fo (7-8d)

LIE= log IE (7-8e)

Li = log I (7-8f)

= log Y (7-8g)

On = log n (7-8h)

nk = log na (7-8i)

In this notation, the generalized mass action equation (3-4) can be written
as

b LX~b Lab 2. + +bii + bJ 1 + b B I b (z M. (7s9)

li SB SB~~~~ s S3 s

where the superscript "x" in the leading term is "Ifu for fugacity if the j-th

species is a gas species, and "a" for activity in any other case. In EQ6,

mass action is treated in terms of mass variables, instead of concentrations.

Therefore, it becomes convenient to recast equation 7-9 into appropriate forms

with this functional dependency. In order to derive these forms, the

logarithmic variable in the leading term must be replaced by the appropriate

forms given by equations 3-5a through 3-5d. It is also necessary to use the

important logarithmic transformation of equation 3-1:

27' log W + n _Ln 1(7-10)
s s 1
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For an aqueous non-master species (denoted by s", whose corresponding
destruction reaction is denoted by r), this yields (after some rearrangement)

the important equation

tn ., = (1/b ,, )[ log K - bsar l" - br a _bsr b i

- brT (log w _ in)
SQ (n y

- I b~ir (sn , SM
sI=2
S IS

(7-11)

(7-12)

where

bTr = bslr + I bSIr

s '=2
sifsB

For the P-th pure mineral, mass action can be written in the form

lo K 1 a+ bs zB + by (log X _ iII)

SQ
+ I bs' (RY, +ZY,)
s'z2
s If s

(7-13)

(7-14)

where

SQ
bT = I bQ ,

sI=2
S'usa

Note that b differs slightly in form from bT: there is no b term analogous

to bs ar*
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Similar forms can be written for components of solid solutions and for gas

species (bT and bT being defined analogously to b T, not to bT). However,

they will not be given here, as the preceding examples are sufficient to meet

the immediate purpose, familiarizing the reader with the notation and with

the concept of dealing with mass action equations in terms of mass variables.

In EQ6 the number of unknowns is reduced by eliminating the mass variables

corresponding to the non-master aqueous species. This parallels what is done

in EQ3NIR, where the same thing is done with concentration variables. Equation

7-13 is substituted into the equations for mass and charge balance and the

definitional relations for the ionic strength functions, in order to eliminate

these parameters.

As in EQ3NR, there remain two major variants in the structure (as

described by Wolery, 1984a), depending on the nature of the activity

coefficient options. The first activity coefficient structure (ACS I) is the

original structure (Wolery, 1978, 1979), and is used in cases where the

activity coefficient functions (including the function that describes the

activity of water) depend only on the ionic strength. This is slightly

modified in the case of the B-dot option package (IOPGl = 0), where the

activity of water is calculated from the equivalent stoichiometric ionic

strength of a sodium chloride solution (Helgson et al., 1970).

The second activity coefficient structure (ACS II) must be used when the

activity coefficient functions depend on the specific composition of the

aqueous solution (i.e., the ionic strength and the concentrations of the

dissolved components). This structure is used for such options as the use of

Pitzer's (1973, 1975) equations (IOPG1 1). The general key to which

structure is used is: ACS I for IOPGl.LE.0, ACS II for IOPGl.GE.l.

The iteration variable array z for EQ6 is defined by equation 7-15:
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in,2.
5,

2!

- - - - - - - - - - - -

= 1,1 SB-l 1. Strict basis species:

masses of aqueous species

and fugacity of 0 2(g)

-n
in S s ,s~ 2.

Q
Auxiliary basis aqueous

species - masses.

,al

tYI` S' = 2, s

s' Q+l sT

3. Activity of water and

molal activity coefficients

of all solute aqueous

species. (7-15)

4. Equivalent stoichiometric

ionic strength and true

ionic strength.LI

I nI
(P 9 = 1, "E

- - - - - _

5. Pure minerals - masses.

IIn II = I III 't

- y ' I 9 "'E"
= 1,arT 6. Components of solid

solutions - masses.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I.
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Note that it may consist of six blocks. Not all of these may actually appear

at a given point in a given model. The first block consists of logarithmic

mass parameters for strict basis species, along the the logarithm of the

oxygen fugacity. The second block consists of the same for auxiliary basis

species that are treated as master variables (i.e., are treated as distinct

components). The second block actually can not appear in the current version

of EQ6, because this treatment is presently not permitted. It will be

permitted when the redox disequilibrium option is effected.

The third block consists of logarithmic variables for the activity of

water and the molal activity coefficients of the aqueous solute species. It

appears only in ACS II. Note that the activity coefficient variables for

non-master aqueous species appear in this block. The fourth block consists of

the logaritnmic ionic strength variables. When the equivalent stoichiometric

ionic strength is not used, the corresponding logarithmic parameter still

appears in the fourth block, but is treated as a "fixed" or "dead" variable.

The fifth block consists of the logarithmic masses of any pure minerals in

equilibrium with the aqueous solution. The number of such is The

sixth block consists of the same for any solid solution components. Here

E is the number of such solid solutions, and OT,* is the number of

components in the 9,-th solid solution.

This block structure is paralleled in the form for the residual function

array (a), given by equation 7-16:
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0.
k

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

an, S a 1, S -1cS 1

etz
SB

1. Mass balance residuals

for strict basis species

(in moles) and charge

balance residual (in

equivalents).

2. Mass balance residuals for

auxiliary basis species.
,n , S = s3 +l. SQ

a

yI, S s' = 2, SQ

. s" = sQ+l, ST

3. Definitional residuals for

the activity of water and

for the activity

coefficients of all

aqueous solute species

(7-16)

4. Definitional residuals for

the ionic strength

functions.

n
'L,91 (E 5. Mass action residuals for

pure minerals in equili-

brium with the water

n
a4,p 1, )~E " G , 6. Mass action residuals for

components of solid

solutions in equilibrium

with the water.
- -- - -_
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7.5. THE RESIDUAL FUNCTIONS AND THE JACOBIAN MATRIX

This section presents the equations for the residual functions and the

elements of the Jacobian matrix as they are defined in EQ6. The residual
function equations define the elements in equation 7-16. The Jacobian

elements are then obtained by partial differentiation according to equation

7-2.

Blocks 1 and 2. Mass balances and charge balance.

has the form

The residual function

x = SQ
= w n, + I

s'=2
s Itst

rT
w5 ~ so~ + I i o

roll

'PE *~'1E 0T,*,
+ (I - 6 )E[ I wqn + I

B = *='1 0=1
waq* no (7-17)

Here x = n (mass balance) if s $ sB' otherwise x = z (charge balance).

6ii is the Kronecker delta (6 i = 1 if i = J, 6.j 0 0 otherwise).
The weighting factors for the charge balance case are

wI = 0

5S so

(7-18a)

(7-18b)

(7-lSc)W 1 = Za

_
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For the mass balance case, the weights ar.e the stoichiometric equivalence
factors

1 = Is (7-19a)

wso =Us, (7-19b)

w5,1 = u~igs (7-19c)

WY uy5 (7-19d)

w = u ~ (7-19e)ot, G4s

The following Jacobian elements are independent of activity coefficient

options:

9eS/tin= 2.303 (win 1 + ) Hnsr bT) (7-20)rr
r-l

where

n
Hsr = wsns,/bs8ir (7-21)

rT
,,,/,,n5= 2.303 (w *n , -n Hn b ) (7-22)

s s s s sr s r
rc1

rT

da/atf= 2.303(- H ~n b5 r) (7-23)
s sBr sr Br

rxl

(ws = ns = 0, so the form is the same as the.two preceding equations.)
13 s

a n5 /a2 = 2.303 w n (7-24)

aans/alpW= 2.333 w: n: (7-25)
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The 8-dot option is a special case of activity coefficient structure I
(ACS I). The Jacobian elements particular to this case are

PI

aacz/il1 =2.303r
S E = E

rT

r=1

Hn b
sr Ir (7-26)

rT
aact/ai = -2.303 I

r-1

Hsr (r III bs r + Lr)

wvhere

SQ

Lr = I rSol bsar

S '=2

and

(7-27)

(7-28)

rI -E I IEnQ

rsl= a tY/azi

For other options under ACS I, such as the Davies equation option

aaxr/aLi = 0
S E

rT
aas/atI = -2.303 1 Hsn1 (rSIebs r + r11 bir + Lr)

r1l

Here

L dt Id

(7-29)

(7-30)

(7-31)

(7-32)

(7-33)

I
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For the case of options in ACS II, such as using Pitzer's equations,

S'xjIz = 0

aac'/n = 0

aa1x/a)Ia = -2.303

(7-34)

(7-35)

(7-36)
rT

r.
r 1

Hn b
sr Ir

acX/aLY, = -2.303
5 5

rT
I n r bSi
r~l

(7-37)

(7-38)aax /a<y.1 = -2.303 w 5 , n to
5 5

Block 3. Activity of water and activity coefficients.

only in ACS II. The residual functions are defined

This block appears

0- a = log acalc _ a

and

ay = log Ycalc _
S S 5

(7-39)

(7-40)

or, more generally,

a = log Xcalc - Qx
5 S 5

. (7-41)

where x = a if s a 1, otherwise x 5 y. The Jacobian elements are

x/,

Sq

s'=2
sIVS8

rss'

rT

- I r U
r s1

El - (bT/b ofr)] (7-42)

if
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aat/az, , r
S S a Ss

rr

- I rs s1 (bSir/b Sir)
r=1

(7-43)

(7-44)aaxS/aSf

rT

r=l

ruti (bhst/bse a)

equation has the same form as the one above it.)(rs = 0, so this

aa=a r5 (7-45)

S 1 S I -

rT

r1I

r Sss (bl r/bsur) (7-46)

aelx/aj"t, - 6
5 5 Ss,

rT

r1l

r5sis (bsir/bsssr) (7-47)

acx/aY.. = -6 , -
5 5 Ss

Here

r S, = azx aim

and

rssis (7-48)

(7-49)

r, is = W4 ,xs
Ss s S (7-50)

(._
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Block 4. Equivalent stoichiometric ionic strength and the ionic strength.

The residual functions have the form

aj = IEj IE - 6IJ I +

SQ

S Str2s' 28

rT

ral
(7-51)

Here j = IE or I. Likewise, 6, EJ 1 if J = IE, otherwise,

61~j ° 0 = 1 if j r I, otherwise 6I = 0.
EJ

For the case j 'E' w5 =U where sE refers to Na or W.

For j = I, ws = z2/2. Note that aI and a are defined differently than

in earlier versions of EQ6 (Wolery, 1978, 1979).

The Jacobian elements independent of activity coefficient structure are

/,,n ~~SQ
aa/ I3 n = -2.303 t£Q

s'=2
Sis S

rT
w , MI, + I (w IImMu - Hm bT) I

r-l I S S Jr r
r~l

(7-52)

where

Hj = w SmIM /b 9.Jr 5 5 s r
(7-53)

rT

acz./ I 2, 2.303 (wS, m S - jr S r
rcl

(7-54)

(7-55)ia /a s =
i S 2.303 (- I r bs r)

rz]B

(Ws = ms = 0, so a /atf has the same form as a ,/,,n ,.)
i s
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Under the B-dot option,

r I = -2.303 (6IEj + 'lIE

rT

r l

jr b )
jr Ir'

(7-56)

= -2.303 f6 I + I r HT (rIII b It + L )II
rsl jr s sr r
ric1

(7-57)

Under the general ACS I option, IE is not used, and

aa1/a I = 0 (7-58)

aa I/ I = -2.303 {I + I HM
r 1 r

(b slorrsill + bIrr r11 + 4 (7-59)

For the options in ACS II,

ai/aLIE,= 0

aa I/3 I= -2.303 I

rT

3a /,.a = -2.303 E H' r bir
r=I

(7-60)

(7-61)

(7-62)

(7-63)
rT

act /ai9) = -2.303I 5
H1 b5 I

ral

aie/W. ll = -2.303 w,1. IsII 5"s
(7-64)

SI
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2ir �

Block 5. Mass action for pure minerals. The residual function is

I = - log K + bl Id + b ifIt. Cly cplcp 5B1 S 5B

+ bT (log~ -_?n + SQ

SI2

b I (tn' + ty. )
s (P s s

aa CP/ In % b

aa /,,n , = b I

aa Af
a> 5B = b B

For the ACS I B-dot option,

act 1/atI= biw r 1iE

(7-65)

(7-66)

(7-67)

(7-68)

(7-69)

=2

s Its
5$S

b'I r II (7-70)

Under the other ACS I options,

aa P /atI = 0
E

(7-71)

aydi I= b y r11 +
SQ
£ bS9b rI
s'z2
s itsB

(7-72)

k
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For the ACS II options,

/ at >=0 (7-73)

aa /aQ = 0 (7-74)

a/2 = b (7-75)Y 1 lIT

aa /3ia , = b , (7-76)(P S s qp

BlOCK 6. Mass action for components of solid solutions. Here a denotes
the component, * the solid solution. Components are presently restricted to
end members, which correspond to pure minerals. The residual function is

ad = log Kay + blat + bs

+bT (log w + s (tn' +s'(10g n'l + b~a lo a+L.

s'=2

+ Caa (log X01P + logxa*) (7-77)

where

baT q bSQ O (7-78)

Here also x is the mole fraction of the component and X is the
corresponding activity coefficient. The mole fraction is given by

n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
xq = naT (7-79)

In
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where =TW 5 number of components in the q'-th solid solution present in

equilibrium with the water. Note that it follows that

kh

a log xCO a4 2 do7 - X

The ACS-independent Jacobian elements are

(7-80)

3ac /atn - - bT
a4' 1 a4' (7-81)

act =bSI (7-82)

(7-83)ac ai Af= bo4' sa S BO4'

ac ,atn
04 a4' E 00C(A #+l)(l- x 4) -

Jul
j Ia

Aai xj I (7-84)

a act 4' a r b0 4 [ - x 4 +A0 4 (1 - x )
CF4) J* 0*04) J* Cri* ~~~~j4'

I I
Aot * (7-85)

Here

A1 j* = a log x14/a log Xj4' (7-86)

These parameters are specific to the solid solution thermodynamic models

being employed. For examples, see Wolery (1979; where S is used in place of

A in the notation).

Under the ACS I B-dot option,

a%4'/at I b 10 x FII (7-87)

C.
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c
S Q

aa a A I bsl*rI

s its
S$S

(7-88)

For other ACS I options,

Baa:,at I - 0 (7-89)

aa*/ I I a ~ sQ=

S JfSB

bSIO r 5 11 (7-90)

For ACS II options,

aa ,/atI a 0

aa~a*/ati = O

(7-91)

(7-92)

a0L /ata
a*I 1

a a /a Lys

= bla*

= bs 101

(7-93)

(7-94)

V
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7.6. FINDING THE PHASES TO PRECIPITATE TO SATISFY HETEROGENEOUS EQUILIBRIUM

Each Newton-Raphson calculation requires that a phase assemblage be

specified in advance. EQ6 finds the correct phase assemblage by making a

sequence of such calculations, in which the phase assemblage is changed from

calculation to calculation according to algorithms described by Wolery

(1979). There has been essentially no change in the algorithms that carry out

this function. Therefore, only a brief description will be given here.

If such a Newton-Raphson calculation converges, EQ6 searches for cases of

supersaturation, the extent of which is measured by the precipitation affinity

(Ap). Phases which are suppressed or whose affinity functions are less than

a specified tolerance (TOLSST) are ignored. The code picks one supersaturated

phase, adds it to the phase assemblage, and tries again. In principle, more

than one such phase could be added at the same time, but it is not generally

profitable to do so. The number of supersaturations may far exceed the number

of new phases that actually need to be precipitated. This results because

precipitation of a phase reduces not only its own affinity, but also the

affinities of other phases that are composed of the same components.

EQ6 chooses the phase to be added as the one with the scaled precipitation

affinity. The scaled affinity is calculated by dividiing the standard

affinity by a scaling factor:

A=A A (7-95)
p,i,scaled pli/bscale

The scaling factor is arbitrarily defined as the sum of the absolute values

of the reaction coefficients:

SQ
bi,scale I lbsi.1 (7-96)

s.]
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Other definitions (i.e., the sum of the molecular weights of the species

appearing in the reaction, the number of atoms appearing in the reaction) are

4. possible and might work as well. The justification for scaling is that it

improves the probability, as shown by experience, of choosing the right

phases. About 80% or more of the choices are correct when there is a large

number of supersaturatons, say twenty or more, and the figure gets better when

there are only a few. Scaling helps because it tends to remove a bias in the

unscaled affinity that favors phases with large molecular formulas (Wolery,

1979).

EQ6 has a capacity to delete phases from the phase assemblage. This

capability is necessary because the algorithm for adding phases is not 100%

accurate. It is also needed in reaction path calculations, where a phase in

equilibrium with the water may become exhausted. The so-called transient

secondary minerals behave in this manner.

There are two pathways in EQ6 leading to deletion from the phase

assemblage. One occurs when the matrix is singular at the start of the

iteration, indicating that the phase assemblage being tried probably violates

the so-called "apparent" or "mineralogic" phase rule (Wolery, 1979, 1983). In

this case, EQ6 looks for linear dependence in the rows of the Jacobian that

describe heterogeneous equilibria (e.g., mineral solubilities). If such

dependence is found, the code calculates conditional affinities for the phases

involved, scales them, and deletes the phase with the most negative scaled

conditional affinity.

A "conditional" affinity is the affinity of a phase if the solution is

assumed to be in equilibrium with the remaining members of a set or subset of

phases. Conditional affinities can always be defined for linearly dependent

sets. For example, if a solution is in equilibrium with cristobalite (a form

of SiO2), this is sufficient to fix the affinity of quartz, its polymorpn.

See Wolery (1979) for further discussion of this pathway.

In the second pathway, the iteration proceeds for one or more iterations

before diverging. Divergence generally is due to one of the following

I.
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conditions: (a) a mineral should be deleted, (b) the starting value for the

oxygen fugacity is too far off the mark, or (c) the system is so ill-poised

that the oxygen fugacity can not be defined with acceptable precision.

Experience with the code shows that the use of the convergence enhancement

features described earlier limits the possibilities to one of the above.

There is no theoretical guarantee to this, however.

EQ6 analyzes the situation to determine what action to take in response to

divergence. It uses four independent algorithms to attempt to pick candidate

phases for deletion. An object function (A n) is calculated for the n-th

algorithm and the J-th phase in the assemblage. The candidate of the n-th

algorithm is the phase with the most negative value of the object function for

that algorithm. This value (denoted simply as An) must actually be

negative, otherwise no candidate is produced. The overall pick for deletion,

if any, is the candidate among the possible four with the most negative object

function. EQ6 deletes this phase, unless it determines that the problem lies

instead with the redox variable (see below) and takes other corrective action.

One of the four deletion algorithms referred to above is much more

important than the other three. Recall that one of the under-relaxation

controls (SCREW5) limits the magntiude of the Newton-Raphson correction

terms. This causes the calculation to diverge more slowly than it would

otherwise. If a mineral does not belong in the phase assemblage, tne

strongest indication of this, after an apparent phase rule violation, is that

its logarithmic mass variable plunges downward. The corresponding correction

term commonly approaches a value of -SCREW5 (the SCREW5 default is 2.0, so

this value is usually -2.0) before the matrix becomes numerically singular and

the iteration crashes. The object function for the first algorithm is

al j = nk - Z (7-97)

where j denotes the phase being tested, k denotes the value of the logarithmic

mass variable at the last iteration, and 0 the starting value.

to
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The other three algorithms were programmed into EQ6 prior to the full

development of the convergence enhancement techniques that are now in the

V code. No study has been made of their significance to the operation of the

code in its present state. Casual observation suggests that their current

role may be entirely vestigial. See Wolery (1979) for a description of these

algorithms.

If the starting value of the oxygen fugacity variable is more than about

five log units away from the correct value, experience has shown that

convergence becomes unlikely. This divergence tends to show up most strongly

in the correction term for the log oxygen fugacity variable. Commonly, this

correction term is at or near either -SCREW5 the last couple of iterations, or

+SCREW5. This condition indicates that a better value for the starting value

of this variable is 'required. The code goes into the redox scan mode in an

attempt to find a good starting value if the magnitude of the last correction

term for the log oxygen fugacity variable is SCREW5. This condition overrides

any choice for phase deletion.

If the correction terms for the log oxygen fugacity variable oscillate in

sign with magnitudes of the order of SCREW5, the system is probably

ill-poised. If the residual functions have small magnitudes at this point,

ill-poising is almost a certainty. The problem then is that the oxygen

fugacity is so senstive to the masses of the components in the system that the

addition or subtraction of even one molecule of 02(aq) per kilogram of

solvent can change the oxygen fugacity by orders of magnitude (or the

corresponding Eh by on the order of 100 millivolts). An ill-poised system

causes trouble in the calculation because the machine word length, even at 64

bits, is not sufficient to deal with this situation.

There are two methods of trying to deal with this situation. One would be

to accept the results of the iteration process if the residual functions are

all close to zero, even if the correction terms are not. The code presently

does not do this. The second way, which the code does employ, is to assume

that the ill-poising is limited to a very narrow range of reaction progress

(encountered at a so-called redox Jump), and make several attempts to step

(..
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over it, using the redox scan feature to pick up the oxygen fugacity on the

other side of the jump.

7.7. THE REDOX SCAN FEATURE

The redox scan feature is used to try to generate a starting value for the
log oxygen fugacity variable that will lead to convergence. As noted above,
the starting value normally must be within about five log units to get

convergence. A redox scan is a sequence of Newton-Raphson calculations with

increasing or decreasing starting values for this variable. It terminates
when either convergence is achieved or the whole range of the stability of

water at the specified temperature and pressure has been covered.

The scan limits are set by reference to the reaction

2 H20(1) = 4 H+ + 02(g) + 4 e (7-98)

the mass action equation for which can be written as

log fo = log KEh +.4 log aH+- 2 log aw (7-99)

The scan limits are calculated by assuming that log a wO ° and that the

corresponding limits on log a + are 0 and log K. (the equilibrium constant for
the dissociation of water into H+ and OH-). Thus,

log f0 (upper limit) = log KEh (7-100)

log f0 (lower limit) z log KEh + 4 log Kw (7-101)

At 250C and 1.013 bar pressure, log Kw has a value very near to -14.0.
Hence, the oxygen fugacity range under these conditions spans about 56 log

units.
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8. REACTION PATH CALCULATIONAL METHODS

8.1. Introduction

This chapter discusses the calculational methods that apply to reaction

paths, exclusive of those used to make thermodynamic calculations. There are

four basic topics to be covered here. The first is continuous representation

of the algebraic master variables (the vector z) with respect to reaction

progress (X) by means of finite differences. This ties into the second

topic, how EQ6 locates phase boundaries. Here a "phase boundary" is a point

of reaction progress(X) at which a phase appears or disappears. The third

topic is the integration of the rate equations, which leads into the final

topic, the finite difference representation of rate functions and their usage

in numerical integration.

In this chapter much use will be made of truncated Taylor's series. Such

a series for a function y(x) has the form

I
y(x) = y(x1) + O (l/n') (dny/dx)n (x - xl) (8-1)

n1l

where x is any point, xi is a point at which the derivatives in the

summation are evaluated, and i is the order of the series. Examples of such

truncated Taylor's series are equation 3-33 (relative rates as a function of

0) and equation 3-37 (temperature as a function of C or t). In these -

examples, the point xl corresponds to X a 0 or t 0 . and the user defines

the values of the derivatives as part of the input to the problem.

It is not always feasible to specify or directly evaluate the necessary

derivatives. If a calculation is proceeding along a sequence of points on the

x axis, a finite difference equation can be used to make an equivalent

prediction of the value of y at some new point, called x., using the values
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of y at the j most recent points. Here xl is the closest point, and xj is

the farthest. The order of the calculation, i, is j - 1. See Carnahan et al.

( (1969) or any other introductory numerical methods text for an extended

introduction to finite differences.

Corresponding to the i derivatives of order 1 through i are i finite

differences of order 1 through i (this is not a one-to-one correspondence, see

below). These finite differences are defined by the following equations:

fMl )lyJ (yI - )
1 = ](x - (8-2)

f(n+l)[yj = {fCy)[y] - 4f) (8-3)
1 ~~~~(XI - xn.+2)

Here the superscript in parentheses denotes the order, the subscript denotes

the point to which the differences correspond, and the symbol in the brackets

denotes the function which is being differenced. Note one important element

of recursion in equation 8-3: the finite differences of order greater than one

at the most recent point (xl) are calculated from the finite differences at

the immediately preceding point (x2).

It is possible to use the following equation to estimate y as a function

of x from these finite differences:

i n

y(x) z y(x) + (x -x) I f (n) y] E (x - x) (8-4)

nal j=1

The integrated form of this equation gives rise to the so-called quadrature

formulas used in the numerical solution of ordinary differential equations

(See for example Carnahan et al., 1969).

The writer prefers to deal instead with the equivalent form of truncated

Taylor's series, primarily because the differential and integral forms are

simpler and more familiar. An array of finite differences (f) whose elements
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increase in order from 1 to i can be converted into the equivalent array of

derivatives (d) by the simple linear transformation:

d = D f (8-5)

where D is an upper triangular matrix (Wolery, 1979). To construct D, it is

first convenient to define an array w of the same length as d and f, where

each element is defined by

Wn = x xn+l (8-6)

The matrix D being upper triangular, all the diagonal elements are ones and

all elements in the lower triangle are zero. The following recursions permit

calculation of the off-diagonal elements above the diagonal. For the first

row,

0l,n 01,n-l wn (8-7)

where n goes from 2 to i. The remaining elements may be calculated from

Dmn = Dmn-Wn + mm-l,n-l (8-8)

where m goes from 2 to i-2, and n goes from m+l to i.

Tne error in a truncated Taylor's series is usually estimated as a

function of the step size Ax ( 5 x - xl) from the magnitude of the first

neglected term. Such an error expression is used to derive an algorithm for

bounding the step size so as to keep the estimated error within some

predetermined limit. In many finite difference algorithms, therefore, an

estimate is constructed of this extra term. In EQ6, however, the last term in

the truncated series is used instead, which has the effect of using a more

1
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conservative bound. Therefore, letting j be the order of the term used to

estimate the error (j = I in EQ6, j = I + 1 in the more traditional treatment):

Error Cy] = (l/j!) (d y/dx3 ) (Wx)j (8-9)

where Error [y] is the error in y. Requiring Ax to satisfy the condition

lError [y)i < Tolerance [y] , (8-10)

where Tolerance )y] (See SCREWi and SCREW3, Chapter 5) is the error tolerance

on y, then leads to the limit on the step size

Ax < t Jo Tolerance 0y] )(1/j) (8-11)

I dJy/dx I

The finite differences in EQ6 range up to order six. The order is

initially zero, and must be reset to zero at points where the derivatives

being represented are actually discontinuous functions. Discontinuities occur

at phase boundaries for secondary phases In equilibrium with the aqueous

solution, and at points where primary reactants become exhausted. Otherwise,

the order progressively builds up to a maximum of six. The order itself is

actually computed following the treatment of Gear (1971ab). In essence,

equation 8-11 is used to test the possible orders to find the one that gives

the largest step size consistent with the specified error tolerance.

8.2. Finite Difference Representation of Algebraic Master Variables

There are several objectives of applying finite difference representations

of the algebraic master variables. Such representations permit forecasting or

prediction of the values of these variables at a new point of reaction

progress from knowledge of their values at immediately preceding points. One

usage in EQ6 is to use these predicted values as starting estimates for the

liewton-RaDhson calculation at the new point. If the thermodynamic
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calculational capability required the input of very good starting estimates,

this usage would provide it. However, the capability now in EQ6 does not

require the provision of such good estimates in order to achieve convergence.

The finite difference representations of algebraic master variables do

have other uses, however. They can be used, for example, to predict the

locations of phase boundaries, as will be discussed in the next section. They

can also be used to predict maxima in the masses of secondary mineral

components, which is useful in the fluid-centered flow-through mode for

protecting such phases from redissolving in the water. Another useful trait

is that, when the step size is constrained to keep these representations

accurate, there results a better distribution of points of reaction progress

at which thermodynamic calculations are made. That is, there is a denser

clustering of such points where there is a greater degree of change in the

state of the system, as expressed by relatively greater rates of change in the

algebraic master variables with respect to reaction progress.

The basic idea is to represent the k-th algebraic master variable by a

truncated Taylor's series, which in this case can be written

_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~i

Zk(u Zk k(C) + I (1/n!) (d nZk/dn)l (AC)n (8-12)

nE

where X is a point of reaction progress, (1 is a nearby point (in

practice, the most recent point at which a thermodynamic calculation has been

made), i is the order of the truncated series, the derivatives pertain to

point 1, and &S ( = to - &1) is the step size. The derivatives are

estimated from finite differences, using equations 8-2 and 8-3 to calculate

the differences themselves, and equation 8-5 to convert these results to

derivative form.

The first derivative of equation 8-12 is useful in locating maxima in

mineral masses, a useful function in the fluid-centered flow-through mode.

Recall that the maximum of a function on an interval is either at one of the
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ends of the interval or at a point at which the derivative is zero.
Differentiation of 8-12 yields

i

dzk(4)/d& = I [ l/(n-l)! ] (d nZk/ n) (A,)n-1 (8-13)

nl 1

If mineral masses are removed from the "equilibrium" part of the system, a
characteristic of the fluid-centered flow-through system, then either the
derivatives must be rescaled or the order of the method must be dropped to

zero. In the interests of efficiency, the former option is used in EQ6.
Rescaling is necessary only because EQ6 uses logarithmic mass variaoles (z

log n) instead of linear ones (n). Rescaling is accomplished by computing the

corresponding derivatives of the linear mass variable, reducing the mass

remaining in the equilibrium part of the system, and back transforming.

Temporarily using m instead of n to represent order, because n must here be

used to represent mass, the first transformation is given by

m

dmn/d4m = 2.303 I (m-l) nml djz/d~j (8-14)

s j1 1

where m goes from 1 to i. Note the appearance of the binomial coefficient.

The value of n at xl (n1) can then be reduced (usually by some factor

such as 99%). This drops the logarithmic mass value z correspondingly (by two
log units in the case of the 99% factor). After n1 and zI are assigned

their new values, the rescaled logarithmic derivatives may be calculated from

the following equations

dz/d& = dn/d= (8-15)

m-l

dmz/dgm = 22 3303 0 I m;1) dm jn/dim j dJz/d&J ] (8-16)
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A question of considerable importance in terms of the cost of reaction

path calculations is whether or not it is necessary to keep these finite

difference functions generally accurate by means of a tight tolerance limit

and equation 8-11. Other reaction path codes, for example PHREEQE (Parkhurst

et al., 1980), do not even employ such functions. It has been pointed out

above that these difference functions must be kept accurate in the case of the

fluid-centered flow-through mode and any mode which involves real kinetics.

In other cases, it is not an absolute requirement, hence the appearance of the

so-called "economy" mode of calculation now permitted in some cases (See

N;MODL2, Chapter 5). The reason is that general accuracy is not required for

the remaining purposes of these functions, phase boundary searches (see below).

When these finite difference functions are kept generally accurate, EQ6

functions very analogously to the two "souped-up" versions of the old PATHI

program noted in Chapter 1, both of which followed the differential equations

approach and integrated by means of the Gear (1971ab) variable step-size,

variable order, predictor-corrector method. The EQ6 finite-difference

functions for algebrai: master variables are predictor functions equivalent to

the Gear predictors, but EQ6 'corrects" these predictions by means of the

Newton-Raphson calculation to satisfy the governing algebraic equations (e.g.,

mass balance, mass action). The Gear corrector functions correct the

predicted values to satisfy the differential counterparts of these governing

equations. Setter results are obtained with the EQ6 approach, but the cost of

a run is about the same. This cost tends to be significantly greater than

that of running in "economy" mode.

8.3. Locating Phase Boundaries

Location of phase boundaries (where a mineral in equilibrium with the

solution disappears, where such a mineral appears just following saturation)

depends on accurate finite difference representation of the algebraic master

variables. However, phase boundary location does not depend on the condition

expressed by equation 8-12. EQ6 is written so that the code cuts the step
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size if a phase boundary is overstepped. This go-back condition insures an
accurate phase boundary location.

There are three possible outcomes of a step size cut. If the reaction
progress variable still lies over the phase boundary, another cut may be
made. A cut may fall on the phase boundary, within the specified tolerances.
Or the cut will result in a Newton-Raphson calculation at a closer point

before the phase boundary, giving a new &V and thereby increasing the

accuracy of the finite differences in the neighborhood of the boundary. This

process must eventually locate the boundary.

8.4. Intearatina Rate Eauations

For purposes of integration, rate equations are expressed as truncated
Taylor's series. The central equation for calculating irreversible mass
transfer in EQ6, equation 3-6, requires the i'tegration of the relative rate

of the k-th irreversible reaction (d&k/d&) from &, to (O. A

parallel equation (3-32) requires the integration of the inverse rate
(dt/d&) over the same limits in order to calculate the time increment.

Letting rk denote the relative rate of the k-th irreversible reaction,

we can write the truncated Taylor's series:

rk (X) 3 r,() + I (l/n!) (dnrk/d~n)l (A&)n (8-17)

n-l

rhe integrated form is

i
at -(& ) A& + . 1 (dnrr/d~n) (A&)n+l (8-18)
k 1 (n~l). k

nel

The rate law for relative rates (equation 3-33) is already in the form of a
truncated Taylor's series. In this case, equation 8-18 yields an exact

v *
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result. In the case where actual rate laws are specified, relative rates are

calculated using equation 3-29, and the truncated Taylor's series must be

generated using finite differences, using equations 8-2 and 8-3. Here

equation 8-18 does not yield an exact answer, and it is necessary to control

the step size using equation 8-11 to control the error.

The inverse rate (dt/dC) is treated in the same manner as relative rates

for wSich actual rate laws are specified. It is calcluated from equation

3-31. Here letting rt stand for the inverse rate, the truncated Taylor's

series equation for this function is

I
rt(&) = rt(&l) + I (l/n!) (dnrt/d~n) (th)" (8-19)

ncl

The integrated form is

I
At = r (C1) A ( 41)' (dnrt/din) (AC)n+l (8-20)

nx 1

Equation 8-20, like 8-18, is not exact, and the step size control represented

by equation 8-11 must be implemented to retain accuracy.

True kinetic modeling requires the actual integration of differential

equations, and except for the case where the rates are defined as functions of

only a time variable, this integration must be accomplished numerically. In

EQ6, the finite difference functions described above act as predictor

functions that are essentially equivalent to those in the Gear (1971ab)

method. Unlike the case of algebraic master variables, any 'correction" step

must be made using real finite difference corrector functions.

The need for a corrector cycle for the rate functions must be determined

after the Newton-Raphson iteration does the correcting for the algebraic

master variaoles. The code then evaluates the rate laws at the new point of

reaction progress (%O), using as input the corrected algebraic variables,

and compares the resulting values with the values that were predicted using
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equations 8-17 and 8-19. If the corresponding rate values differ by more than
a specified tolerance, some corrective action is initiated. This may be

either a corrector cycle, in which the finite difference representations used

in the integrations represented by 8-18 and 8-20 are improved, using the

tentative calculated rate information at the new point, or a cut in the step

size. At the present time, the only course of action in EQ6 is to cut the

step size.

A simple i-th order corrector function can be generated by dropping the

i+l-th point and adding the O-th. Resetting the indexing of the points so

that 0now is called El' etc., the finite differences may be

recalculated using equations 8-2 and 8-3. The rates at the latest point are

taken to be the provisional values that were calculated by evaluating the rate

laws. The 0 matrix must be recalculated and the new finite differences

converted to derivative form by applying equation 8-5. This brings us back to

the level of equations 8-17 and 8-19. However, the integrations must now be

performed over nominally different limits (the same points of reaction

progress, but what was called &1 is now called &2, and what was Co

is now (l. h& is now &l - (2. The equivalent forms of

equations 8-18 and 8-20 are

i

= I L (dnr /dnn) (_Ag)nal (8-21)

nel

and

i

At= rt((1) At 1 (dnrt/den) (_&E)n+l (8-20)

na1

Correction of this kind is an iterative process, hence convergence becomes an

issue. In terms of efficiency, a general rule of thumb is that the step size

should be cut if two corrector cycles are not sufficient.

The simple corrector described above is based on simple back-substitution

and should give first order convergence behavior. This is not satisfactory in
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the case of so-called "stiff' ordinary differential equations (See for example

Carnahan et al., 1969, or Gear, 1971ab). The practical definition of stiff

equations is that they require a second-order method for corrector iteration

(most such correctors are based on the Newton-Raphson method). See Gear

(1971ab) for a discussion of corrector functions for stiff equations. It will

probably become necessary at some point to incorporate such functions into EQ6.
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APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY OF MAJOR VARIABLES IN EQ6

This glossary covers the major variables in the EQ6 code, exclusive of

those pertaining to the calculation of the activity of water and the activity

coefficients of aqueous solute species (See Wolery, 1983, Appendix B).

Variable names may be preceded by the corresponding algebraic symbols used in

this report, if any. Many of these names coincide with those used in EQ3NR

(Wolery, 1983). As in EQ3NR, variables beginning with I, J, K or N are

integer, with Q are logical, and with U contain alphanumeric strings.

Variables beginning with any other letters, including L and M, should be type

real on machines with 60 to 64 bits per word and type double (or equivalent)

on hardware with 32 bits per word.

J AA The Jacobian matrix.

as ACT Activity of an aqueous species.

log as ACTLG Log of the activity of an aqueous species.

AEH1, ... , AEH5

Coefficients for computing log KEh as a function of

temperature.

AFCNST The factor 2.303 RiOOO

A AFF Affinity of a fixed composition mineral to precipitate,

kcal.

AFFLCX Affinity of a solid-solution phase to precipitate.

AFFRCT The affinity of an irreversible reaction.

AFFTOT The overall affinity of all irreversible reactions.

AFFX Affinity of an end-member component of a solid solution.

AFTARG The target affinity used to find a phase boundary at which

a new phase enters the equilibrium system.
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AGS Coefficients for computing log K as a function of

temperature.

AKG A work array that holds a copy of AKM.

0 AKM The matrix for converting finite differences of ascending

order into derivative form.

At ALK Titration alkalinity.

a ALPHA Residual function vector.

2.303 ALIO In 10.

AMN Coefficients for computing log K as a function of

temperature.

APX Solid-solution thermodynamics parameters.

ARS Coefficients for computing log Kr as a function of

temperature.

ATWT Atomic weight of a chemical element.

8 BETA Residual function vector, with normalized mass balance

elements.

smax BETAMX Largest absolute value of any element of BErA.
BET;4X0 The value of BETAMX at the previous step of reaction

progress.

CDAC The exponent of the activity of a species in a transition

state theory rate law.

bsr CDRS Stoichiometric reaction coefficient for aqueous redox and

dissociation reactions; CDRS(NS,ARS) is the coefficient

for the NS-th aqueous species in the NRS-th reaction;

CDRS(NSQ1,NRS) is the coefficient of the species that is

formally associated with the reaction; if the NS-th

species is an auxiliary master species and NRS is its own

formally associated reaction, CDRS(NS,NRS) - 0 and

CDRS(NSQ1,NRS) is its coefficient.

bT CDRST Stoichiometric summation factor for aqueous redox andr
dissociation reactions.
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bSP

bT

bsg

CORM Stoichiometric reaction coefficient for dissolution

reactions of minerals of fixed composition; CDRM(NS,NM)

is the coefficient of the NS-th aqueous master species

appearing in the dissolution reaction of the NM-th

mineral; CDRM(NSQ1,NM) is the coeffcient of the NM-th

mineral itself.

CDOMT Stoichiometric summation factor for mineral dissolution

reactions.

CDRG Stoichiometric reaction coefficient for dissolution

reactions of gas species; CDRM(NS,NG) is the coefficient

of the NS-th aqueous master species appearing in the

dissolution reaction of the NG-th gas ; CDRG(NSQI,NG) is

the coeffcient of the NG-th gas itself.

bTbg

Ces

cqm

ceg

m

login

CORGT Stoichiometric summation factor for gas dissolution

reactions.

CESRB The number of moles of a chemical element per mole of a

"special" reactan&.

CESS Stoiuhiometric mass coeffcient of an aqueous species;

CESS(NCNS) is the number of moles of the NC-th chemical

element in one mole of the NS-th aqueous species.

CEMIN Stoichiometric mass coeffcient of a pure mineral;

CEMN(NC,NM) is the numoer of moles of the NC-th chemical

element in one mole of the NM-th pure mineral.

CEGS Stoichiometric mass coeffcient of a gas species;

CEGS(NC,NG) is the number of moles of the NC-th chemical

element in one mole of the NG-th gas species.

COisC Molal concentration of an aqueous species.

CONCLG Log of molal concentration.

CPLIM4 Limit on the number of computing units used before a run

terminates itself (See Chapter 5).

by, scale

CSCALE Affinity scaling factor for pure minerals.

(k..I
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CSIGMA Stoichiometric factor appearing in transition-state theory

Al rate laws (See Chapter 5).

L _ DEL Vector of Newton-Raphson correction terms.

6func DELFNC Convergence function that measures the improvement in
DELMAX, defined as (1.0 - (DELMAX 1/DELMAXi_l)).

6max DELMAX Largest absolute value of any element of DEL.

a& DELZI Increment of reaction progress (i).
DF1 Finite difference functions (f) for algebraic master

variables.

DF2 OFl at the previous point of reaction progress.

DIREAC Derivatives (d) of the inverse rate with respect to

reaction progress.

At DLTIME Increment of time (in seconds).

DLZIDP Dump interval for the fluid-centered flow-through open

system mode of calculation (See Chapter 5).

DLZMN Lower limit on the size of a reaction progress increment.

OLZMX1 Upper limit on the reaction progress increment when running

at zero order.

OLZMX2 Upper limit on the reaction progress increment when running

at an order of one or greater.

DRELRC Derivatives (d) of the relative rates of irreversible

reactions.

w DSUM Sum vector of reaction progress increments defined by

equation 8-6.

with respect to reaction progress.

azk/aX
DXLG Derivatives (d) of algebraic master variables with respect

to reaction progress.

DXLG,4 Values of the first derivatives of the algebraic master

variables with respect to X at a new point of reaction

progress, as estimated from finite differences.

DZPRNT Print interval, linear in reaction progress.

OZPALG Print interval, logarithmic in reaction progress.

E A work array used in solving matrix equations.

Eh EH Default theoretical redox potential, volts.
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A(nz) ELECTR Fixed electrical imbalance carried in the calculations.
F FARAD The Faraday constant, 23062.3 cal/equiv-volt.

FCTRL Factorial array; i.e., FCTRL(3)=3!.

FK Ratio of effective to total surface area of a reactant.

f0 F02 Equilibrium oxygen fugacity of the aqueous phase.

FO2LG Log of the equilibrium oxygen fugacity of the aqueous phase.

f FUG Fugacity of a gas species.

log f FUGLG Log fugacity of a gas species.

GG A work array that has the same dimensions as AA.

log y GLG Log of activity coefficient of an aqueous species

GTR Composition of the theoretical mineral assemblage (pure

minerals and solid solutions in equilibrium with the water

plus pure minerals, solid solution, and "special"

reactants); expressed as grams of element per kilogram of

"rock."

sE IACION Index of the aqueous species (Nat or Cli) that defines
the equivalent stoichiometric ionic strength (IE).

:BASIS Array that contains a record of basis-switching.

IBETMX Index of the master algebraic variable that defines BETAMX.

_IE An error flag parameter; appears in the argument list

of many subroutines.

IEXR The index of reactants that have exhausted on the current

step of reaction progress.

IEXRT The number of reactants that have exhausted on the current

step of reaction progress.

IFILE Device number for the file containing the second half of the

INPUT file (normally = 60; see Chapter 5).

aT IKT Number of end-member components in a given solid solution.

IKTAAX Maximum allowed number of end-members in any solid solution.

IMECH The number of terms in a transition-state theory rate law.

IMCH4X Maximum allowed number of terms in a transition-state theory

rate law.

INDEX Array that contains the indices of the master iteration

variables that appear for a given problem.

(.
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IODB1, Debugging print option switches (See Chapter 5).
etc.

IOPTI, Program option switches (See Chapter 5).
etc.

IOPG1, Activity coefficient option switches (See Chapter 5).
etc.

IOPRI, Print option switches (See Chapter 5).
etc.

IORD Array of the possible orders of the finite difference

calculations at a given point of reaction progress.

IR A work array used in solving matrix equations.

ISTACK A work array used in sorting aqueous species in

increasing order of concentration.

ITERMX Limit on the number of Newton-Raphson iterations.

JCFLAG Status switch array for chemical elements:

* 0 means an element does not appear in the current

model;

x 1 means tnat It does.

JCODE Flag denoting the species type of an irreversible reactant:

0 Mineral

z1 Solid solution

= 2 "Special reactant'

a 3 Aqueous species

= 4 Gas species.

JCT The number of chemical elements in a problem.

JFLAG Switch array that determines whether an auxiliary basis

species is treated as a basis species (JFLAG = 0) or

a dependent species (JFLAG = 30). In the first case,

the auxiliary basis species has its own mass balance

in the model, and in the second, its mass balance is

folded in with that of the corresponding strict basis

species.

JGFLAG Status switch array for gas species:

= 0 means the gas appears in the current model;

= 2 means it is thermodynamically suppressed.
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JKFLAG Status switch array for solid solution end-member

components:

= 0 means the component appears in the current model;

= 2 means it is thermodynamically suppressed

z 4 means it could not be found among the minerals

of fixed composition.

JGFLAG Status switch array for gas species:

= 0 means the gas appears in the current model;

5 2 means it is thermodynamically suppressed.

JGT The number of non-suppressed gas species in memory.

JMFLAG Status switch array for minerals of fixed composition

= 0 means the mineral appears in the current model;

= 2 means it is thermodynamically suppressed.
JMT The number of non-suppressed pure minerals in memory.

JREAC Status flag for irreversible reactants:

= 0 Set to react

-- 1 Saturated, but reaction continues

=1 Exhausted

= 2 Saturated, and any remaining mass has been

transferred to the equilibrium system.

JaST The number of non-suppressed aqueous reactions in memory.

JSFLAG Status switch array for aqueous species

= 0 means the species appears in the current model;

=2 means it is thermodynamically suppressed

= 3 means it does not appear in the current model.

JSOL Array whose values define chosen treatments of solid-

solution thermodynamics.

JSORT The indices of the aqueous species, sorted in increasing

order of mass.

JST The number of non-suppressed aqueous species in memory.

JSTACK A work array used in sorting aqueous species in

increasing order of concentration.

JTEMP Flag for controlling temperature change along a reaction

path (See Chapter 5).
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JXFLAG Status switch array for solid solutions

= 0 means the mineral appears in the current model;

= 4 means it has no active end-member components.

JXMOO Flag specifying the type of a species/reaction affected

by an alter/suppress option (see KXMOD; read from tne

INPUT file):

a 0 aqueous species/reaction

=1 mineral

= 2 gas

3 solid solution.

JXT The number of non-suppressed solid solutions in memory.

KCARB Variable denoting the position of HCO_ (or C02 ) in the

set of master iteration variables.

KCT Number of chemical elements present in the aqueous system

currently being modeled.

KDI:1 Dimension of the Jacobian matrix.

KGMl Position of the activity of water variable in the INDEX

array.

KG'XQ Position in the INDEX array of the last activity

coefficient variable corresponding to an aqueous master

species.

KGMQI KGMQ + 1.

KGM4T Position in the INDEX array of the last activity

coefficient variable corresponding to an aqueous species.

KHYDR Variable denoting the position of HK in the set of master

iteration variables.

KMAX Maximum dimension of the Jacobian matrix.

K4l1 Position of the first pure mineral variable in the INDEX

array.

KMT Position of the last pure mineral variable in the INDEX

KORD

KPiS

array.

The maximum possible order of the finite difference

calculations for a given step of reaction progress.

Flag on the INPUT file denoting whether or not data for

phases in the physically removed system are appended.(1.
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KSAT Number of supersaturated pure minerals, excluding those that

are suppressed.

KSB Variable denoting the position of the hypothetical aqueous

species 02(g) in the set of master iteration variables;

KSB 5 KCT + 1.

KSPPMX Limit on the number of steps of reaction progress from the

last print point; a print is forced if KSTPPR.EQ.KSPPMX.

KSQ The number of aqueous species in the set of master iteration

variables.

KSTEP The number of reaction progress steps that have been made in

a run.

KSTPMX The limit on the number of reaction progress steps for a

given problem.

KSTPPR The number of steps since the last print point.

KXl Position of the first solid solution component variable

in the INDEX array.

KXISTQ Variable denoting the position of equivalent stoichiometric

ionic strength in the set of master iteration variables;

KXISTQ = KSQ + 1.

KXI Variable denoting the position of ionic strength in the set

of master iteration variables; KXI - KSQ + 2.

KXMOD Flag defining the type of alter/suppress option (See

Chapter 5; read from the INPUT file):

= -1 the corresponding species/reaction is suppressed

= 0 its log K is replaced by XLKMOD

= 1 its log K is augmented by XLKMOD.

KXSAT Number of supersaturated solid solutions, excluding those

that are suppressed.

KXT Position of the last solid solution component variable

in the INDEX array.

log x LAMLG Log of the activity coefficient of a solid-solution

end-member component.

LSCANH The lower limit of a redox scan (See equation 7-101).

LSCANO The upper limit of a redox scan (See equation 7-100).
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log no

PIL

LOMNI Logarithms of the masses of pure minerals (in moles).

log na

log ns

n

nS

ns

n
£

LOMX Logarithms of the masses of solid solution components

(in moles).

LOSS Logarithms of the masses of aqueous species (in moles).

LOTX Logarithms of the masses of solid solution phases

(in moles).

MIPM Rate of precipitation of product minerals forming according

to solubility equilibrium in the fluid-centered

flow-through system (NMODL1 z 3). defined as dn/dS,

where ni is the mass of the i-th mineral component.

MOOR Mass of destroyed reactant (in moles).

MODORS MOOR at the previous point of reaction progress.

MOFFG Moles of gas species added to the system at the start of a

run; part of the fixed fugacity option.

MOMN Masses of pure minerals (in moles).

MOMX Masses of solid solution com-,oinents (in moles).

MORR Mass of remaining reactant (in moles).

MORRS MORR at the previous point of reaction progress.

MOSS Masses of aqueous species (in moles).

MOTX Masses of solid solution phases (in moles).

MPRMN Masses of pure minerals (in moles) in the physically

removed system.

MPRMN3 Array used to read in MPRMN values from the INPUT file.

MPRMX Masses of solid solution components (in moles) in the

physically removed system.

MPRMXB Array used to read in MPRMX values from the INPUT file.

MSORT The molal masses of the aqueous species, sorted in

order of increasing value.

MTE Total mass of an element, in moles.

MTEB Total mass of an element (in moles), as specified on the

INPUT file.

I4TEAQ rotal mass of an element (in moles) in aqueous solution.

(..
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MTES Total mass of an element (in moles) at the previous

point of reaction progress.

MWTGS Molecular weight of a gas species.

MWTMN Molecular weight of a pure mineral.

MATRC Molecular weight of a reactant.

MWTSS Molecular weight of an aqueous species.

NART The number of aqueous species reactants.

NCARB The index of C or the aqeuous master species (usually

HCO% or CO-) that is formally associated

with carbonate mass balance.

NCHLOR The index of Cl or the master aqueous species (usually

C1 ) that formally corresponds to C1 mass balance.

aT(P NCOA4P Number of end-member components in a given solid solution.

NCOMPB Number of solid-solution end-member mole fraction values

for a given solid solution read from the INPUT file.

NCORR The number of corrector cycles, including step size cuts,

if any, to achieve desired accuracy in the integration of

the rate functions.

eT .Ncr Total number of chemical elements.

NCTMAX Maximum allowed number of cnemical elements.

NDAC The index of an aqueous species whose activity appears

as a factor in a transition theory rate law.

NDACT The number of activity factors appearing in a term of a

rate law based on transition state theory.

NOATA2 Device number of the DATA2 file.

NDATA3 Device number of the DATA3 file.

NDCTMX Maximum allowed number of species whose activities can

appear in a transition-state theory rate law term.

NEND Array that stores the indices of fixed composition minerals

that correspond to end-member components of solid

solutions.

NFFG The number of gas species whose fugacities are to be fixed

during a run.

NGRT The number of gas species reactants.

NGT Total number of gas species read from the data file.
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NGTMAX Maximum allowed number of gas species.

NH2G The index of the gas species H2(,).
v HYDR The index of H or H .

NINPUT Device number (60) of the INPUT file.

NINPTS Device number (61) of the copy of the INPUT file (IiMPTS)

created by stripping out comment lines.

NsMODLl Option switch defining the physical system for the

calculation (See Chapter 5).

NMODL2 Option switch for 'economy" mode (See Chapter 5).

NMRT The number of pure mineral reactants.

NMT Total number of minerals of fixed composition read from the

data file.

NMTMAX Maximum allowed number of minerals of fixed composition.

N02G The index of the gas species °2(g)

NORD The order of the finite-differences.

NORDMX The maximum order of the finite-differences.

NOUTPT Device number of the OUTPUT file.

NPKUP Device number of the PICKUP file.

NPRMN The number of pure minerals in the physically removed system

(as read from the INPUT file).

NPRMX The number of solid solutions in the physically removed

system (as read from the INPUT file).
NPRSMX Maximum allowed number of species in the physically removed

system that can be read from the INPUT file.

NRCT Total number of reactants (irreversible reactions).

NRCTMX Maximum allowed number of reactants (irreversible

reactions).

NRK Rate law code for irreversible reactions (See Chapter 5).

NRNDEX Array containing the regular species indices of

reactants associated with irreversible reactions.

NRSQ Number of reactions associated with auxiliary master

species; same as the number of auxiliary aqueous master

species.
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rT NRST Total number of aqueous ion-pairing, complexing, and redox
reactions read into memory.

NRSTMX Maximum allowed number of aqueous reactions.

Ss NSB Index denoting the hypothetical aqueous species 02(g);
NSB = NCT + 1.

NSBI NSB + 1.

NSK Reactant surface area option switch:

- 0 Constant surface area

z 1 Constant specific surface area.

NSODIU The index of Na or the aqueous master species (usually

Na ) that formally corresponds to Na4 mass balance.

SQ ,NSQ Total number of aqueous master species.

NSQMAX Maximum allowed number of aqueous master species.

NSQ1 Argument in a stoichiometric reaction coefficient array

(CORS, CDRM, BDRG) denoting the formally associated

species (aqueous, mineral, or gas) that is destroyed in

a giver, reaction; NSQ1 - NSQ + 1.

NSRT Number of special reactants on the INPUT file.

NSRTMX Maximum allowed number of special reactants.

~ ST NST Total number of aqueous species read from the data file;

includes all master species but other species only as

needed for a given input problem.

NSTMAX Maximum allowed number of aqueous species.

NXi4DMX The maximum allowed value of NXMOO.

NX.MOD The number of species/reactions affected by alter/suppress

options (See KXMOD); read from the INPUT file.

NXOPEX The number of specified-exceptions to the mineral subset-

selection options for suppressing minerals.

NXOPMX The maximum allowed value of NXOPT.

NXOPT Total number of subset-selection options to suppress

minerals. NXOPr appears on the INPUT file.
NXPEM'KX The maximum allowed value of NXOPEX.

,IXPG The data file indices of gas species loaded from the

data file DATA2; used in reading DATA3.
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NXPM The data file indices of pure minerals loaded from the

data file DATA2; used in reading DATA3.

NXPS The data file indices of aqueous species loaded from the

data file DATA2; used in reading DATA3.

NXRIDX Index array for solid solution reactants [NXR = NXRIDX(NRC)

is the solid solution reactant index that corresponds to

the NRC-th reactant.].

NXRT The number of solid solution reactants.

NXRTYIX The maximum allowed number of solid solution reactants.

OT NXT Total number of solid solution phases read into memory

NXTMAX Maximum allowed number of solid solutions.

W OM 'Water constant, 1000 v the molecular weight of H20;

X = 55.51.

log w OMLG Log of the water constant.

I OSCOFF Osmotic coefficient of water.

OXFAC Stoichiometric equivalence factors for oxides.

OXIDE Composition of the mineral assemolage in equiliorium with

the aqueous solution, expressed in terms of oxide

components.

pe PE Log of activity of the hypothetical electron species.

P PRESS Pressure, bars.

Q8ASSW Logical switch; = .TRUE. if basis switching has taken place.

QCORR Logical switch; = .TRUE. if the corrector tolerance is

satisfied.

QDiMP Logical switch used in connection with NMODLl = 3; = .TRUE.

flags a call to subroutine SHIFT to transfer secondary

mineral mass out of the system.

QFCP2 Logical switch; .TRUE. when the assumed phase assemblage

in the "equilibrium" system violates the apparent phase

rule.

QFLAG Logical switch; = .TRUE. indicates that the temperature has

just crossed 1000C.
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QFLAG1 Logical switch; = .TRUE. indicates that the new temperature

and the last temperature for which the thermodynamic data

were recalculated lie on opposite sides of 1000C.

QMOO Logical switch; = .TRUE. indicates a change in the

equilibrium phase assemblage.

QNOCH3 Logical switch; = JTRUE. indicates that the charge balance

equation is inactive.

QNOCOR Logical switch; = .TRUE. indicates that corrector cycles

are not to be done even if the corrector tolerance is

not satisfied (QNOCOR = QQMODE.OR.QSMODE.OR.QPMODE).

QNOCUT Logical switch; .TRUE. indicates that step size cuts are

not to be done to satisfy the corrector tolerance

(QNOCUT=QSMODE.OR.QPMODE).

QPHASL Logical switch; = .TRUE. indicates that suoroutine NEWTNZ

is sliding forward in reaction progress to avoid numerical

instability associated with a phase coming into or leaving

the equlibrium phase assemblage.

QPMODE Logical switch; = .TRUE. indicates that QPHASL has been set

to .TRUE. during the current call to subroutine NEWTNZ.

QPRINT Logical switch; .TRUE. indicates that a print of the

state of the system is to be made at the current point of

reaction progress.

QQMQDE Logical switch; = .TRUE. indicates that Newton-Raphson

iteration has failed and can not be made to work at the

current point of reaction progress.

QRIINiF Logical variable; a .TRUE. indicates that the time has

reached infinity.

QSMOOE Logical switch; s .TRUE. indicates that subroutine NEWTNZ

is in redox scan mode.

QTIME Logical switch; = .TRUE. indicates that the limit on the

number of computing units has been exceeded.

A iRCOINST The gas constant, 1.98726 cal/mol-OK.

RES A work array used in solving matrix equations.

RIFI Finite difference array (f) for the inverse rate.

RIF2 RIFI at the previous point of reaction progress.
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dt/d& RIREAC The inverse rate.

_RIRECP The predicted value of the inverse rate at a new point of

reaction progress.

-1 RHS A negative copy of the array ALPHA.

k R.Kl, RK2, RK3

Rate constants (See Chapter 5).

dE /dt RREAC The actual rate of an irreversible reaction.

dXi/du RRELRC The relative rate of an irreversible reaction.

RRELRP Predicted values of the relative rates of irreversible

reactions at a new point of reaction progress.

RRFl Finite difference array (f) for relative rates.

RRF2 RRFl at the previous point of reaction progress.

RXBAR The mole fraction of a component in a solid solution

reactant.

RXBARB The mole fraction of a component in a solid solution

reactant (as read from the INPUT file).

SCMAX Arrmy of step size ,caling factors corresponding to

different possible orders.

SCREWi Step size control parameter that bounds the magnitude of

the highest order term in a truncated Taylor's series

for a master algebraic variable.

SCREW2 Step size cut parameter. If BETAMX exceeds this parameter

at the start of Newton-Raphson iteration, EQ6 may cut the

step size.

SCREW3 Step size control parameter similar to SCREWi, but which

bounds the highest order term in a truncated Taylor's

series for a rate function.

SCREd4 Tolerance on the difference between predicted and calculated

rate functions. If exceeded, causes either a cut in the

step size or a corrector cycle.

SCREW5 Under-relaxation parameter that bounds the magnitude of

a Newton-Raphson correction term.

s SK Surface area of a reactant.

SSK Specific surface area of a reactant.

i SX Solid solution derivative function.
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u STORE Stoichiometric mass balance factor.
H STORI The H factors defined in Chapter 7.

4. Lr STOR2 The Lr factor defined Chapter 7.

TCNST1 The number of seconds per day (86,400).

TCNST2 The number of days per year (365.25).

TOAYS Model time (in days) at the latest point of reaction

progress.

rEMPC Temperature OC.

TEMPCI The temperature (?C) at the end of the initializing EQ3;NR

or EQ6 run.

TEMPCO The temperature (0C) at X = 0 or t = O.

T TEMPK Temperature OK.

t TIME Model time (in seconds) at the latest point of reaction

progress.

TIANEXX Limit on the progress of model time (in seconds) specified

on the INPUT file.

TIMES The value of time at the previous point oi reaction

progress.

TITR Titration factor of an aqueous species; the number of

- equivalents of alkalinity per mole of the species.

TKl, TK2, TK3

First, second, and third order derivatives of temperature

with respect to i or t.

TLOGS Logarithm of model time (seconds).

TLOGD Logarithm of model time (days).

TLOGYR Logarithm of model time (years).

TOLAFT The tolerance about the target affinity (AFTARG), used in

predicting the location of a phase boundary at which a

new phase enters the equilibrium system.

TOLBT Convergence bound on BETAMX.

TOLDL Convergence bound on DELMAX.

TOLSAT Supersaturation tolerance which the precipitation affinity

must exceed before EQ6 will attempt to precipitate

a phase.
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TOLSST Supersaturation step size cut parameter. The step size is

cut when the precipitation affinity of a phase exceeds

this limit.

TOLX Tolerance for SERCH routines.

TOLXAr Covergence tolerance used by subroutine HPSATZ to compute

the affinity function for a solid solution that is a

potential precipitate (one not currently present in the

equilibrium phase assemblage).

TSTRT Model time (in seconds) at the start of a problem.

TYEARS Model time (in years) at the latest point of reaction

progress.

TZERO The temperature ("C) for which the thermodynamic data were

last calculated.

UACION The name of the aqueous species (Na+ or Cl ) that

defines the equivalent stoichiometric ionic strength

UDAC The name of an aqueous species whose activity appears as a

factor in a transition state theory rate law.

UELEM Name of a chemical element (its chemical symbol).

UELEMB giame of a chemical element on the INPUT file.

UENDB Name of a component of a solid solution reactant.

UEQLRN Alphanumeric string containing the release number of the

supporting EQLIB library.

UEQLST Alphanumeric string containing the stage number of the

supporting EQLIB library.

UESRB The name of a chemical element that makes up a especial"

reactant.

UFFG The name of a gas species whose fugacity is to be fixed.

UGAS Name of a gas species (usually its chemical formula).

ULGI Array containing the names of the master iteration

variables.

UMIN Name of a mineral (usually its alphabetic name; more rarely,

its chemical formula).

U.D4S Name of a data file master species, used to define a

prooleir on the INPUT file.
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UNRMS Name of a run master species to be used in running a

problem. UNRMS and UNDMS pairs are specified together on

the INPUT file. A basis switch is specified by the

condition UNRMS.NE.UNDMS.

UOXIDE Name of an oxide.

UPRMN Name array for pure mineral in the physically removed system

(read from the INPUT file).

UPRMX Name array for solid solution end members in the physically

removed system (read from the INPUT file).

UREAC Name of a reactant associated with an irreversible reaction.

URELNO Alphanumeric string containing the release number of EQ6.

USOLX Name of a solid solution (its alphabetic name).

USPEC Name of an aqueous species (usually its chemical formula).

USTAGE Alphanumeric string containing the stage number of EQ6.

UTITLI Main title (text), appearing on the first part of the INPUT

file.

UTITL2 Title (text) from the lower part of the INPUT file; UTITL2.

is the main title of the previous run.

UTITLO Title from the thermodynamic data file.

_ UXCAT Name of a component specified in connection with a

subset-selection suppression option for solid phases

(See Chapter 5).

UXMOD The name of a species affected by an alter/suppress option

(See Chapter 5).

UXOPT An alphabetic string ("ALL" or "ALWITH") defining a

subset-selection suppression option for solid phases

(See Chapter 5).

UXTYPE An alphabetic string that describes a solid solution thermo-

dynamics treatment.

VMINO The molar volumes of pure minerals at 250C and 1.013 bar

pressure.

VOLG The volume of a perfect gas at 298.15 0K and 1 bar

pressure, 22413.6 cm3.

VOLMN The volumes of pure minerals present in the equilibrium

phase assemblage.

(
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x

log x

VOLXX The volumes of solid solutions present in the equilibrium

phase assemblage.

VREAC The molar volume of a reactant.

W Solid solution excess Gibbs energy parameter.

WEIGHT Weighting parameters (see Chapter 7).

XBAR Mole fraction of a solid-solution end-member.

XBARLG Log of the mole fraction of a solid-solution end-member.

XBARLM Upper limit on the mole fraction of a solid-solution

end-member, usually 1.0.

I XI Ionic strength.

XIC Calculated ionic strength.

XILG Log of the ionic strength.

!E XISTEQ Equivalent stoichiometric ionic strength.

XISTLG Log of equivalent stoichiometric ionic strength.

XISrQC Calculated equivalent stoichiometric ionic strength.

log KEh XLKEH Log of equilibrium constant of the talf-reaction relating

the hypothetical electron and 02(,)

XLKFFG The logarithm of a desired fixed fugacity value.

log Kg XLKG Log of the equilibrium constant of the dissolution reaction

of a gas species.

XLKMOD Log K alter option parameter (See KXMOD); read from the

INPUT file.

log Kr XLKS Log of the equilibrium constant of an aqueous redox or

dissociation reaction.

log K XLKM Log of the equilibrium constant of a dissolution

reaction of a mineral of fixed composition.

log Q/K XLQK Saturation index of a mineral.

z Z Electrical charge of an aqueous species.

ZKLOGL Amount by which the log mass of a phase in the equilibrium

system is decremented by a transfer to the physically

removed system.

ZKLOGU Threshhold/target value for the mass of non-aqueous phases

(See Chapter 5 for a discussion of its usage).

ZIl The value of reaction progress at the latest point.

ZI2 The value of reaction progress at the previous point.

(r
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ZIDUMP The next point of reaction progress where a dump of minerals

in equilibrium with the aqueous solution to the physically
removed system is required by the dump interval parameter

(OLZIDP); this is relevant only to the fluid-centered

flow-through open system mode of EQ6.

ZI4AX The maximum limit on reaction progress (ZIl, &), as

defined on the INPUT file.

ZIPRI rhe next point of reaction progress where the linear print,
interval parameter (DZPRNT)requires a print.

ZIPR2 The next point of reaction progress where the logarithmic

print interval parameter (DZPRLG) requires a print.

ZIRCT The reaction progress variable for an individual

irreversible reaction.

ZIRCTS ZIRCT at the previous point of reaction progress.

ZISTRT The value of reaction progress (ZI, i) at the start of

a problem.

z ZLGI Array of master iteration variables.

Z2/2 ZSQz Array containing the squares of the electrical charges of
the aqueous species, divided by two.
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APPENDIX B

GLOSSARY OF EQ6 SUBROUTINES

EQ6 is a large code. "MAIN." refers to the main program. EQ6 also uses

many of the routines from the EQLIB library (See Wolery, 1983, Appendix C).

MAIN. Sets up the run. It connects the necessary files (INPUT, DATA2,

DATA3, OUTPUT, and PICKUP). It initializes key arrays and sets

default values for important run parameters. It also does some

"idiot-proofing" checks on the input parameters.

PATH Supervises the execution of a reaction path run.

NEWTNZ Performs a thermodynamic equilibrium calculation, using the Newton-

Raphson method. As part of this function, it determines which

phases to add or drop from the phase assemblage. MAIN makes the

first call to NEWTNZ for a given problem. PATH makes all subsequent

calls.

MATRXZ Writes the Jacobian matrix (MA, J) for Newton-Raphson iteration.

BETAZ Computes the Newton-Raphson residual functions (including ALPHA,

a; BETA, S; and BETAMX, 8max).

READZ Reads the INPUT file. It writes an "instant echo" of the INPUT data

on the OUTPUT file (primarily to aid in debugging possible format

errors on the INPUT file). READZ contains full internal

documentation concerning the INPUT file.
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IiNDATZ Reads the thermodynamic data files DATA2 and DATA3 and calculates

the values of temperature dependent parameters. REDATZ is an

alternate entry for recalculating temperature dependent parameters

after a change in temperature during a reaction progress run.

ECHOZ Writes an echo of the INPUT data on OUTPUT. Unlike the "instant

echo" written by READZ, this echo is intended to be kept as part of

a permanent record of the run. It includes some data file

statistics, any default values that were chosen by the code, and any

changes in the INPUT constraint options made by the code to resolve

inconsistencies.

SCRIPZ Writes a detailed description of the state of the system at a point

of reaction progress. The scope of these prints can be managed by

the use of the IOPR print option switches.

JGIBBS Determines which phase in a set should be dropped on an apparent

phase rule violation.

HPSATZ Computes the affinity function for a solid solution phase (AFFLCX)

in the case where the phase is not part of the phase assemblage.

SHIFT Shifts masses of non-aqueous phases from the "equilibrium" part of

the system to the so-called "physically removed" system. This

routine separates secondary phases from the moving packet of water

in the flow-through open system model (NMODL1 - 3). It is also used

to get rid of secondary phases at the start of a run, if desired

(See IOPTS, Chapter 5).'

RESCAL Rescales the derivative functions of the logarithmic masses of

secondary phases or components of secondary phases. Rescaling is

necessary after a call to SHIFT, unless the order of the Taylor's

series is zero.
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GLXRN Decodes the names of reactants read from the INPUT file by

determining the corresponding species indices. "Special' reactants

have no such indices.

INNDX Decodes the names of master variable species read from the INPUT

file by determining the corresponding species indices.

BSWCH Oversees any basis switching.

RSETUP Sets up the molecular weights and molar volumes of reactants.

ECHOLK Prints the names of species, their indices, and, if any, the

equilibrium constants of the corresponding reactions.

SWTCH Executes basis switching between a pair of aqueous species; called

by 8SWCH.

COMPl Calculates the values of many secondary parameters for subsequent

output by SCRIPZ.

TSTEP Calculates the temperature and initiates recalculation of

temperature dependent data, if necessary, by calling REDATZ (an

alternate entry to INDATZ).

SATCHK Calculates the affinities to precipitate (A ) of possible
p

secondary phases and tests the saturation state of each.

MODEXZ Modifies the indexing of the Jacobian matrix, as when a new

secondary mineral appears in the phase assemblage.

BALCAZ Computes the Jacobian matrix rows for the activity of water and the

activity.coefficients; called by MATRXZ.

3ALGCL Computes the Jacobian matrix rows for pure mineral mass action;

called by MATRXZ.
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BALCZ4Z Computes the Jacobian matrix rows for mass and charge balance;

called by MATRXZ.

BALCSZ Computes the Jacobian matrix rows for solid solution component mass

action; called by MATRXZ.

BALCXZ Computes the Jacobian matrix rows for the ionic strength and the

equivalent stoichiometric ionic strength; called by MATRXZ.

FIND Fits the input points of a function to a smooth curve and returns

the value fo the function at zero. FIND is called by the SERCH

routines.

WTERM Computes the W(I,NX) coefficients for the excess free energy

functions of solid solutions from the APX data read from the DATA3
file and the absolute temperature (TEMPK).

LAMDAZ Computes the activity coefficients (X) of solid solution

components.

SXTEAM Computes the derivative functions of the activity coefficients of

solid solution components.

DERSPC Computes the masses of non-master aqueous species. It also

calculates the equilibrium fugacities of the relevant gas species.

DERPSC is called by NCMPZ.

AFFUNC Calculates the affinity to precipitate (A p) for pure minerals;

NCMPZ Computes all the parameters (masses, concentrations, etc.) needed to
write the Jacobian matrix from the ZLGl array. NCMPZ is called by

OERSPC.

rAYLOR Predicts the values of master variables from finite-difference based

truncated Taylor's series.
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TAYLR2 Predicts the values of the first derivatives of master variables

with respect to reaction progress from finite-difference based

truncated Taylor's series.

AKMATR Computes the AKM (0) matrix, which relates finite differences of

ascending order to the corresponding derivatives. AKMATR is called

by DERIV.

DERIY Calculates estimates of the derivatives of master variables with

respect to reaction progress from finite differences. DERIV

evaluates the equation (DXLG) = (AKM)(Fl) [a form of equation 8-5],
where DXLG is the array of derivatives, AKM is the matrix calculated

by AKMATR, and Fl is the array of finite differences.

LINDEP Tests the first JOIM elements of the first IDIM rows of the matrix

AA for linear dependence. If such dependence is found, QFCP2 is

returned with a value of .TRUE.

PREAC Prints a chemical reaction.

RTAYLR Evaluates finite-difference based truncated Taylor's series for the

rates of all irreversible reactions (dW /dg, the relative

rate, or d~1/dt, the actual rate) and for the inverse rate

(dt/d().

RDERIV Calculates estimates of the derivatives of relative rates of

irreversible reactions with respect to reaction progress from

backward finite differences. ROERIV evaluates the equation (DRELRC)

" (AKM)(RRFl) [a form of equation 8-5], where DRELRC is the array of

derivatives, AKM is the matrix calculated by AKMATR, and RRF1 is the

array of finite differences.

RAFF Calculates the thermodynamic affinities driving the irreversible

reactions (AFFRCT).
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RSATCH Tests irreversible reactions for the saturation.

( RTCALC Evaluates the rate laws that describe the rates of irreversible

reactions. RTCALC returns all relevant rate functions.

INTEGR Integrates the finite-difference based truncated Taylor's series for

a relative rate in order to calculate the advancement of an

irreversible reaction over a step of reaction progress.

TI;MER Integrates the finite-difference based truncated Taylor's series for

the inverse rate (dt/d() to calculate the time interval (DLTIME)

corresponding to an interval of reaction progress (DELZI).

REACTS Computes the destroyed and current masses of the reactants and also

calculates the current element totals in the "equilibrium" part of

the system.

ZOIFF Directly evalutes finite-difference expressions (equation 8-4) for

master variables as a function of reaction progress (. The results

should be equivalent to those of TAYLOR, which evaluates the

corresponding truncated Taylor's series representation. ZDIFF is

used only in a debugging check (See IODB0O, Chapter 5).

ROIFF Directly evalutes finite-difference expressions (equation 8-4) for

relative reaction rates a function of reaction progress. The

results should be equivalent to those of RTAYLR, which evaluates the

corresponding truncated Taylor's series representation. RDIFF is

used only in a debugging check (See IODBll, Chapter 5).

ALTERZ Alters the log K values of reactions according to NXMOD options

specified on the INPUT file.

FLGSTZ Sets up the status flag arrays JSFLAG, JMFLAG, JKFLAG, JXFLAG, AND

JGFLAG.
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SUPPRZ Suppresses species/reactions according to NXMOD options specified on
the INPUT file.

SCRIBE Writes the EQ6 PICKUP file.

SEACH1 Finds the point of reaction progress at which a reactant is

exnausted.

SERCH2 Finds the point of reaction progress at which the mass of a

secondary phase is maximized. SERCH2 supports the fluid-centered

flow-through open system mode of calculation (NMODL1 s 3).

SERCH5 Finds the point of reaction progress at which a secondary mineral

phase disappears.

SERCH6 Finds the approximate point at which a secondary mineral phase

appears (just supersaturates the aqueous solution). This

calculation is aimed at finding the point of reaction progress

corresponding to the target affinity, AFTARG, which lies directly

between the lower limit TOLSAT and the upper limit TOLSST.
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APPENDIX C

IDENTIFICATION OF CODE AND DATA BASE VERSIONS

The activities of revising, extending, and maintaining computer programs

and their data bases require some kind of system for identifying the versions

that are produced on both long-term and day-to-day time scales. This appendix

documents the system that has been devised for use in developing the EQ3/6

package. The part of the identification system that is internal to LLNL (but

which might be followed elsewhere) has been modified from the scheme described

previously (Wolery, 1983, Appendix H) in order to distinguish files for the

CDC 7600 from their counterparts for the CRAY.

Package elements as defined here dre codes or data files. Sample inputs

and outputs that are included in software release packages (i.e., packages

blessed for general use inside LLNL and distributed outside the Laboratory)

are not generally treated as elements of the software packages. The

identification scheme used for codes and data files is only applied to certain

input/output test cases that are used in continuing code verification

activities.

The complete identification of a code or data file consists of (1) an

alphanumeric name, (2) an external release number of four digits, and (3) a

two digit developmental stage number. In short, these will be referred to as

the "name," "release," and "stage." In simple terms, the "release" number

identifies a product produced on a time scale of six months to a year, and the

Ustage" number identifies a product on a day-to-day basis.

The external release number identifies software packages made available

for general use inside the Laboratory and distributed outside the Laboratory.

New versions of the EQ3/6 package are periodically released. These are made

available through the National Energy Software Center, Argonne National

(,
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Laboratory (NESC), 9700 South Cass Ave., Argonne, IL 60439 (Telephone
312-972-7250).

The release numbers increase in order and are chosen primarily so that
they will not be easily confused in written or verbal communications.
Otherwise, they are chosen arbitrarily. An external release of the EQ3/6
package is identified by the package name and the version number, separated by
a period. For example, the Dec. 1981 release of EQ3/6 was EQ3/6.3175. Minor
updates are designated by suffixing "B", "C", etc. to the release number.

To date, there have been six external releases of EQ3/6 and the following
versions now exist.

Version No. Date

2020 Feb. 1979
2055 Nov. 1979

3015 Dec. 1980
Revised April 1981

3175 Dec. 1931
31758 Sept. 1982
3230 Aug. 1983
3230B Mar. 1984

3245 Sept. 1984

MCRT and its supporting files were released as the following independent

package versions.
3175 Dec. 1981

31758 Sept. 1982

There was no MCRT prior to the 1175 release. After the 3175B release,

the MCRT package was folded into the EQ3/6 package.

The full name of a code or data file is its name, a period, the
release number, a letter "U", and finally the stage number. For EQ5
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this is illustrated by: EQ6.3245UO1. This name is always given on the

first line of a code or data file, along with the date. A short name

eliminates the release number, taking it to be understood, e.g.,

EQ6UOl. The letter U is retained in the short name only if the code or

data file name ends in a number. For the MCRT code, the full name,

mCaT.3245UOl, shortens to MCRTO1. Short names were formerly used to

identify files on the LLNL computer system (Wolery, 1983, Appendix H).

Full names and short names offer no indication whether the file is a CDC

7600 file or a CRAY file. They are purely "generic" in this sense.

Modified short names are now used to name files on the LLNL computer

system. These names are restricted to a maximum of seven characters for

files containing source code and eight characters for all others,

including data files. When a code is compiled or loaded, the file

produced is named by appending a letter to the source file name (See

Appendix E), which accounts for the difference.

The stage number at the end of the file name is preceded by the

letter "S" if the file is a 7600 file, and by the letter "C" if it is a

CRAY file. The alphanumeric name of the code or data file is truncated

to fit the remaining space (a maximum of four characters for source

codes, of five for data files). Thus, EQ6UOl has the manifestation

EQ6SOl on the 7600, and EQ6COl on the CRAY. EQ3NROI has the

manifestations EQ3NSOl and EQ3NCO1. The data file DATAOUO1 has the

manifestations DATAOSO1 and DATAOCO1. The release number for these

files is implicit in either the release package they were obtained from

or, at LLNL, from the directory chain-name they were stored under (See

Appendix E).

Stage numbers identify day-to-day versions created during code or

data base revision, development, etc. They are primarily meaningful

only within LLAL. Sub-stage names may be added to the short versions

during daily development, such as EQ6U5O-1, EQ6U50-2, etc., to minimize

tne effects of a system failure or a really bad editing goof. External

release of a code package version usually terminates any further use of
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the associated release number. Exceptions to this rule generally are

made only to correct subsequently discovered errors. Otherwise, a

higher version number is selected (e.g., 3245 succeeds 3230) and the

stage numbering goes back to 01. Note from the examples in the previous

paragraph that stage numbers are intended to be machine-independent.

They should not be incremented in adapting a file from the 7600 to the

CRAY, or vice versa.

Copies of day-to-day versions, identified by stage numbers, are

usually not saved for more than a few weeks after being superseded. In

the case of source codes, revisions may extend for several stage-level

versions before any attempt at testing is made.
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APPENDIX D

RUNNING EQ6 AN4D RELATED CODES AT LLNL

The EQ3/6 software package is a set of geochemical modeling codes

and supporting data files. The codes include EQTL, the thermodynamic

data base preprocessor (Wolery, 1983), EQPITZ, the Pitzer data base

processor (Wolery, 1984a), EQ3NR, the speciation-solubility code

(Wolery, 1983), and EQ6, the reaction path code described in this

document (See also Wolery, 1978, 1979). MCRT, a thermodynamic data base

building code (Wolery, 1984b) and its own thermodynamic data files are

now considered part of the EQ3/6 package, as they play an intimate role

in supporting the EQ3/6 thermodynamic data base.

The EQ3/6 package is accessible at LLNL through the file storage

routine XPORT. A package for CDC 7600 computers resides in the

directory .977823.EQ3/6.3245.7600. A parallel package for the CRAY is

in .977823.EQ3/6.3245.CRAY. These directories are write-protected. The

3245 in the chain-names refers to the release number of the package (See

Appendix E). The contents of these directories include everything in

the standard release packages sent outside the Laboratory- source codes,

data files, sample inputs, and sample outputs- plus executable files for

the codes.

There is very little difference between corresponding package

elements for the COC 7600 and the CRAY. There are slight differences in

some of the sample outputs (including the secondary data files, e.g.,

DATAl, DATA3) because of the differences in word length on the two

machines (60 bits on the 7600, 64 on the CRAY). There are only minor

differences in the FORTRAN of the source codes (See Appendix F).
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CRAY files do differ in format (character representation). A file

in one machine format can be converted to the other format by using the

utility TRANS. For example, to convert the data file DATAOSO1 from 7600

format (implied by the "S" preceding the "01" stage number; See Appendix

0), to CRAY format (where the "S" is replaced by a "C"), execute

TRANS I=(OATAOSOI,7600),0=(DATAOCOl,CRAY) / t v

To convert in the opposite direction, execute

TRANS I=(DATAOCOl,CRAY),O=(DATAOS01,7600) / t v

Only files consisting of text, that is, source codes data files, inputs,

and outputs are translatable. Binaries, executable files, libraries of

relocatable code, etc., can not be translated in this fashion.

Executable files for the 7600 are generated by FTN, which both

compiles and loads. CFT (the standard CRAY compiler) and LDR (a loader)

are used to make executable files that will run on the CRAY. The CFT

compiler neither requires nor likes the LEVEL 2 specifications needed to

run most of the codes on the 7600, and all lines bearing such

specifications must be deleted or commented out. The other differences

concern opening/closing files and testing for the end-of-file

condition. In the 7600 source code, corresponding CRAY lines are are

written just below lines for the 7600. These CRAY lines are commented

out by "CCRAY" beginning in column one.

To make a new executable file for the 7600, say for the EQ6 code,

designated here as the file EQ6SOI, use FTN to compile and load in one

step:

FTH (I-EQ6SOl,iiALL,OPTzl,R-2,GLIB=EQLISOlB,PM,SET) / t v
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rhe required input files are

( EQ6SOl EQ6 source code

EQLISOlB binary version of the EQLIB library*

The output files are

EQ6SOlB binary file

EQ6SOlL compilation listing

EQ6SO1.M load map

EQ6SO1X executable file

The executable file is the only one of the above then required to run the

code. Executable files are included in the .977823 directories.

To make a new executable file on the CRAY, first compile with CFT, again

using EQ6 a, an example:

CFT I=EQ6COl,B=EQ6COlB,L=EQ6COlL / t v

Then input EQ6COlB and EQLICOIQ** to the loader LDR:

LDR I=EQ6COlB,X=EQ6COlX,ML=EQ6COlM,LIB=EQLICOlQ,LIB=FORTLIB / t v

*To create this library on the 7600, compile the source code with FTN:

FTN (I-EQLIBOl,B=EQLIBOlB,OPT=l,R-2) / t v

**The binary file EQLICOB can not be directly used as a library on the CRAY.

To create EQLICOIQ, first compile with CFT and then use BUILD:

cUr I=EQLICOl,3=EQLICOlB / t v

3UILD NLzEQLICOlQB=EQLICOIB / t v
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To execute a code, you need the corresponding executable file and the

requisite data and input files. To execute EQ6, where EQ6SOlX is the

controlee file, type

EQ6SOIX / t v

You must provide the necessary data and input files. Here they are DATA2,
DATA3, and INPUT. The files produced are OUTPUT, PICKUP, and the TAB files

TABA, TABB, etc.

File names may be equivalenced on the execute line. For example, if the

INPUT file is named 15RCTS, the user may enter

EQ6SOlX INPUT=I5RCTS / t v

Multiple specifications are often very useful, e.j.,

EQ6SOlX INPUT=I5RCTS,OUTPUT=05RCTS,PICKUP=P5RCTS / t v
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APPENDIX E

FORTRAN CONVENTIONS, CODE PORTABILITY,

FIELD LENGTHS, AND REDIMENSIONING

The ease of portability of a FORTRAN code can be greatly improved by

certain restrictions and conventions. This section describes those that have

been adopted in developing the codes in the EQ3/6 package. These conventions

(slightly extended from those described by Wolery, 1983, Appendix I) were

adopted in the light of experience in transferring these codes to CRAY,

UNIVAC, IBM, and VAX machines.

1. All common blocks appear in the main program. Cc.amented out syriaolic

common blocks also appear here to aid in redimensioning.

2. Variable and subroutine names are restricted to six characters.

3. Character information is stored at six characters per word. This

pertains to variables beginning with the letter U (See below). The writer

recommends adopting eight characters per word to readers looking to adopt

FORTRAN standards for other software projects.

4. The following type conventions apply to the first letter of a variable

name. Absolutely no exceptions are permitted.

(a) I, J, and K: INTEGER

(b) L and M: REAL on 60 and 64 bit machines, REAL*8 on 32 bit

machines

(c) Q: LOGICAL

(d) U: all character string variables, typed INTEGER on 60 and 64

bit machines, REAL*8 on 32 bit machines (REAL may suffice on

some U4IVAC machines)
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(e) all others: REAL on 60 and 64 bit machines, REAL*8 on 32 bit
( machines

5. One statement per line.

6. All labels are numeric; none are alphabetic or alphanumeric

7. No IF-THEN-ELSE constructions. These constructions are the major
difference between FORTRAN 77 (FORTRAN V) and FORTRAN 66 (FORTRAN IV). This
restriction is not recommended for other software projects. It may be relaxed

in the near future for EQ3/6 development.

8. No arithmetic IF statements.

9. No constants in subroutine argument lists. This prevents certain kinds
of conflicts in converting to double precision (REAL*8); i.e.,

VARl=l.0
VAR2=l.E-7
CALL SUBR(VAR1,VAR2)

not

CALL SUBR(1.0,1.E-7)

In the first example, VARI and VAR2 are REAL*8, the assigned values will be

converted to REAL*8, and the subroutine call will be correct. In the second

case, an execution error will result because of a REAL-REAL*8 mismatch.

10. Character string variables are initialized only by either reading from
a file or in DATA statements. Use

DATA UVAR/"EWDIT. "/

IF (UDU?4.NE.UVAR) GO TO 235
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not

IF (UDUM.NE."ENDIT. ") GO TO 235

11. No PRINT or "simple" READ statements. Use

WRITE (5,120) A,B,C
READ (60,125) D,E,F

not

PRINT 120, A,B,C
READ 125, D,E,F

The FORTRAN source code in EQ6 is designed to maximize portability among

different machines. Essentially the same source code works on all machines,

thanks to the above conventions. However, there are some differences that

should be pointed out. On the CDC 7600, some of the COMMON blocks must be

allocated to Large Core Memrr-ry (LCM) by means of LEVEL 2 declarations. These

declarations should be commented out in adapting the 7600 source code to other

machines. This is done at LLNL by putting the pattern "C7600" beginning in

column one of the affected lines. This may be seen in the CRAY source code,

for example.

Other differences pertain to the opening and closing of files, testing for

end-of-file, and getting the date and time from the operating system. The

user is more or less stuck with having to deal with these differences in

adapting the program to other machines. In the 7600 source codes, a good way
to find all the occurrences of such machine-dependent references is to do a

search on the pattern 'CCRAY" to find all the CRAY adaptations that have been

coanented out. In the CRAY source code, a similar search may be made on the

pattern "C7600."

Some VAX adaptations may be found by searching on the pattern 'CVAX." EQ6

contains some special coding in subroutine PATH which avoids overflow problems

in the calculation of finite difference functions if the pertinent lines are

activated by removing the "CVAX" pattern.

(,
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EQ6.3245UO1 is dimensioned to handle up to:

NCTMAX: 40 chemical elements

NSQMAX: 80 aqueous master species (strict plus auxiliary basis

species)

NSTMAX: 300 aqueous species (total)

NRSTMIX: 259 aqueous reactions (aqueous redox reactions and ion-pair

and aqueous complex dissociation reactions;

NRSTMX = NSTMAX-NCTMAX-1)

N.vtTMAX: 275 minerals (of fixed composition)

NGTMAX: 15 gases

NXTMAX: 20 solid solutions

IKTMAX: 6 end-member components per solid solution

NXMDMX: 20 species affected by the alter/suppress option

KMAX: 82 iteration master species (KMAX = NSQMAX+2)

The required total field length at these dimensions is about 335,00GB words.

Each word is equal to 8 bytes (64 bits) on the Cray), and roughly 8 bytes (60

bits) on the CDC 7600. On the 7600, the SCM (small core memory) field length

is about 147,00GB words.

To aid in redimensioning any of the EQ3/6 codes, including EQ6, the source

codes include commented out copies of symbolic common and dimension

statements. Each main program includes a copy of all common blocks, and the

corresponding set of symbolic common blocks is located just above these.

Symbolic dimension statements are located just above the corresponding

dimension statements in the main program and its subroutines. For example,

the commented-out symbolic common block

C COM4MOH CDRS(NSQMAX+1,NRSTMX),CESS(NCTMAX,NSTHiAX),
C $ CORST(NRSrMX)

is given in the main program of EQ6.3245UO1 to indicate the proper dimensions

corresponding to

COMMON CDRS(42,259),CESS(40,300),CDRST(259)
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Users are strongly advised to use global pattern replacement techniques as

the exclusive means of code redimensioning, because even the slightest

mismatch in array dimensions is usually disastrous. A highly recommended

technique is to double-check the results of redimensioning by using text

editor features that permit the display of changed lines in a

one-after-the-other format. At LLNL, the TRIX AC commands TP and DOP can be

used very effectively for this purpose.
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